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Preface
I would like to apologize to the 3rd grade children at the Herzl School in Haifa. My daughter,
Martha, goes to school there, and I read Childland to the children in her class. I need to
apologize because afterwards, when I was walking down the street and met some of the
children, I had a grownup face on. They saw me while I was making a grownup face, and I
couldn’t take the mask off and smile at them.
That grownup who forgot to laugh and smile doesn’t make that face on purpose. When
he was a little boy, if he had known that one day he would scare children like that, he would
have been angry at himself and would have promised himself that he would be nice to
children when he grew up.
Sometimes when I meet you on the street, I only realize later that I disappointed you by
being a grownup. But when I read Childland to you, the gateway opens up and I become a
child again.
So again, I apologize on behalf of all the grownups who have never apologized to a
child, but who always ask children to apologize. Forgive them, because they have forgotten
what it’s like to be a child, and will probably never remember.
Martha always says to me, “Daddy, why are you so serious and not smiling?” But even
she’s getting tired of saying that, and I think she’s given up hope, like other children have, of
ever being able to see everything I’m feeling inside by looking at my face, like you can with
children, and of me smiling at her like a child.
Some children think that when you grow up, they take you into a secret room and teach
you secrets that you can use against children, like how to always beat them when you play,
and how to scare them, and they make you swear never to tell these secrets to children. But
what really happens is that other grownups tell you things – grownups who you want to like
you. But they tell you without using words. And things said without words are stronger than
things said with words. So I’d like to tell you a secret, children: what you see is only a mask,
it’s not real. That’s just the way a grownup’s face is.
A wall is being built up around Childland. Every day another row of bricks is added on
and you can see less and less. When the wall gets as high as your eyes or even higher,
Childland suddenly disappears and you can’t remember it anymore. And then you don’t even
know that you’re inside a cage and can’t see what’s outside. At first, you still try to
remember, but the sunlight makes your memories fuzzy. At night, though, when it’s dark and
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you can’t see very well, Childland sometimes comes back to you. That’s the way it is, there
are some things that are actually easier to see in the dark.
When I read this to my other daughter, Bartha, she told me to change it and leave out the
apology, because apologies are for grownups. She said that instead I should just write that I
didn’t mean to make a grownup face. But Martha, who is a little older, told me to leave in the
apology.
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The Gateway to Childland

Today I went for a walk down the hills of the Carmel in Haifa, the city where I live, with my
two daughters: Martha, who is eight and has brown hair, green eyes and freckles on her nose
which she is ashamed of, and Bartha, who is five, with blonde hair, and who also has green
eyes but doesn’t have anything she’s ashamed of yet, except maybe her pacifier. And our dog
Nelia, who looks like a wolf and has a white butterfly on her chest. And she really isn’t
ashamed of anything, but sometimes when you get angry at her she gets a sad look in her
eyes.
Haifa is a very pretty town, you know, and I live at the top of the mountain, so I can look
down and see the hills and the ocean. While we were walking, I suddenly remembered seeing
a kind of blue-green gate, surrounded by hedges, with sweet peas and daffodils growing all
around it. The gate had looked familiar to me, as if I had already been there.
I asked my girls if they knew about it. They thought for a moment, then looked at each
other, smiled a little, and both said: “That’s the gate.”
I told them that wasn’t possible and they said, surprised: “Daddy, don’t you know that’s
the gateway to Childland?!”
We turned around, climbed back up the hill until we got to the gate, and peeped through
the bars. There was a big playground there, but we couldn’t see any children in it. The sky
was a pale blue and the sand was more gray than yellow. A few trees were growing around
the warm sand with dull, dark green leaves. The wood which the swings and jungle gyms
were made of was old and the paint was peeling off.
“Nothing’s moving in there, not even the leaves on the trees,” Martha exclaimed.
“It’s so quiet,” Bartha shouted.
Nelia pushed her nose through the bars and sniffed the air.
I was also surprised, because I remembered that in Childland the colors had always been
livelier and the voices louder.
“Mr. Guard! Mr. Guard!” I called out.
A thin teddy bear who was sitting on a bench came over to us. He was sleepy and
wobbly, like an old man who had been disturbed. One of his ears was bigger than the other,
and it poked out of his gray hat. He was wearing red mittens and his brown fur was lined with
gold buttons, and a big key hung from his neck on a string. His eyes were laughing like a
child’s, but there were wrinkles around them, and some gray hairs stuck out from beneath the
hat. Nelia bared her teeth.
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“Nelia, what’s the matter with you?!” I said to her angrily. “What are you doing – it’s
just a cute teddy bear. Please, open the gate for us,” I said.
The teddy bear pointed with his long thin arm, to a sign that had a picture of a grownup
and a red “X” drawn across it.
Martha and Bartha cried: “Open up…Let us in…” and rattled the heavy gate with their
tiny hands.
The guard opened the gate for them immediately, without even taking the key off his
neck. Then I realized that I shouldn’t have said “please” because that’s a word which closes
the gate to this playground.
Martha and Bartha tried to pull me through the bars, as if I could squeeze through, and
begged the teddy bear to let me in. But I said I’d try and talk to him nicely about it. The
teddy bear rubbed his red mittens together as if it were cold, tickled his gold buttons as if that
was funny, and said he would give me a test. He would ask me a question and if I could
answer it, he’d let me in. I agreed. He asked if I had any pains. I was surprised by how easy
the question was, and I said no. Then he asked if I had any cuts or bruises anywhere on my
body. Again I answered simply, no. The teddy bear said I couldn’t come in, because a child
always has something that hurts. And every child has at least one cut or bruise somewhere on
his body.
“Give him another chance, one last chance,” Martha and Bartha begged.
“Just one!” the teddy bear warned, wagging his furry finger at me. Martha and Bartha
pressed their faces against the bars from the other side and waited.
The teddy bear asked me to show him how I walked. I marched back and forth in front of
the gate, taking straight, tidy steps, like I always do. The guard’s face was very serious and
he told me that if a child walked towards me I would run him over, because I walked like a
grownup without even looking down. I had failed again. Martha and Bartha were ashamed to
see their dad fail again and again. I hung my head down between my shoulders, embarrassed.
“Daddy – you look like a child!” Bartha suddenly laughed out loud. When the guard
heard that, his eyes lit up. “One last chance!” he declared, “but this time, it really is the last
chance.”
“Sir,” the teddy bear called out, “is it possible that you might be a man inside a story,
which must come to an end one day?”
“Nonsense,” I said smiling, and waved my hand dismissively. The guard held up the key
and locked the squeaky gate twice.
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“Stop, stop,” I whined, and warm salty tears ran down my cheeks and into my mouth.
Martha and Bartha cried too, on the other side of the gate, and didn’t want to say goodbye to
me. Through the tears which filled my eyes, I suddenly saw Childland spread out before me,
and the gate opening up for me. The guard – that strange, thin teddy bear – waved his arm in
front of me, bowed, and said: “Come in, child, but don’t forget to remind me to erase all your
memories when you leave this place.”

And there I was, in Childland, laughing and crying with happiness. And the first thing I felt
was that the label on my shirt was scratching my neck, and my socks were bunched up inside
my shoes, making me uncomfortable. The guard said that while I was in Childland, I
couldn’t be called “Mr. Grosbard,” but must only use my first name, Ofer.
“Nelia! Wait for us here by the gate for a while. Don’t go anywhere, and be nice to the
teddy bear. We’ll be back soon.”
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The House in the Sandbox

Martha, Bartha and I found ourselves standing in the middle of a sandbox. Scattered in the
sand were a tractor with no wheels, a Barbie with no head, and a few broken buckets and
shovels. The wind was not rustling the leaves and the sun was covered by a layer of gray
clouds.
“What happened to all the children?” Martha whispered.
“What happened to all the birds?” Bartha asked.
We looked up and saw many clouds, all in the same shape, covering the sky.
“Clouds with no animals!” Bartha exclaimed.
Martha picked up a handful of sand and examined it. The grains were big and gray, and
they slipped through her fingers like heavy stones. Something moved on the jungle gym’s
rope bridge. The ropes were covered with a layer of pine needles from the trees, like a big
bird’s nest. Then we noticed little faces peeping out of the nest. We tiptoed over to them. A
few rays of light which managed to shine through the clouds lit up the faces and made them
smile, with their eyes closed. Bartha started speaking loudly, like she always does. The
children (who belonged to the faces) became frightened and started to escape through the
long plastic tunnel that was part of the jungle gym. We could hear tiny footsteps and whispers
coming from within the tunnel. A few children escaped down the slide which came out of the
tunnel, and disappeared into the high nettles around the sandbox.
“Don’t be afraid!” Bartha yelled in her squeaky voice, and Martha signaled to them to
come out. A few curious faces peeped at us from behind the bushes: “Children!” they
whispered to each other, “look – children, not grownups!” Some of them rubbed their eyes in
disbelief. The children’s faces were wrinkled, their hair was wild, they were barefoot and
their clothes were torn. They slowly came a little closer and looked at us.
“Her hair isn’t parted straight,” one of the girls said, pointing to Martha.
“His shirt isn’t tucked in,” a boy said, pointing at me.
“Have you noticed that they don’t talk like teachers at all?” another boy said.
The children came right up to us with tiny steps, their eyes sparkling. “How did you get
here?” they asked, amazed. “And how come Evil Ear and the teachers haven’t discovered
you?”
They surrounded Martha, Bartha and me, felt our clothes, which were still sweaty from
our walk down the Carmel, looked at Martha’s tangled braids and Bartha’s flowing hair, and
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one girl turned over Martha’s hand and held it up to her mouth and licked the dirt out of the
lines in the palm of her hand.

None of the children slept that night. They stayed up all night telling us the story of
Childland and everything that had happened there. At first, the story was very confusing and
we couldn’t understand it at all: it was all about Night Children, someone called Evil Ear,
teachers, a train going to somewhere called Grownupville, the Annoying School for Children,
the Fun & Games School, and all sorts of other strange names. But slowly, as the sun rose,
everything started to become clear. Martha, Bartha and I were left gaping, not knowing
whether all this was a fairy tale or a true story.
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Housemates

“We need to fix the house,” Martha said, and everyone started to work busily. We met one of
the children, called Sourpuss, who was very hardworking. He hammered in the nails
ferociously, and they didn’t dare disobey him – they went into the wood immediately,
without causing any problems.
After a short while we had fixed the wobbly table, stopped up the leaks in the bathroom,
oiled the squeaky swing, and started to paint the jungle gym in all sorts of cheerful colors and
draw paintings on it.
Dirtyface, who had mud smeared all over her arms and legs, and whose hair looked like
straw, worked very hard, but she wouldn’t help fix the bathroom. She said she hated water. I
looked into her blue eyes, which gazed out at me from between the streaks of mud on her
face, and thought how beautiful she was.
I called out to all the boys – Sleepyhead, Sourpuss, Bumpinto, Gimmegifts, and
Candylike – and we stretched out the ropes on the rope bridge to strengthen the nest. The
girls – Suchamess, Dirtyface, Gymnastica, Peepeena and Chatterbox – laid down a padding
of soft leaves to make the nest comfortable. Before we had finished arranging the nest,
Sleepyhead jumped in and asked us not to wake him up in the middle of his dream: “There’s
a pink dream sitting right on my eyelids, and I don’t want to miss it.”
“When your eyelids move,” he explained, “that means you’re having a dream. So please
don’t wake me up!”
We got to know Gymnastica, who was an excellent gymnast, and was almost always on
the swings.
“Now everyone go and take a bath!” little Bartha ordered, even though she only reached
up to most of the children’s bellybuttons.
“Who do you think you are—Evil Ear?” Dirtyface said angrily.
Bartha smiled – she was used to handling big kids, because she knew that first they
yelled and then they gave in.
“Well, I’m going to take a bath, and whoever comes with me, I’ll teach them how to dive
without getting water in their eyes, and how to clap your hands underwater and how to make
bubbles, and how to give Barbies a water haircut. Here I go.” And she marched off without
even looking back. She filled the bath until it was warm and bubbly, and jumped in.
“Me too! Me too! Me too!” the children called out from all directions. Within a moment,
they were all happily sitting in the bubble bath, fighting over the foam, hugging it, drawing
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lines in the water, and yelling: “Don’t cross over the line – that’s my territory!” All the
children except for Dirtyface, that is, who was quietly sulking in the corner.
Bartha organized a diving competition for everyone, and counted how long each child
could stay underwater. And when Gymnastica asked her who was the winner, she said
everyone was. That’s the way Bartha was, she felt sorry for the children who lost.
Little Peepeena suddenly shouted, “Oh no, I made pee-pee in the bath!” and all the
children jumped out hastily. Then Gymnastica jumped into the bath, smiling victoriously, and
explained to all the children that pee-pee was water too, and that she didn’t believe there was
a single child in the whole world who didn’t make pee-pee in swimming pools. So they got
back into the bath.
Candylike made a wonderful foam cake for Dirtyface. “This is in honor of your first
bath,” he declared, and everyone clapped their hands. When Sleepyhead started to fall asleep
in the water, we realized it was time to get out. But not before Bumpinto inspected
everyone’s cuts and bruises, especially Dirtyface’s. The cuts stung at first, but then the pain
started to go away, and everyone forgot they had any cuts. Bumpinto promised that in a few
days he would come and take the cuts away from everyone. They knew he always kept his
promises. But Gimmegifts asked if he was just going to take them away or replace them with
new ones, because in his experience, every time one cut disappeared, another one came along
instead.
After the bath, everyone put on their pajamas and Martha called them to come and help
her make dinner. Sourpuss made a sour face, but Martha gave him a knife and told him to
slice the bread. Candylike was in charge of making the tea, and was asked not to put too
much sugar in it. Bumpinto was in charge of Sourpuss, to make sure he didn’t cut himself.
Gymnastica was asked to sit down in the corner until everyone had finished what they were
doing, because children who keep walking around on their hands instead of helping, only get
in the way. Suchamess, who always said there was no point in her tidying up because she was
coming back to play again soon anyway, tossed the salad, which she liked doing very much.
Dirtyface, who now looked beautiful and shiny and clean, sat proudly at the head of the table.
Chatterbox, who always said no one ever let her speak, was in charge of telling everyone
what everyone else was trying to say the whole time, because otherwise it would be very
confusing with ten children and Martha all working at the same time.
In the meantime, Gimmegifts was giving out stickers, marbles, erasers, and other gifts to
the children. But then he went around and collected the gifts he’d just given, calling out:
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“Look how many gifts I have!” And little Peepeena, who always had to go pee-pee, made us
leave a light on in the bathroom for her.
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The Story of Childland

Every evening, before going to sleep, we had story time. All the children crowded onto
Sleepyhead’s bed and I, Ofer, told them the story they had just told us: about themselves,
about their Childland. They were very eager to hear this story about themselves, and got
angry at me whenever I stopped. They called themselves “the Night Children,” and this was
their anthem:
“Dreams are what make up our country
Without dreams our lives are empty.”

The ten Night Children were the last children left in Childland. Evil Ear, the principal of
the Annoying School for Children, hadn’t been able to capture them and turn them into
grownups yet.
First, I told them how they had managed to get to their hiding place in the sandbox. And
how Evil Ear had convinced their parents that he only wanted what was best for the children.
“And your stupid parents believed him and said he was the best principal they knew, and
that he was always right.”
And how none of the children had ever heard him apologize to a child.
All of a sudden, Chatterbox cried out that that’s not at all the way the story went, and
that I was just making it up. Martha reminded her that she was the one who had told me the
story in the first place, and that I was just repeating what she had said. And all the children
shouted at her to stop interrupting and for me to go on.
“There is someone in Childland who is turning the children into grownups, and they’re
losing all their childhood years. It’s true, first he asks them if they agree, and they say yes
because many children want to be grownups already. And then, once they’ve agreed, they can
never ever go back to being children again. They turn into grownup children. Not only do
they have wrinkles on their foreheads from worrying so much, like we have, and not only
does their skin turn pale like ours because Evil Ear covered up the sun with boring, gray
clouds, but they’re always tidily dressed, neatly combed, and they forget to curse and run
around wildly. And worst of all, they think twice before doing anything, and they never
understand children anymore.
“Evil Ear, the evil headmaster of the Annoying School for Children, takes the children
on trips with the teachers, in his school. Every morning, a railway car full of children leaves
the train station at Grownupville, which is where the children whose parents want them to get
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a good education live. They go off on their way singing joyfully, and when they return they
say they are tired but happy. During the trip, they sign an agreement – like grownups – which
says that they agree not to be children anymore. And then they go and live in the Annoying
School for Children and stay there until they forget about childhood and became grownups.”
“We have to stop this man!” Bartha shouted.
“But the children agree and let it happen,” Martha sighed.
“He tempts them with candy,” Candylike said, “and then he only gives them chicken and
rice to eat.”
Many children started running away from home because their parents wanted to send
them to the Annoying School for Children. They hid in the playgrounds, but Evil Ear set traps
for them: he dug deep pits and put candy inside them, and when the children climbed down to
get the candy, they couldn’t get out. He built swings that never stop swinging and you can’t
get off them once you’re on. And slides which slide into pits covered up with leaves so you
can’t see them. And also sandboxes with quicksand which your feet get stuck in. And then
one of Evil Ear’s teachers comes and captures you like a bird and puts you in a cage.
“You, the ten Night Children, the last children in Childland, have managed to escape and
reach a hiding place, but if Evil Ear catches you, all of Childland will be his,” I told them.
“He will cancel childhood, and everyone will always be grownups, from birth until
death. He will send babies to school and order parents never to pick them up and hold them,
because he says it starts with being picked up and held, and ends with being spoiled.”

In the sandbox house, we began to devise a plan. Martha, Bartha and I, together with the
ten Night Children, would go and set the children free. In order to do this, we had to reach the
train station in Grownupville, which is where the train to the Annoying School for Children
leaves from. The Night Children drew a map of Grownupville on a piece of paper. It was all
made of straight lines and neat squares, as far as the eye could see. A land without holes in
fences, without pet cemeteries, and most of all—without adventures or danger.
“At night, Evil Ear leaves the lights on in the streets of Grownupville,” I reminded them,
“so that scary dreams won’t be able to get in. He turns on the lamps, to get rid of the dreams.”
“Get rid of the dreams?! Get rid of the adventures?! No, no, no!” the ten Night Children
cried. “What would we be left with then, except for brushing teeth and doing homework?”
“He also covered the sky with neat, gray clouds,” I told them what they had told me
before. But they listened with ears perked up and eyes wide open, as if this was the first time
they were hearing the story.
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“Because Evil Ear can’t stand the sunlight!” they all yelled at once. “Evil Ear says that
when a ray of sunlight falls on a child’s head, it makes him have happy thoughts.”
The children told us that Grownupville was once a huge amusement park, which Evil Ear
had turned into a gray, quiet, tidy town. And all the children that tried to pass through
Grownupville, stayed in it forever and never left. And they were sent to the Annoying School
for Children. And when they grew up a little, they got up in the morning and went to work,
came back in the evening, and did this every single day for the rest of their lives.
Martha looked up at the sky and the stars winked at her, and the moon giggled at Bartha
with a clownish smile. We all listened to the faint breeze whistling through the branches and
rustling the leaves, and we knew that we were still children. Then Martha said that
somewhere else in Childland, the gray morning sun was having trouble lifting its head, and
we had to help it.
Bartha asked quietly, “how long has it been since the thin teddy bear opened the gate for
us?”
That was yesterday, we remembered – only yesterday. And indeed, we were still wearing
the same clothes we had on when we went for our walk. Martha was angry at how quickly
time passed for us, while in the Annoying School for Children, every day was like a year and
the children were dying of boredom there. We simply had to save them.
That night, which we will always remember, Martha wrote an anthem. We all held our
hands up to the sky and sung together:
“We are children, we are heroes
Grownups – don’t you dare come near us!
In a land that’s dark and gray,
Children come to save the day!”
Then Martha took a pin and pricked each of us on our fingers. She mixed up the blood
and put a note in each of our pockets, and on the note was written in blood: “We are
children.”
“Just so you’ll remember,” she whispered.
Then we all took an oath: “We, the Night Children, Martha, Bartha and Ofer, the last
children in Childland, swear to never ever become grownups. And even when we really are
grownups, in our hearts we will always remain children.”
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The Train to the Annoying School for Children

The platform at the station for the train to the Annoying School for Children was chockfull, early in the morning. Children carried backpacks, with their shirts tucked in, their faces
shining after the morning wash, and their hair neatly combed. Parents were waving, saying
goodbye to their children and smiling proudly. They were sending their children to the best
school around.
Martha held on to Bartha’s hand and my hand tightly in the crush of people, and ordered
the Night Children to hold hands. “You must never, ever forget who you are – children and
not grownups!” she whispered, “and there’s a note in your pocket.”
A colorful train painted with a clown face and lots of bright balloons sped into the
station. The children waved at it and started crowding into the railway cars, yelping with joy.
Teachers stood at the car doors and gave each child a bag of candy as they got on to the train.
“Is this train going to the Annoying School for Children?” a little boy asked.
“You mean the School for Annoying Children,” the teacher corrected him.
“But I want to go to the Fun & Games School,” he said.
“That school has closed down,” the teacher answered and grinned at him. “The children
themselves realized that it’s better to be grownups.”
“I wish my school on the Carmel gave out candy like this one does,” Bartha whispered
and climbed up the big steps onto the train.

When we entered the train, the doors closed and everything became quiet. I looked
around. Everything was gray – the seats, the walls, even the window panes. The seats and the
tables next to them were wide and large. The windows were high up, so we couldn’t see the
view. All we could see was a strip of sky and the tops of the trees.
“No spitting!” “No dirtying!” “No noise!” Martha read out the signs which hung over
each seat.
“What are we allowed to do then?” Bartha mumbled.
My legs hung off the edge of the seat. Bartha couldn’t even reach the table to lean on it,
and Martha, who wanted to open the window to get some fresh air, couldn’t reach the handle.
A moment later, the train left the station with its cars rattling. Peepeena needed to make
pee-pee but there wasn’t even anyone for her to ask if she could go.
Then a voice came through the speakers: “I am Evil Ear. I am the headmaster of the
School for Annoying Children, and I congratulate you on your arrival. Here, in our school,
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we will break the child in you and we will make you into a marvelous grownup. Here, in
Grownupville, in the School for Annoying Children, you are hereby ordered to forget
childhood from now on. Throw away all your teddy bears and pacifiers and become
grownups. You’ll thank me for it one day. From now on, every boy will be called ‘Sir’ and
every girl will be called ‘Madam.’ When you get up in the morning, you will come up to me
and shake my hand. Shake firmly and look into my eyes, without being shy like children. No
more shyness! I, Evil Ear, your good headmaster, tell you that childhood is slavery. Repeat
after me: ‘Childhood is slavery!’ Louder!”
All the children roared: “Childhood is slavery! Childhood is slavery!”
“Poor children, living with their parents, with no democracy, no equal rights. The parents
are the king and queen and the child is the slave. With me you will be grownups – every boy
will be a king, and every girl will be a queen. You will decide for yourselves, because you are
big now. It’s true that you will decide what I tell you to, because you will get a good
education. But you will decide. And you will give yourselves punishments, that’s the way it
works in the School for Annoying Children. Every child chooses for himself the punishment
he is most afraid of, and gives it to himself. And do not dare to lie! And one more rule: every
child must be punished at least once a day. It’s like a vaccination shot – strike first, before the
disease can set in.”
Bartha couldn’t listen any more and put her hands over her ears, and Martha was almost
crying. I was so afraid that I was afraid to think about the punishment I was most afraid of. A
deadly silence fell on the train. Then Evil Ear appeared. One of his ears was huge and it hung
down almost to the ground, with an earring at the end. His head was squashed between his
shoulders, with no neck. His arms and legs were long. He was wearing a black cape and a
black hat. His face was sharp, red and angry, and his mouth was full of gaps where he was
missing teeth. He passed from one child to the next, gathering the bags of candy we had been
given.
“It’s bad for your teeth!” he screamed. “And besides, if we run out of candy, how will
we tempt other children?”
He put a large basket in the middle of the car and ordered all the children to throw their
pacifiers and teddy bears into it. Cries of pain and broken hearts could be heard from all
around. Small children tried to hold onto their poor pacifiers, and teddy bears were forcefully
separated from their children. Bartha gave me her “elephant pacifier,” which was her favorite
one, and had a picture of an elephant on it, to keep for her in my pocket. She asked Martha to
keep her little teddy bear.
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“So – you’re crying, ha?” Evil Ear declared. “Any child who cries will be immediately
punished. There will be no crying here. And if anyone cries even more because of the
punishment, they’ll get an even bigger punishment, until they stop.”
There was silence at once. The children sat with open mouths and drying tears. Every so
often, another tear fell to the ground, but these were the final tears. The children’s faces
began to take on a frozen, harsh expression, wrinkles started to appear on their foreheads and
cheeks, and the sparkle in their eyes faded by the minute.
“They’re turning into grownups,” I was startled.
“Ofer, you too – your face!” Martha mumbled, afraid.
“Your eyes are small and buried in a sea of wrinkles, and your nose and ears are big, like
they used to be when you were a grownup. You even have hairs growing in your nose again.”
I looked around. Grownup faces looked back at me from every direction: big noses and
hanging ears, yellowing teeth and gray hair, even the backs were slightly hunched over. The
children had stopped dancing on their seats and were frozen in their places like statues. It was
silent. Even Gymnastica seemed stuck to her seat, and Chatterbox had been quiet for a long
time. Darkness and sadness descended on the rattling railway cars as they traveled quickly to
the Annoying School for Children.

Houses were lined up along the sides of the road.
“That’s Grownupville,” Evil Ear explained through the speakers. “When you become
Grownups, you’ll come here. That’s the aspiration of every child.”
All the children could see from their seats were the sky and the treetops. Some of them
dared to stand up on the seats, and then they could look out and see a flat, sprawling town,
covered with grayness and a heavy silence. The sky was full of identically shaped clouds,
lined up in rows as far as the eye could see. Small, square houses were arranged on either side
of the road, like squares of chocolate. Along the way were cypress trees, all cut the same
way, as if they had decided to grow together. And pale flowers with straight stems, which
didn’t bend to either side.
“It’s all made out of plastic,” Evil Ear declared proudly. “It looks completely real,
doesn’t it? No more leaves falling, making the earth dirty and wet, and no more stinky
trash.”
“Someone arranged all the little rocks on the road in straight lines,” Martha whispered.
Then we noticed that along the sides of the road, there were little people standing bent
over, arranging the stones properly. Streetlamps were lit at the intersections, preventing the
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grayness of the day from settling and disappearing into darkness. A huge clock hung at every
street corner. Then I remembered everything I still had left to do on my desk at home and I
was angry at myself for wasting my time on this nonsense – saving children so they didn’t
become grownups in Childland.
“Daddy, you’re thinking like a grownup again!” Bartha told me off with her laughing
eyes. She knew how to smile with her eyes and her hair and every part of her body. That’s the
way Bartha was, every time the kindergarten teacher said ‘no talking,’ Bartha’s face would
talk. And even though the children in the train were afraid to smile, they laughed in their
hearts at Bartha’s funny faces. Then their faces became wide again, the wrinkles began to
disappear, the glint came back into their eyes, and some children even dared to move around
on their seats and play with their fingers.
“If only I could,” Evil Ear complained to the teachers, “I would forbid the children to
sleep. Sleep is Childland. Full of dreams, and sick imagination, nothing is real. If only I could
find a way to stop those dreams, ahhh… then I would really defeat the children.”
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Evil Ear’s Speech

At night, in the dark, the train crawled up the mountain. The Annoying School for Children
loomed at the top of the mountain. Now the children could see the high walls surrounding the
school, and the strong blinding light which lit them up. There were bars on the windows.
None of the children said anything. It was dark and quiet in the train.
“It’s like a prison,” one little boy mumbled.
“The bars are only so children won’t fall out,” a teacher answered him.
A large round moon began to rise up to the middle of the sky and light up the whole of
Childland with a magical white light.
“Look down the hill,” Evil Ear’s voice came through the speakers. “Now you can see the
Mountain of Dreams, Candy Valley and Barbie Town.”
“But not for long,” he chuckled. “These last remaining places will also disappear from
the map, and all of Childland will become a flat, orderly, grownup land, just the way I like it.
Take a good look at the moon. Soon you won’t be able to see its magical light, because Evil
Ear doesn’t like magic. Evil Ear doesn’t like children who lie in their beds and look through
the window at the moon, with wide eyes full of dreams. Soon, all of Childland will be
covered with clouds. No more moon, sun and stars!” Evil Ear cried out gleefully.
“Then, we will no longer be dependent on the moods of the sun and the wind, night and
day, the seasons, and the blossoming of the cherry trees. Every day will look the same. Each
day will be exactly like the one before and the one after. The stars won’t twinkle at children
anymore, and won’t fill their hearts with wishes, and the smiling sun in drawings will be a
little more gray and serious. Children will no longer be able to say: ‘I was born in winter, so I
like winter.’” Evil Ear’s mocking voice echoed through the train.
“And anyway, who needs the sadness of fall, and the gusty winds which blow the leaves
off the trees and make the streets dirty? And who needs a happy, cheerful blossoming spring?
Happy children – oh, there’s nothing worse than that. That’s when their heads become full of
mischief and tricks. You must know that cheerfulness always ends in tears. And the burning
summer, when children learn nothing. And the dark winter, with the short days when you
can’t get anything done. Then, the dreamy children gaze out the windows at the falling rain,
curl up in fuzzy blankets afraid of the thunder and lightening, listen to the howling wind
rattling their windows, and faraway memories of a warm home, a burning fire and a steamy
bowl of soup, make them crazy. Then they want to go home and leave me, Evil Ear, their
headmaster, here in the school by myself!”
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Martha could hear him trying to choke back his tears.
“Everything you do for children,” Evil Ear went on in his sobbing voice, “they’ll always
repay you with a bad deed for a good one. That’s the way children are. And that is why, in
the School for Annoying Children, in case you were wondering, you never go home – not on
holidays and not on vacations, not on weekends and not when you’re sick. Only when you
truly become grownups, will you go back to your parents in Grownupville. Only grownups
are allowed to see their parents, not children. Surely you know what happens when a child
sees his parents: he starts crying ‘Mummy, Mummy.’ Then his heart becomes as soft as a
doughnut, and all the education I’ve given him is lost. But don’t worry, children: I, Evil Ear,
understand you. There will come a day when you will return to your parents, and you will
also send your children to my school, so that they can get a good education, so that they
won’t have childhood dreams and play at pirates. Over there, at the edge of Childland, on the
mountain—”
Evil Ear’s voice went on echoing with the rumbling of the engine, but Bartha was tired
of listening to this whole Evil Ear story. She hid in the dark and waited for him to reach the
last page of the story.
“…Over there, is the most heavily guarded prison, and that is where the good headmaster
is locked up. He was the headmaster of the “Fun & Games School,” until I turned that school
into a prison. I locked up the good headmaster in it, and moved all the children to the School
for Annoying Children. The good headmaster was actually a bad headmaster, who didn’t
educate children, and so he deserves a life sentence. If you look closely, you will see the
prison peeping from behind those clouds which I’ve already started to scatter over Childland.
“I also commanded that the name “Fun & Games School” be erased from all the maps.
No one is allowed to mention that name. From now on – forget that name! Is that clear,
children? I command you to forget!”
“You, child!” Evil Ear yelled through the speakers. “Yes, you! You! I mean you! Have
you forgotten the name or not?! Tell the truth!”
Little Peepeena was sure that Evil Ear could see her through the speakers and was talking
to her. Some of the children looked behind them innocently, as if no one was talking to them.
Others mumbled that they hadn’t forgotten, and said they were sorry. A few others swore that
they had forgotten. And I was so afraid that I didn’t know if I’d forgotten or not.
It became quiet. Evil Ear’s voice was a little calmer, and he went on: “Don’t worry,
children. Don’t be afraid of me, you really have nothing to be afraid of. I’ll show you
landscapes and nature on TV instead of going outside. What do you think? Isn’t that better?
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You know, sweet children, that the colors are brighter on TV, and you don’t get messy that
way either.”
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The Annoying School for Children

In our rooms we found gray sheets on the beds, gray drapes, a gray floor and gray walls.
There wasn’t even one picture on a sheet, a drape or a rug.
“This way, you don’t see the dirt,” Evil Ear’s laughter rolled through the hallways.
“Pictures?” he continued. “You must be kidding. Do you know what children see in
pictures? Monsters and princesses, cookies and good fairies. They see everything.”
We were very tired, but the teachers made us take showers and put on our pajamas. Then
there was lights out. Children who couldn’t fall asleep had to lie in bed in the dark, without
moving.
“Where am I?” I mumbled before falling asleep.
“In Childland,” Martha answered from her bed, but she got no response.
“All dreams are nonsense,” Evil Ear’s thundering laughter could be heard, mixing up in
the children’s dreams and echoing between the walls of the Annoying School for Children
until daybreak. And the children moaned and wailed in their sleep, tossing and turning,
dreaming about their sweet homes which they would never see again. Others fought monsters
with red, angry faces, and finally fell to their feet and gave up.

At six in the morning, we were woken up by the sound of rhythmic music.
“Time for work!” Evil Ear roared. “Get dressed, brush your teeth, shake my hand and go
downstairs immediately for your morning exercises.” That was the routine at the Annoying
School for Children.
“Wipe away the dreams and the nonsense!” he called, and walked around between the
children, proud as a rooster. “Come on, let’s get on with the real life of work and school.”
At breakfast, Bartha sat opposite a plate with spinach, lemon juice, a plum, an avocado
and watermelon.
“A healthy breakfast, isn’t it?” Evil Ear sang as he walked among the children to see who
wasn’t eating.
Bartha had barely woken up and she felt like throwing up when she looked at the food.
Evil Ear commanded her not to get up from the table until she had finished all the food on her
plate. In the Annoying School for Children you couldn’t leave any food on your plate. Evil
Ear said it was wasteful, and that you mustn’t throw food away.
“The only place you can throw food, is into your stomach,” he giggled and patted his
lean stomach.
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After breakfast, we had to sit in class. Martha peeped at her watch. The punishment she
had been given was to always know what time it was, at any minute, so that she wouldn’t
think forbidden thoughts. But actually, she looked at her watch to see when this unbearably
boring class would end. I was drawing pictures in the books, without Evil Ear noticing. There
were no pictures in the books at the Annoying School for Children – only writing. I drew a
picture of Evil Ear and his huge ear, with no neck, teeth missing, and the black coat and hat. I
passed the book on to Bartha. She made Evil Ear’s nose bigger and colored it red. Martha
emphasized the wicked black eyes, darting about in their sockets. When it came around to me
again, I added the earring in his ear, the heavy chain, the huge rings and the decorated
walking stick. But we knew that time was against us, and that the long hours of boredom
were making us grow up quicker.
“This is how children grow up all over the world,” Evil Ear once explained, “not only in
Childland.”
“Boredom and more boredom,” he would tell us over and over again. “Only deep
boredom has the power to suffocate the world of childhood and build straight, neat towers of
adulthood on its ruins.”
A teacher stood on a high platform and talked the whole lesson. Our hands had to be
crossed behind our backs, our shoulders pushed back, and we were not allowed to move. The
teacher came and checked with his fist to see if there was a gap between the back of the chair
and the back of the student. Evil Ear taught the teachers to ask good questions and answer
them themselves.
“What day is it today?” the teacher would ask, and immediately jump up and answer
himself. This meant that the children spent the whole long morning without saying a word,
without moving, just sitting and listening to the teacher’s questions and answers. When a
student was asked a question, he had to guess the teacher’s answer, word for word, otherwise
it was the wrong answer.
“You! You are the only student in the class who doesn’t understand!” Evil Ear would
suddenly roar at a child who wasn’t prepared. And the child would turn red and then turn
pale, stop breathing out of fear, and die of shame.
We were only allowed to address Evil Ear after bowing and we had to start by saying:
“Sir Evil Ear, the wonderful headmaster.” And he would call the children by their last names,
with “Mr.” or “Ms.” For example, he called little Bartha: “Ms. Grosbard” and me “Mr.
Grosbard.”
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The Stink Bomb

We knew we couldn’t go on that way, that if we didn’t do something mischievous to bring
back the spirit of childhood, we would shrivel up and turn into grownups. One morning,
Dirtyface came to class holding a plastic bag.
“It’s a stink bomb,” she explained to us, and refused to tell us show she’d made it. We
stuck our noses into the bag and a terrible stink came from it. Happy smiles began to spread
on the children’s faces. Their eyes glimmered with a devilish spark, and a light breeze could
be felt in the classroom.
“We’ll throw it in front of his chair, so he’ll slip on it,” Bumpinto suggested.
“We’ll put it in his sandwich,” Candylike called out.
Sourpuss thought we should throw it in his face. Peepeena was certain that the best place
was on his chair: “then he’ll sit on it and think he made pee-pee!” she rejoiced.
“Enough!” Martha shouted. “I won’t have this mess anymore!” She took the stink bomb
and threw it straight at the blackboard. Then Evil Ear walked into the class. At first,
everything seemed fine. Then, he sniffed the air like a rabbit. Then he stood for a moment,
his nostrils quivering, trying to remember… where did he know this awful smell from? When
he looked at the board and saw that instead of a clean, clear board, there was something
sticky and smelly dripping on it, he realized what had happened. Evil Ear did not hesitate for
a moment. In emergencies and stressful situations, he acted calmly. He asked:
“Who did this?”
No one moved.
“I’m asking one more time: who did this?” This time his voice was louder.
No one moved an inch.
“Alright. Close all the windows,” he ordered. “You’ll die in this smell now, until you tell
me who did it.” He left the class and locked the door behind him.
We sat in the class, hardly breathing. Chatterbox’s nose was starting to turn red,
Gymnastica kept sneezing, and Suchamess found a tissue and covered her nose with it. When
the girls could no longer bear the smell, Gimmegifts got up and said he would say that he did
it. But everyone immediately told him to sit down and be quiet. As time went by and the
smell evaporated, Evil Ear realized the children were not going to break down. He called
Martha and Bartha to his office. He had a knack for picking out the ringmasters, and he
decided to break them.
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First he took Bartha into his room and told her that her sister had told him that she’d
done it. Bartha replied that she hadn’t done it.
“Then maybe your sister did it, because otherwise, why would she point the finger at
you?”
“I don’t know who did it,” little Bartha replied calmly.
“Then why does she say that you did it?” Evil Ear begged. “It must be her, otherwise she
wouldn’t tell lies about you.”
Bartha wasn’t affected by his pleas. She shrugged her shoulders and said that she really
didn’t know. Then Evil Ear called in Martha and played the same trick on her. He told her
that Bartha had told him that she had done it. Martha replied in a bored voice that she hadn’t
done it.
“So maybe it was your little sister after all, she must be a mischievous one,” Evil Ear
tried a different tactic. “When I was a little boy I was also mischievous, and I threw stink
bombs. What’s the big deal? It’s nothing terrible.”
Martha looked at him with angry eyes and said: “It’s very terrible!”
Evil Ear shrunk back. “Alright,” he said, “I’ll pick one child and that child will bear the
punishment instead of whoever did this. That way, I’ll kill two birds with one stone: everyone
will learn a lesson, and the child who did this will die of guilt.”
Evil Ear locked all the children in their rooms and ordered Bartha to go with him. He
climbed up with her onto the school roof. Usually, Evil Ear pulled children from one place to
another by their ears. But he did not touch Bartha’s ear the whole way. There was something
mysterious about Bartha, which didn’t allow him to hurt her. Some kind of children’s secret,
which grownups can’t understand. A kind of magic which protects a child from grownups’
anger. Bartha always had that kind of magic on her lips, around her eyes, and especially in
her braids. Evil Ear hated this magic children had, but he couldn’t do anything about it. Now,
as they climbed the stairs to the roof, she walked in front of him, and he was enchanted by
her magic, muttering to himself:
“She deserves a punishment just like everyone else. What is this, discrimination?! She
did something very bad, and she will be severely punished for it.”
He tied Bartha to a pole on the roof, and told her that she would stay there until she died
or until she told him who did it.
The cold sent chills through Bartha’s thin body, and the wind slapped her cheeks and
tangled her hair. She looked up at the sky and saw that it was about to pour with rain. She
knew she would not be able to survive for long, and she asked God to take her back to him.
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And that request made Bartha smile, even though her teeth were chattering. She looked at the
birds flying in the sky and looking for somewhere to hide before it got dark. She called out:
“Martha…Ofer…Gymnastica…Sourpuss…Peepeena…” and hoped the wind would
carry her quiet calls to the children’s rooms.
At the same time, Evil Ear was pacing his room, his face turning rosy and round with
satisfaction. He knew that either Bartha would crack and tell him who threw the stink bomb,
or else he would send her, as he had sent other children, to the Land of Dead Children.

Bartha had already stopped calling Martha, Ofer and the other children. She was smiling
quietly. She looked up at the sky and waited for someone to come and take her to a warm,
cozy place. She looked at the pole she was tied to and saw many marks made by other
children who had tried, unsuccessfully, to break and bend the strong pole and break free.
There were footprints in different sizes on the ground. She knew that Evil Ear sent several
children to the Land of Dead Children every night. She swore to the wishing star, that if she
got out of this alive, she would take Martha, Ofer and the Night Children with her on a
journey to the Land of Dead Children, to help them say goodbye and shut the gate
themselves.
She remembered that once she had read about how Peter Pan accompanied children who
were going to die on their final path, so they wouldn’t be afraid. But she wasn’t sure whether
Peter Pan let them shut the gate themselves, or whether he shut it for them. Now, as she was
about to die, she realized what a huge difference there was between someone else closing the
gate for a child who was going to die, and the child saying goodbye and closing the gate
himself. Bartha understood that only dying children can be both children and grownups at the
same time. That was a privilege only they had. Now, while she was both a child and a
grownup, she called out to the children to always remain children and never give up and
become grownups.

Bartha fell asleep tied to the pole. Before she closed her eyes, she knew this was the last
time she would see Childland. She looked longingly into the distance, towards the house in
the sandbox and the Carmel. She wondered what Martha was doing. “They probably locked
her in her room and closed the window,” she thought, and she’s trying to save me but she
can’t.” She told her sister not to feel guilty under any circumstances, because it wasn’t her
fault that she had tried to make the children laugh, and bring back some mischief into their
hearts. She blew kisses in the wind to all the children, and remembered how shipwrecked
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sailors threw messages in a bottle into the roaring sea, hoping they would reach the shore.
She closed her eyes and smiled. Now, after she had said goodbye to everyone, she was ready
to die. Her feet were almost frozen and it was hard for her to move her fingers. She knew that
the moment she died, she would experience what many children do: the pain and the
suffering turn them into grownups. And that was part of Evil Ear’s final plan. Tomorrow, at
dawn, he would present Bartha to all the children. They would see that she had not died with
a smile on her lips, but with an expression of pain and terrible sadness. Then the children
would finally be convinced that you cannot remain a child forever.
But Bartha did fall asleep with a smile on her face. She dreamt about how she had
jumped into a warm bubble bath with all the Night Children, and how Dirtyface wouldn’t
jump in with them. Then she dreamt that Martha was flying around her and talking to her.
She said: “Bartha, Bartha – we’ve come to save you. Wake up! Wake up! Help us untie the
ropes.”
Bartha opened her eyes and saw that Martha really was there, walking around her and
looking for the edge of the rope to untie it.
“How did you know? How did you get here?” she murmured, and closed her eyes again
so as not to miss the end of the sweet dream. Martha told her that Peepeena had managed to
squeeze through the bars and open the door to get out. But Bartha closed her eyes and went
on dreaming, until Martha had finished untying all the ropes. Then Bartha crept back into
bed, as dawn broke, and pretended to be asleep.

The next day, early in the morning, when all the children were standing for inspection,
Evil Ear climbed up to the roof with a victorious smile. He discovered that Bartha was gone.
“What is this?!” he screamed.
He called Bartha and asked her: “What happened?!”
She said she also couldn’t understand it. She had fallen asleep with a smile, tied to the
pole, and was sure that she would open her eyes in the Land of Dead Children. But when
morning came, there she was in her bed. Then she realized that the whole thing wasn’t real,
that it must have just been a bad dream.
“Or maybe, and this is the second possibility,” Bartha said, with a devilish spark in her
eyes, “there really are demons and ghosts.”
“No! No!” Evil Ear shouted. “Every day I work hard to get this nonsense out of your
heads.” He ran around the rooftop, all red with anger: “There are no demons! There are no
ghosts!”
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And the children standing for inspection burst out laughing, and answered him in a
chorus: “Yes there are, Evil Ear, there certainly are!”
Then Evil Ear jumped up and down and listened to the wind humming over the rooftop,
and a door banging horribly, and said: “Demons and ghosts, help me, I can’t take it
anymore!” and fainted away on the ground.
The teachers tried to drag him by his hands and feet and escape the roof. But they left
him on the stairs and ran away, in case some nasty demon or ghost tried to catch them. Evil
Ear rolled down the steps like a sack of potatoes, all the way to the bottom. When he opened
his eyes, bruised and bumped, he could mumble only one thing: “I’ll get my revenge on
Martha and Bartha. Remember this – I have sworn revenge!”
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Pacifier Cemetery

Every evening, before she fell asleep, Bartha would put her elephant pacifier in her mouth – it
was the only pacifier she still had. She did it underneath the blanket, so no one would see.
She knew that if Evil Ear discovered her pacifier, he would hurt it and bend it and tear it
apart, rip off its head, heat it up so it would never be cold again, and torture it so that Bartha
would be in terrible pain and she would always cry for it. She still remembered the train to
the Annoying School for Children, where Evil Ear had made the children stand in a row.
Each child, in turn, had gone up to Evil Ear and given him their pacifier. Evil Ear ripped the
pacifier into shreds in front of the child. And the child wasn’t even allowed to stroke his
pacifier and say goodbye to it for the last time.
Bartha whispered to her pacifier that it was alright, that as long as they were together
they would get through this. And that every morning she would hide it in the bed, and they
would meet again at night. And that it shouldn’t worry because she’d come back to rescue it,
and wouldn’t leave it on its own, and wouldn’t let Evil Ear find it. The pacifier was very
grateful, and thoroughly enjoyed her sucking it.
All that time, Evil Ear was hiding behind the door and listening to the conversation.

Next morning, at inspection, Evil Ear stood on the stage and gave an emotional speech:
“Pacifiers! All pacifiers must be destroyed,” he called out with a foaming mouth and
burning eyes. “Pacifiers make your teeth crooked. Pacifiers make you babies. No one can
understand you when you talk. Pacifiers look like nipples – do you want to suck from
nipples? To suck milk?!”
The smaller children wanted to answer: “Yes, Yes!” but they didn’t dare.
“I won’t allow you to cry over pacifiers, or even to think about them, about those mouth
plugs which take you back to your cradles.” Evil Ear took a deep breath, licked his lips, and
went on:
“And what kind of a sick relationship do children have with pacifiers anyway? I’ve
known children who stick their pacifiers in their ears and their eyes, not to mention other
places, just to feel the coolness of the pacifier. Other children fondle and stroke them, and it
reminds them of when they were cute little babies. Isn’t that right Bartha?!” He looked at
Bartha angrily, waving her elephant pacifier in his hand and displaying it for all to see.
Bartha did not move. If there was one thing that could break her, it was if someone was
hurting her pacifier. Then the games were over. Evil Ear threw the pacifier up high and
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caught it, threw it up again and caught it, and Bartha’s heart jumped up and down along with
the pacifier.
“Pacifiers are enemies!” Evil Ear shouted from the stage. “The pacifiers must be
separated from the children, and children from the pacifiers, once and for all.”

That evening, as Bartha sat on her bed, her chocked back sobs tore apart the children’s
hearts. Then Sourpuss climbed up onto the roof, which was covered with a foggy cloud, stood
inside the cloud, raised his hands to the sky, and called out: “Pacifiers! Wake up and take
your revenge on Evil Ear! Surround him, hit him, stop up his mouth, hang from his neck, get
into all his holes. Don’t leave him alone – remember what he did to you!”
Evil Ear and all the children ran into the yard to see what was going on. Evil Ear saw a
foggy figure, standing in the cloud. That was exactly what God had looked like in all the
pictures in the Bible he had read as a child. He had always been afraid, and secretly knew that
the day would come when the pacifiers would get their revenge on him. Now, he shook like a
leaf.
“Come on, pacifiers!” Sourpuss called out angrily, his eyes sparkling with fire.
It seemed to Evil Ear as if all the pacifiers he had ever hurt were starting to move. They
came towards him from the faraway places where they had been thrown away, out of the
trash cans, from children’s beds, from every pocket and possible hiding place. He
remembered the thousands of pacifiers which he had sentenced to cruel torture and death. He
thought about all the children still crying to this day, quietly, in their hearts, because they
were not allowed to remember their pacifiers, and he realized that judgment day had arrived.
“No, I’m sorry, it wasn’t on purpose,” Evil Ear sobbed in front of the children, who were
not smiling yet because they were thinking about their pacifiers. “I promise not to do it
anymore,” he sobbed again.
“Raise your arms up, Evil Ear, and swear by the Lord of the land and the sky, that if you
ever hurt a single pacifier again, the pacifiers will attack you and turn you into a shredded
pacifier.”
“I swear! I swear to God, please forgive me just this once!” Evil Ear fell on his face and
was afraid to look at Sourpuss, who was standing in the cloud.
“Evil Ear, stand up on your feet!” Sourpuss ordered him. “I command you to build a
huge cemetery for pacifiers, with a glorious entrance gate, surrounded by daffodils, poppies,
lilies and sweet peas. It will be the most beautiful and glorious cemetery in all of Childland.
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Children will be able to go there whenever they want, to be with their pacifiers, and to shed a
tear without being disturbed by you.”
“I promise. I swear I’ll build a wonderful cemetery for pacifiers, with a big tombstone
for each pacifier, with gold engraved letters giving the name of the pacifier, a picture of it,
and the name of the child it belonged to. And the children can come whenever they want, to
visit their lost pacifiers.”
“A grave for every pacifier!” Sourpuss roared, and his anger ricocheted off the rocks and
the clouds. “And every torn and broken pacifier must be stuck together and fixed. Do you
understand, Evil Ear?!”
“I understand, I understand.”
“And one last thing, Evil Ear. I command you to wear a large pacifier on a chain around
your neck for the rest of your life. A pacifier in the shape of an ear.”

Evil Ear marched with his head covered and a huge ear-shaped pacifier hanging from his
neck. Behind him was a line of children with wild hair and untucked shirts, making sucking
noises which got louder and louder. Bartha, whose elephant pacifier had been returned to her,
conducted the choir. Mouths opened wide, pearly teeth were exposed in a sea of smiles, and
all the children cried with happiness. They arrived in a deserted valley, and built a wonderful
cemetery for pacifiers there.
The following spring, the children and Evil Ear were surprised to discover that the valley
was covered with forest growth, crowded with colorful pacifier flowers which hung from the
trees and bushes in clusters, glimmering in the sunlight. They named it: “Pacifier Forest.”
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The School for Annoying Children

As time went by, there were fewer and fewer acts of mischief and Evil Ear stopped walking
around with a pacifier hanging from his neck. One day, I looked at the ten Night Children and
they seemed shocked and sad. It was not long ago that they had still been in the sandbox,
having a great time, and now they were sitting in a class in the Annoying School for
Children. Gradually, without even noticing it, the children began to raise their hands politely
with their elbow resting on the desk, and the other hand behind their back. The stink bomb
and Pacifier Forest, as well as many other tricks, were becoming distant memories. Perhaps
we were even ashamed of those childhood wrongs. Bartha once asked me to keep her
elephant pacifier for her, and forgot to ask for it back again.
There were times when Evil Ear allowed us to play tag. But we weren’t allowed to lie.
Whoever got tagged couldn’t pretend that they hadn’t. You weren’t allowed to stick your
tongue out at whoever was chasing you. You weren’t allowed to make fun of the kids who
lost, and if you won you weren’t allowed to be happy. You couldn’t run around in circles and
make each other crazy. You could only run in a straight line, unless you decided on
something different ahead of time. At break, we had to recite the rules before we could begin
the game, which meant that we never had time to play because the breaks were so short.
The Night Children would go up to the teacher after class to ask questions about the
material. You could no longer tell the difference between the Night Children and the rest of
the children. Everyone was losing the spark in their eyes, and cracks were starting to appear
on their faces. Bartha was the last student who still wouldn’t raise her hand. That’s the way
Bartha was: she didn’t need to impress the teachers; she impressed herself. “Very good,
Bartha,” she would say to herself, and that was enough.
Our notebooks became tidier and tidier every day, the cuts on our legs disappeared, and
in the school hallways we walked along the straight edges of the tiles with our noses in the
air, without taking shortcuts or cutting corners. Less and less unnecessary chatter could be
heard in the classrooms. One day, when I looked at the children’s hair, I noticed that it was
getting gray. Their looks were glazing over, their eyes looked tired and sunken, from the
never-ending hours of lessons in the School for Annoying Children.
One morning, I saw Bartha raise her hand. It was when I was standing in a long line at
the end of the lesson, to ask the teacher some questions which seemed important to me. Later,
we even caught ourselves calling our school “The School for Annoying Children,” but we
couldn’t remember what we used to call it.
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Time went by. In Childland it was hard to know how much time was passing, because
Evil Ear covered the sky with clouds and every day looked like the one before. I think we
were grownups for a long time, and I think I even enjoyed being a grownup, just like Evil Ear
promised. Getting dressed neatly every morning, going to a boring class, listening nicely,
going back to the room and doing homework the whole afternoon, eating healthy food,
crossing off another day on the calendar, and going to sleep. I think the real satisfaction was
marking the passing of another day. That meant that I was one day older, on the way to the
final destination: being a grownup.
“Childhood is nothing but a long wait, day after day, with great patience, for adulthood,”
I used to tell myself then. And I knew that Evil Ear agreed with me.
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The Escape from the Annoying School for Children

One morning we woke up and found the school walls covered with cheerful, colorful
paintings. There was also an anthem written on the walls, and its melody was playing in my
head like an old familiar children’s song:
“We are children, we are heroes
Grownups – don’t you dare come near us!
In a land that’s dark and gray,
Children come to save the day!”
After wake up call, in the classes, during meals, and in the gray rooms before we went to
sleep, we all met up, and the song was on our lips. Distant, pleasant images, with the taste of
childhood and the smell of freedom, began to float in the air: the sandbox, the sun, playing
games. Bartha even reminded me that once I had been her daddy, in a port city named Haifa,
and we lived on the Carmel.
“Then what are we doing here?” we wondered, and nobody knew.
Only Martha smiled and clasped a small note in the palm of her hand, which she would
not let go of. We looked at each other and we couldn’t believe it.
“Ofer! Look what a puffy nose you have!”
“Bartha! Look how droopy your skin is!”
Martha had big ears. We all had gray and silver hair. And I was even starting to go bald.
At the same time, Evil Ear was running down the hallways, spitting on his hand and
trying to erase the pictures. When he couldn’t get rid of them, he ordered the word “children”
to be replaced with “grownups” in the song, and the word “grownups” to be changed to
“children.” He tried to sing his version of the song loudly in his screeching voice and drown
out our voices, singing:
“We are grownups, we are heroes
Children – don’t you dare come near us!
In a land that’s dark and gray,
Grownups come to save the day!”
But it sounded wrong, and that drove Evil Ear crazy.
“You’re thinking like grownups, and that’s why we’ll never get out of here,” Martha’s
voice echoed and shook us out of our deep slumber. Then we shed the many years of
adulthood, the books and notebooks, the worries about the future and debts. And along with
them fell long years of sucking up to teachers to get good grades, bowing and curtseying to
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Evil Ear in the hallways, and calling him “Sir Evil Ear, the wonderful headmaster.” Masks of
wrinkled, faded faces fell and shattered, large ears and noses shrunk, hair became black, a
glimmer of mischief came back into our eyes, and smiles spread over our faces.
“What happened to you? Have you forgotten who you are?! You’re children, not
grownups, and you too have notes in your pockets,” Martha’s words rang out like an old
dream. I put my hand into my pocket and felt around. There was something there. I pulled out
a pacifier.
“That’s my elephant pacifier!” Bartha jumped up with joy and grabbed it from my hand.
“I gave it to you once, remember? When we were on the train to the Annoying School
for Children, and then another time, years ago.”
A familiar memory, which had been covered with dust, began to emerge. I also pulled
out a crumpled old piece of paper and straightened it out. There were red letters on it, which
said: “We are children.”
“That was all years ago, when I lived on the Carmel in Haifa, and I was a grownup. And
now, where am I? In Childland, but I’m a grownup again.”
This was all very confusing.
“Daddy, stop it. Don’t you remember?!” Bartha shook me as if all the memories had
come back to her right away. That’s the way Bartha was: in and out of a game, so easily. But
as for me, I would sink into a dream or a game, and I had no way of knowing what was real.
“Daddy! But that’s a sign that you’re really a child, don’t you understand?!” Martha tried
to encourage me and gave Bartha a teddy bear that, for some reason, looked familiar to me. I
was very confused, but I had a feeling, like I often did, that Martha and Bartha were right.

“Grownups can’t escape this prison, but children can,” Martha whispered to us under the
blankets in the dark. “Don’t forget, children can do anything: fly, dig tunnels, sit in class
when they’re actually having a magical adventure, and lots more things.”
“We’ll tell the guard we’re only going out for a minute, because our ball went over the
wall,” suggested Gymnastica, who was back to her old self.
“But there aren’t any balls here,” I complained.
“Ofer, you’re thinking like a grownup again,” Martha got angry. “We’ll never get out of
here like that,” she sighed and fell asleep.
During the following nights, protected by darkness, we traded ideas underneath the
blankets.
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“We’ll tell the guard that we’re going to throw up, and Evil Ear doesn’t like it when we
get his school dirty,” suggested Dirtyface.
We knew we were getting close to a solution, because we were thinking like children
again.
“We’ll drive him crazy until he wants a vacation from us,” Suchamess suggested. And
again, we were all quiet. Martha suggested saying we were punishing ourselves by going out
for a nature hike.
“We’ll say we’re going out to find a present for Evil Ear,” Gimmegifts suggested, “and
then we’ll run away.”
“Maybe we can say we’re playing at ‘Setting free the good headmaster’,” suggested
Bartha. “The guards will think we’re just playing silly games again, and they’ll let us out, and
we really will go and set him free.”
We were all quiet. Only Bartha could have come up with such an ingenious idea: play
the truth, as if it were a game.
“What are you looking at me like that for?” little Bartha was surprised, “we’ll just tell the
truth and go off to set him free.”
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The Journey

Early next morning, when the children had not returned from their ‘setting free the good
headmaster’ game, Evil Ear gathered all the teachers.
“Stupid fools!” he yelled, “I taught you that children are cunning, that you can’t believe a
word they say. And you, you let them get away. In the end they really will go and rescue the
good headmaster. Oh well, they’ll come crawling back with their tails between their legs, and
then they’ll get such a punishment! I’ll teach them to play games with me! It’s an
embarrassment to all I’ve tried to get through their heads, with such hard work. And through
your heads, you stupid teachers! What are you looking at me like that for?! You were
children once too, and I turned you into teachers, have you forgotten?! Only children and
teachers are capable of being so ungrateful. If the children don’t come back, I’ll turn you
back into children and we’ll start your entire education from the beginning.”
The teachers were afraid to say a word.
“We promise you, Sir Evil Ear,” one teacher begged, his knees shaking, “if the children
don’t come back, we’ll go and look for them.”

At that time, we were already far down the mountain, marching and singing. For the first
time in ages, the wind played with our hair, the sun danced above us, and little flowers, which
had evaded Evil Ear’s hand, peeped up at us from the earth.
Bartha trotted along like a horse, hopping twice on one leg and then on the other. That’s
the way she always used to come home from kindergarten, instead of one foot after the other
after the other after the other…until you died of boredom.
“Anyone who thinks like a grownup takes two steps backwards,” Martha shouted out,
and we all laughed out loud.
At first, the road was easy and smiling. We went down the mountain, along the path, and
all of Childland was spread out before us, full of hills and valleys, forests and streams. The
ten Night Children walked briskly. It must have been due to the many years that had gone by
since they had ran away from their parents’ homes, and during which they had to fend for
themselves without anyone carrying them. Peepeena asked in a worried voice, whether the
fact that she was walking nicely meant that she was a grownup. Martha reassured her, and
told her that children walk nicely when they have cheerful thoughts in their minds, and when
the thoughts go away, children stop walking nicely, and that was it.
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And it was true: the carpets of poppies, daffodils, crocuses and lilies, the sound of birds
chirping, and the splashing of the water making its way down the slopes, filled our heads with
cheerful thoughts. Martha was interested in the enchanted landscapes, the seasons of the year,
and the paths of the sun and the moon in Childland. She asked if the sun rises in the east and
sets in the west in Childland, like it does everywhere else. The Night Children told her it
depended how much homework Evil Ear gave. If he gave a lot, it got dark early, and the next
morning when you had to get up for school, the sun refused to put it’s head up. And once,
Evil Ear forgot to give homework, and immediately pink light filled the air and the sun rays
played tag with the specks of dust.
I asked what the shortest way to the Fun & Games School was. Sourpuss spread out the
map of Childland on the ground, which looked terribly confusing to me.
“Evil Ear’s map of Childland is fixed and measured,” he explained, “and the distance
from the Annoying School for Children to the Fun & Games School doesn’t change. But in
our map of Childland, the shortest way changes. For example, if we wanted to play on the
Mountain of Dreams now, and later in Candy Valley, and only afterwards in the Fun &
Games School, then we probably wouldn’t reach the Fun & Games School today. But if, in
contrast, we’d like to start with the Fun & Games School and rescue the good headmaster,
then the way there is very short.”
Gymnastica did something she hadn’t done for a long time, because Evil Ear hadn’t let
her. She spun around quickly with her eyes closed, then stopped and opened them at once,
pointing to her face with her pinky finger. The whole of Childland spun around on her little
finger. Then she did a cartwheel, which was her favorite thing to do, and all of Childland
turned upside down and rolled around like a ball.
Martha asked if it was true, what Evil Ear had taught us, that in Childland there was
nothing new under the sun. The Night Children laughed.
“In Childland,” they told us, “everything is new. There’s nothing old under the sun.”
And truly, the earth, the trees and the flowers around us all looked fresh and new. We
left the mountains and went out into a wide open space. Sprawled out in front of us was
Grownupville, arranged in blocks like a huge cemetery. We walked down a long, tiresome
path. Unchanging open spaces accompanied us on our way towards what used to be the Fun
& Games School, and now looked like a distant fortress towering above the clouds. The fence
around Grownupville was at our side. Every so often curious little faces (Peepeena called
them facees) peeped at us, putting their heads up to the fence like monkeys in a zoo. They
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were wearing suits and ties, they had wrinkles on their foreheads, and their eyes were tired.
They were the grownup children.
We walked in silence, listening to the sounds of our footsteps on the ground: “one foot
after the other, after the other, after the other…”
“We’ll never reach the Fun & Games School like this,” Sleepyhead grumbled.
“We’ll never rescue the good headmaster like this,” I thought to myself.
Then Bartha started to whine that she was too tired to go on. The sky became dark when
it heard her cries, and was covered with a layer of gray loneliness. The flowers began to
droop and shrink into the ground. It started raining. Bartha cried and cried and cried, that she
was tired of playing this stupid game with Evil Ear, and the Annoying School for Children or
the School for Annoying Children—it was all the same to her. And that if I, Ofer, her daddy,
didn’t take her home immediately, then for all she cared I could give her back to God. That’s
the way Bartha was: arguing with death, as if it was a friend of hers.
At first we tried to tell her that we’d soon reach the Fun & Games School. It didn’t help.
Then we made funny faces at her, which she had taught us, but that also didn’t help. Bartha
had a way of crying that seeped into your heart, and anyone who heard her wanted to cry too.
Even Evil Ear once yelled that if she didn’t stop crying, he would go crazy. I tried the last
trick, which always worked with Bartha:
“Should I tell you about when I was little?”
A thin, mischievous smile spread over her cloudy face, and a ray of sun emerged.
“Alright, everyone listen then: once upon a time, many years ago, in a distant land called
Haifa, which sits on high mountains with a big ocean at their feet, we had a headmaster who
ordered us to come to school wearing plain clothes. We weren’t allowed to have any pictures
on our clothes. Our shirts could be tucked in or out, but not halfway. This headmaster only
allowed us to think tidy thoughts. Let’s say you wanted to think about a dog. Well, you could
think about what he eats, and when you have to take him for a walk. But you weren’t allowed
to think: ‘I wish I had a dog.’ Or ‘playing with dogs is such fun.’ And we weren’t allowed to
run around and go wild, but we were allowed to do exercises to burn off energy. One day he
shouted at us: “It’s time to go and play!” We didn’t believe him. “Go on – play, play! What
do you think, that I’m so evil I won’t even let children play? All you have to do is say
‘Please, we must go and play,’ instead of ‘I feel like playing,’ the way children always do.”
Then he walked among the children who had begun to play all sorts of games they had
invented, and shouted: “Is this how you play?! You should be ashamed of yourself, you don’t
even know how to play. Play, means do your homework. Don’t you know how to play?! You
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take your notebook out of your bag and start doing your homework. What were you thinking
– something else?! What you are doing, children, is not called playing, it’s called getting
dirty, breaking things, and being silly. From now on, children, when I send you off to play,
you must go and do your homework, do you understand?!”

“Look!” Martha exclaimed and pointed at the sky. Black clouds hung over
Grownupville, threatening to burst with heavy rain. But behind us, spring was marching
along in full bloom. Butterflies hovered in the sweet scented, colorful air. Flowers held their
heads up high when they heard the bees buzzing. And on the pine trees and the cypress trees,
which were scattered along the path, the birds were chirping in a choir. Far off in the horizon,
deer skipped along lightly and disappeared into the open space.
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Evil Ear Discovers Martha, Bartha, Ofer and the Night Children

Evil Ear was standing on the roof of the Annoying School for Children, while heavy
black clouds floated above his head. He held up a pair of binoculars and looked through
them. Suddenly, he plucked out a group of hairs which were sticking out of his evil ear.
“It serves me right,” he mumbled.
Then he went back to smiling, with his mouth full of missing teeth. That was the result of
one of the fights against the Night Children. He had tried to take their ball away from them,
and Gymnastica had kicked the ball straight into his face. Ever since, he had been looking for
his teeth, but the children swore they didn’t know a thing. The truth was that Gymnastica was
keeping his teeth in her pocket without telling anyone. That was her good luck charm. She
believed that as long as she had Evil Ear’s teeth in her pocket, she’d have good luck.

Evil Ear put down the binoculars and looked at the map of Childland which was spread
out in front of him. He stretched his short neck and stroked it slowly, threateningly. The
teachers stood around in tense silence, without breathing. A few of them were turning blue.
They never knew if he was going to strangle himself or strangle them, and even he never
knew ahead of time. Once he told them that he always did the opposite of what he felt like
doing, because in life, you don’t always do what you want to do. Then he told them that he
did the opposite of the opposite – again, because in life, you don’t always do what you want
to do. But everyone knew that Evil Ear’s last minute decision of whether to strangle himself
or the teachers, was one of the only things that were still unpredictable in Childland. And
then, after strangling one of the people around him, he would break into song and dance:
“If you choose to offend – you’ll be punished in the end!”
Evil Ear loved this little song very much, and it was taught and memorized in all the
classes at the Annoying School for Children.
His short neck was also a souvenir from the Night Children. During one of the fierce
battles, Sourpuss had thrown his bag full of books on Evil Ear’s head. His head got squashed
into his shoulders and his neck folded up and disappeared into itself. His body also shrunk
from the force of the blow, but his arms and legs stayed long, and he used them to chase
children quickly.

“There they are! There they are!” Evil Ear yelled into the binoculars.
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“Eight-year-old Martha, five-year-old Bartha, and in the middle, six-and-a-half-year-old
Ofer, and along with them all ten of the Night Children. Come on teachers, let’s turn them
into grownups!”
“Shhhhh….Little Ofer is telling a story. Be quiet, stupid teachers!” He cupped his ear
with his hand and listened carefully with his big evil ear, to the story I was telling.
“He’s telling a story about me, little Ofer is talking about me!” He roared and jumped
around joyfully. Suddenly, he froze on the spot, looked at the sky and became serious: “But I
won’t allow stories to change Childland. All of a sudden the sun is shining, the birds are
chirping, and the children are walking without getting tired.”
He cupped his hands around his mouth and roared over all the mountains of Childland:
“Stories are just stories, they’re not real!”
His voice rolled like thunder all the way to the Fun & Games School. The echo which
came back from the mountains answered him: “Stories are real, Evil Ear, stories are always
real.”
“Did you hear that?!” he turned fearfully to the teachers.
“We didn’t hear anything, headmaster, really we didn’t,” they apologized, shuddering.
“Idiots, listen properly!” He put his hands to his mouth again and yelled as loud as he
could: “Stories are only stories, they’re not real!”
A thin, childish voice came back to him: “Stories are real, Evil Ear. What a child feels is
always real.”
The teachers were stunned. This time, they had certainly heard it.
“Now you understand, stupid teachers, why I want to remove the mountains from
Childland, so that everything will be flat like my Grownupville. Because the mountains are
childish, they talk nonsense.”
At the same time, we were all cupping our hands around our mouths, waiting for Evil
Ear’s next shout.
“One, two, three,” Martha called out, and we all shouted: “Evil Ear, don’t you dare touch
the mountains!”
Evil Ear’s knees started to shake, his teeth chattered and his hands shook. Then another
voice was heard:
“Yes, Evil Ear, don’t you dare touch the mountains, because they’re cute.”
We also froze with fear.
“Who was that?”
Everything was quiet.
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“That was the voice of the good headmaster, who’s locked up in the Fun & Games
School,” the Night Children laughed.
“Sometimes it echoes through the mountains and scares Evil Ear.”
Evil Ear folded up the map, glared at the teachers, and roared: “Isn’t it true that I’m not
afraid, teachers?!” He stretched, puffed himself up and straightened his collar.
“Yes. No, no, yes, no, yes…” they said, confused.
“Who said yes?” he yelled. “Whoever it was, take one step forward!”
“We…” some of the teachers stuttered and froze in their places.
“Did you say Evil Ear is afraid?!”
“No, no…Evil Ear. We wanted to say yes…that you’re not afraid.”
“You dare say ‘no’ to Evil Ear?!”
This time the teachers all became silent. They knew that no answer they could give
would help, not even silence.
“And who said no?!”
“I did, I did…” some of the teachers whispered.
“You said no?! To what I asked you?!”
“Evil Ear…we meant no, that you’re not afraid.”
“Complete answers! How many times have I taught you that your answers must be
complete?! Say: ‘No, Evil Ear, you are not afraid.’ I’m making you all write out a hundred
times in your notebooks: ‘Sir Evil Ear is not afraid of anything in the world.’ Do you
understand?! Stupid teachers.”
Evil Ear climbed down from the roof quickly in time for the morning inspection. The
children were standing silently in rows in the playground. A teacher went by with a ruler and
measured each child to make sure they were really standing up straight. Standing up straight
meant being a few inches taller than you really were. The children were ordered to practice
this every day, to become more mature. Evil Ear got onto the stage and gave a passionate
speech:
“What is it that I want from you? What have I asked for? That you grow up, that you
become people. It’s for your own good, don’t you understand?! But you are children, and like
all children, you’re ungrateful, you don’t know how to appreciate what you parents do for
you. You should be ashamed of yourselves. When was the last time you had a warm, sweet
dream about your parents? You’ve forgotten them. And they, they would give their lives for
you. They sent you to the best school in Childland. They took you away from the Fun &
Games School, where you weren’t learning anything, where you would have remained
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children forever. And you, when was the last time you bought them a present? For Father’s
Day or Mother’s Day? When did you ever buy me a present? Me! Me! Your Evil Ear. Do you
think it’s for myself that I’m standing here shouting? It’s for your own good. This is what you
deserve!” He kicked at the air ferociously, to show the children what they could expect. He
was wearing black shiny boots with sharp edges, and he kicked the children on their behinds
with them.
At the end of the morning inspection there was a punishment inspection. All the children
who were even a minute late for class, or forgot their notebook even once, and especially all
the children who smiled, were called up onto the stage. Evil Ear always claimed that with his
evil ear, which reached to the floor, he didn’t need to bend down to hear the children. But he
never really listened to them. He always let them finish without interrupting them, but he
always thought he knew what they were going to say. Then he would say: “It’s all excuses,
stories and lies. My evil ear hears everything, even what you don’t say, even what you’re
thinking in your heart, even your schemes, right children?!”
The children had to say: “Right, headmaster. You hear everything, you know everything,
you’re right,” and then Evil Ear would smile a satisfied smile and give them what he called “a
love pinch” with his thin wiry fingers, which left a blue mark on the children’s delicate
cheeks.

“Bring me the wind chariot,” Evil Ear called. Immediately, the teachers brought seven
children who could fly. They were light children, with big arms, who wore feather clothing.
Evil Ear had captured them many years ago, when he built the Annoying School for Children,
and he kept them in a large birdcage. He fed them bird food, to strengthen their wings. He
trained them to serve him and used them as horsemen for his wind chariot.
The teachers harnessed them to the chariot. Evil Ear cracked his whip and called out:
“Let’s go! We’ll capture Martha, Bartha, Ofer and the ten Night Children, and we’ll turn
them into grownups!” And the wind chariot leapt up and took off into the sky.
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The Chase

“Look up,” Martha shouted and pointed to the clouds. Evil Ear was sitting in his chariot,
harnessed to seven children who were flying directly towards us. Behind him, the clouds
were moving like soldiers, covering the sun and plunging us into darkness. He shook his
finger at us: “I’m coming! I’m coming!”
We were very frightened. Peepeena suddenly had to go pee-pee. Bartha started crying
again that she was tired of this whole game. The Night Children became quiet. I wanted to be
a grownup again. And only Martha suddenly cried out:
“This way! Come with me, there’s a little cave here.”
She pointed to a little opening in the rock, which you could crawl through. We crawled
in quickly, one after the other. Inside, the cave widened into a room. We gradually got used
to the dark and could see each other. We made sure everyone was inside. Martha took a
blanket out of her bag and spread it out, and then gave everyone sandwiches.
“When did you have time to make these?” Candylike asked with his mouth full, “they’re
so good.”
And they did taste good – we hadn’t eaten for a long time.
“Before we left,” Martha answered. “I knew we’d be hungry.”
Only Bartha didn’t want to eat the sandwich because there was avocado in it.
“I don’t care if I starve to death,” she said. “I can’t stand the smell of it.”
We were tired, and laid our heads on each other’s laps. I think we fell asleep because
suddenly it became dark inside the cave, as if a heavy cloud had suddenly covered the
opening, and we were all quiet. We all looked up and saw what looked like big folds of skin
covering the opening.
“I heard you, children,” he said laughing. “I’ll wait for you even a hundred years, and the
first one to come out, I’ll grab him. How long will you be able to hide out in your hiding
place, without seeing the sun that you love so much? I’ll block up the openings like an ant
nest. You’re finished, sweet little children. Soon your heads will be filled with fears and sad
thoughts and my Childland will be covered with clouds again.” He started singing in his
screeching voice:
“Come outside little girl, little boy,
Mommy and daddy will buy you a toy.”
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Martha changed the topic of conversation, even though the folds of Evil Ear’s ear still
covered the cave opening, and he was listening to every word we said. She asked the Night
Children why he was called Evil Ear, and how his ear got so big.
The Night Children told us that when he was little, Evil Ear had a teacher who was even
more evil than he was, with one huge ear, and he was called “Huge Evil Ear.” Evil Ear
learned all the secrets of how to defeat children from him. Every time Evil Ear didn’t behave
like a grownup, this teacher would come up from behind and pull his ear. Because when you
look at a child from above, like teachers do, their ears stick out on the sides of their head like
handles. Huge Evil Ear would pull the ear of his student, Little Evil Ear, stand him up on his
feet, twist the ear around in all directions, tug it, and finally try and put it back into place by
sticking it down with spit. That was how Evil Ear’s ear grew. And the more it grew, the
easier it was to grab. So it was grabbed more and more, and it continued to grow until it
reached the floor. But in his class, they still kept calling him “Little Evil Ear,” a nickname
which was not really justified when you considered the size of his ear. During those dark
days, Evil Ear swore he would grow up and put his painful childhood behind him.
“That’s not true! That’s just a vicious children’s story!” a cry was heard from the cave
opening.
“Only when Evil Ear grew up,” the Night Children continued, “did he stop being
ashamed of his ear, and turn his weakness into a strength. He was proud that he could hear
everything with his ear, especially the immature chattering of children, anywhere in
Childland.”
“That’s true, that’s true, I really can hear,” Evil Ear’s voice was heard again.
Little Peepeena was sick of this darkness inside the cave. She put her mouth up to Evil
Ear’s ear and started singing:
“Here comes Little Evil Ear
He’ll make a mess if he gets near!”
The ear covering the entrance to the cave became redder and redder. The ear was
obviously trying hard to show that it didn’t care. Dirtyface took a pine needle which she
found in the cave and started poking his ear.
“Ants! Ants!” Evil Ear screamed, and suddenly there was light in the cave. “I’m leaving.
I’m not going to hang around here waiting for stupid children who can’t appreciate what I’m
doing for them. I’m leaving pairs of heavy shoes by the opening to the cave, and I command
you to put them on. They will stick you to the ground, so you won’t be able to fly with your
imagination anymore. And I’m also leaving you wide-brimmed hats, which will block out the
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sun when you wear them and cover you with a heavy shadow. That way, we’ll chop the
wings off the bird of your soul,” he laughed his thundering laugh and it started to pour with
rain.
Evil Ear got into his chariot, cracked his whip cruelly at the flying children, and took off
into the sky, taking all the clouds and rain back with him to the Annoying School for
Children.
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The Mountain of Dreams

We woke up early the next morning. Martha was the first one who dared to peek outside
the cave to make sure Evil Ear had really flown away in his wind-chariot, and that he wasn’t
hiding anywhere. She looked around and couldn’t see any ears sticking out from behind any
shrubs or rocks. The sky was clear and the morning sun softly stroked the fresh looking hills.
Bartha’s dream was still hovering on her eyelids. She wanted to find out how the dream
ended, so she tried to grab it like a piece of string, but as she tugged on it the string broke and
she was left holding onto its end. All she could remember from the dream was someone
saying to her sadly: “Why did you leave me? Why did you forget me?”
The memory of the sorrowful voice made her shudder, and warm tears filled her eyes.
“I can’t go on like this,” she cried. “I must find out who said that to me.”
The cave fell silent. The Children of the Night bowed their heads. The Dream Kingdom
was their homeland, and they knew as well as anyone the taste of an unsolved dream, the way
it danced before your eyes, not giving you a moment’s rest, threatening to strike again the
following night.
“We’ll have to go to the Mountain of Dreams,” proclaimed Sleepyhead. “That’s where
all the lost dreams are kept, at the top of the mountain. As soon as you reach the top, you get
back all the dreams you ever lost. Childhood memories are laid out in front of you, you
remember what you were afraid of, what you dreamed about, and especially, what you
wanted to be when you grew up. Bartha will be able to find her lost dream there.”
Sourpuss spread out the map of Childland on the ground: “The Mountain of Dreams is
three pleasant thoughts away, or ten sad ones,” he declared, and showed us the way.
Everyone looked at Bartha. We could see that a sad thought was still clinging to her
eyelids, and that it wouldn’t fly away. Ten sad thoughts was a very long way to go, and we
weren’t sure if Bartha would be able to make it.
“Don’t worry, Bartha! We’ll find out who said ‘Why did you leave me? Why did you
forget me?’ Don’t worry.” Martha hopped around her sister merrily, trying to attach a happy
smile to her, to shorten the way.
We set off on the road. Martha instructed us to take two steps forward and one step
back, to make the journey shorter. And we really did get to the Mountain of Dreams sooner
than we had expected.
The tip of the mountain rose high into the sky, wrapped in feathery clouds like a soft
down comforter, the sun rays dancing on its peak and birds nesting at the very top. As soon
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as we began climbing, we could tell that the slope would be easy for children, whose heads
were in the clouds, but hard for grown-ups, whose feet were planted firmly on the ground.
And indeed, we had no difficulty climbing up the mountain. Bartha enjoyed the climb more
than any of us. She took light, dreamy steps over the stones, her head making its way
through the fluffy clouds, the wisps of her fair hair chasing after her.
“We love the night, like moths do,” the Night Children told us on the way up, “because
at night time, it’s all right to be children. Even grown-ups are children at night. The morning
light turns children into grown-ups – it makes them brush their teeth and go to school.
Remember how Evil Ear couldn’t stand children who dreamed? He would cancel night time
completely if he could. Once he even trained children to know that they were dreaming and
to say to themselves in the middle of a dream: ‘It’s only a dream!’ The children were
tempted to try it, because he promised they’d never be afraid of monsters again. But we
trained ourselves so well that we got even better at the game: we taught ourselves how to fly
when we dreamed that we were falling, and how to swim when we dreamed we were
drowning. And if a big monster came along in a dream, we’d fight it, or give it presents, or
make peace with it.
“There are all kinds of ways to turn bad dreams into good ones. Children are the only
ones who really know monsters. Do you think a grown-up would know how to fight a
monster?! But we know what they really look like, and what they like to eat, and how to
make peace with them so they become our protectors instead of our enemies. We also taught
ourselves how to plan our dreams before going to sleep. Now we can choose to have a
certain kind of dream, just like you would pick which movie to see. We choose the actors,
dress them in colorful clothes, put strange masks on their faces, scatter clues around the air,
and then, when a magical scent fills the stage, we surprise ourselves with a story that would
drive Evil Ear crazy if he heard about it! For example, in our stories, we can get out of a
room even when the door is locked, or fight monsters, or get killed in dangerous adventures,
but go on living anyway. And then, when we close our eyes, the curtain rises and the play
begins.”

On the peak of the Mountain of Dreams, our heads in the feathery, stroking clouds, by
the light of the dreams which lit up the mountain in a bluish, shadowy light, all of Childland
was spread before us as if in the palm of our hand. The cools winds and chirping birds told
us: “Fly children, fly wherever you want, because on the Mountain of Dreams there are no
forbidden thoughts, everything is allowed, and not only allowed but welcomed.”
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In a place where Evil Ear’s foot had never stepped, for fear that he would slip and fall
into himself and disappear into the darkness of his childhood, the Night Children taught us
the secret of dreams. Then we started giving advice sessions for unsolved dreams on the
mountain top, in the middle of the day. While Evil Ear was commanding the children in
Grownupville to lie in bed without moving, even if they couldn’t fall asleep, one of the Night
Children, or Martha, Bartha and I, would sit at the top of the mountain, behind a feather
cloud, so we couldn’t be seen. The grownup children would sneak out of their beds in
Grownupville. One by one, they’d climb up to the top of the mountain. And there, at the top,
they’d sit on the other side of the cloud and tell us the dream they’d had. If the child had a
dream about a monster, we would ask him to describe the monster.
“It has a kind of red face,” the child would remember.
“And what else does it look like?”
“It has a tall, thin body and it was wearing black.”
“Oh… and did it have a black hat too, and a walking stick?” one of us would ask.
“Yes, how did you know?
“Never mind,” we said, “what is your question?”
“How can I fight it?” the child would ask.
“What did you do in the dream?”
“I was scared to death,” the child would answer, “and I couldn’t move.”
“Then tonight, when the monster comes, try to move just a little bit, to see how the
monster reacts.”
The next day, the child would come back and tell us that he had moved in the dream. The
monster was very angry at him, but actually it wasn’t that bad, and he was still alive.
“Then try to look it in the eye and smile a little,” we’d suggest.
The child would come back the next day and tell us how he had looked the monster in
the eye, without blinking even once, and then he even smiled at it. The monster, at least this
is what he thought, just froze in its place and didn’t move.
“Ahh…then it’s a monster who’s afraid to be stared at,” we’d tell him.
“Perhaps tonight you should try to talk to it with a parent-like voice, as if you’re its
mommy or daddy. Get angry at it! We’ll see how it reacts.”
“No, no,” the child would say fearfully, “I don’t have the courage to do that.”
But the grownup child would come back the next day and say that in the dream, he had
taken a deep breath and told the monster that it was behaving like a baby and that he expected
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it to behave more maturely. The monster suddenly shriveled up and became so small you
could hardly see it, and it promised to be good.
Sourpuss taught the grownup children to tell the monsters scary stories. Stories which
children weren’t afraid of, but monsters were. Like stories about diseases that old people get,
or problems at work, or problems with their children, and so forth.
Peepeena taught them how to make the monsters laugh until they burst with laughter. At
first the monster holds it in, and holds it in, underneath its serious face, but the child keeps on
making funny faces at it, until it can’t stand it anymore and it bursts into a thousand pieces.
Chatterbox taught the grownup children how to talk nonsense to the monsters. Just
nonsense. Because in her experience, she told them, monsters were serious and they became
confused by nonsense.
Dirtyface taught them how to get a monster dirty, especially if it was wearing a nice new
outfit.
Gymnastica taught the grownup children how to invite a monster to play, and if it
wouldn’t come, to cry and say that it never played with them and that it wasn’t nice.
Bumpinto taught the grownup children how to fall down and shout: “My foot, my foot!”
or “My tummy, my tummy!” just when the monster got angry at them, and to wriggle with
pain.
We wrote books of dreams, where we described exactly how to fight monsters and which
tricks to use. Of course, the books had a lot of pictures and not a lot of writing.
When the grownup children left the Mountain of Dreams and went back to
Grownupville, it was clear that they were a little less grownup. Something in their faces had
changed. Their eyes became more dreamy, their hair waved around in the wind, and their
thoughts were no longer tied back, but were free to float through the air in succession, each
thought recalling another recalling another recalling another.
“When the monster comes tonight, it’ll have such a surprise waiting for it!” one child
whispered to his friend, and a mischievous gleam sparkled in their eyes.

At the same time, Evil Ear was walking around the Annoying School for Children,
turning red with anger.
“I can’t believe it!” they heard him roar one cold night. “The children aren’t afraid of me
anymore. Not thunder, not lightening, not wagging my finger from the rooftop of the School
for Annoying Children – nothing scares them. They’ve even turned the heavy shoes I left
them into roller blades. And they use the wide-brimmed hats to dress up as cowboys. I’ve
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tried everything, and nothing works. And they’re even solving dreams for the grownup
children. Soon they’ll ruin them and turn them back into children.”
And in his sleep he would whine, “I want to be a child too, I want to be one too.”

Evil Ear decided to dress up as a child, go up the Mountain of Dreams, and ask us for
advice, because he also had scary dreams. Martha was sitting behind the cloud that day, and
she asked him what his monster looked like. Evil Ear told her about a huge monster with
brown hair, freckles on its nose and a penetrating look. Next to it, in his dreams, there was
another monster, no less scary, but with blonde hair, blue eyes and a pacifier in its mouth.
And another one, who looked a little older, and kept saying to him: “You’re a wise guy with
kids, let’s see you against me.”
“And what have you tried to do in this dream?” Martha asked him, putting her hand over
her mouth and changing her voice so that Evil Ear wouldn’t recognize it.
“I’ve tried everything,” Evil Ear cried, “nothing works against this family of monsters.”
“Have you tried to ask them to play with you?”
“But I can’t. Evil Ear, my good headmaster, won’t let me play. I’m only allowed to
study.”
“Yes you can!” Martha’s voice thundered from the top of the mountain and shattered
against the walls of the Annoying School for Children. “I command you, next time you see
the monster, to ask it to play with you.”
“But I don’t know how to play.”
“Then learn!” Martha’s voice thundered again. “Learn and don’t be lazy, otherwise the
monster will eat you up. You must play with it, you must go back to being a child, otherwise
you’re finished!”
“But I’ve forgotten how to be a child,” Evil Ear wept. Martha thought he sounded more
babyish than any of the children she knew. She was almost tempted to reach out from behind
the cloud and stroke him.
“Then ask the monster nicely to teach you, and come back tomorrow to tell me how it
went.”
The next day, Evil Ear came back and told Martha that the monster didn’t want to play
with him.
“Liar!” Martha screamed. “Child, you are a liar! I talked with the monster, and it told me
that you didn’t even ask it to play. And so tonight, it will come and eat you up! This is your
last chance, child! And I will ask the monster if you played with it.”
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The children noticed some changes in the weather over the next few days, and they had
the feeling that Evil Ear was trying to be nice. He wasn’t sending any heavy clouds to cover
the sun, and wasn’t coming back from his walk everyday holding rare flowers that you
weren’t supposed to pick. And the children who listened to him at night, in the Annoying
School for Children, could hear him sobbing: “But I don’t know what to play, you pick a
game.”

On top of the mountain, the gate of lost dreams opened up to us. We walked across a soft
green lawn, and dreams with names in all different colors floated around us. There was a man
there who had a booth, and he was responsible for the dreams. Any child who wanted to get a
dream they had lost, went up to the nice man and told him what the color of the dream was,
or what the dream was called. Even if the child only remembered one small detail from the
dream, the dream man could help him find it in the library of dreams which floated through
the clear, crisp air.
Bartha went up to the man, fearfully, and told him that she remembered a dream in pink,
in which she was told: “Why did you leave me? Why did you forget me?”
The man put his hand up into the air and took down a little box which said: “The
Elephant Pacifier.”
Bartha turned pale. It was her pacifier, with the elephant picture, which she had forgotten
on her bed in the Annoying School for Children when we escaped. She had left it on its own,
and now, what would become of it? Evil Ear would probably be mean to it. He would take it
onto the stage at the morning inspection and show it to all the children, so they’d laugh. Then
he’d step on it and tear it up and throw it away.
“If only I’d known,” Bartha cried. “I wish I’d never come here, I wish, I wish…I want to
go home, home, I don’t want Childland anymore.”
“This happens sometimes,” said the dream man. “It’s very painful for children. But not
far from here is Pacifier Forest. That’s where all the lost pacifiers go. If you go there, you can
find your elephant pacifier.”
“Really?!” Bartha jumped up, “I’m going! I’m going!”
That was the first time Bartha really didn’t care if the road was long or short. She treated
her pacifiers like a caring, responsible mother, who was willing to go to the end of the world
for them.
Sourpuss pulled out the map of Childland from his pocket and drew Pacifier Forest next
to the Mountain of Dreams. “Now we can leave,” he said.
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Up and Away

“But Pacifier Forest is on the other side of Childland,” Evil Ear shouted from the roof of
the Annoying School for Children. He put down his binoculars and slapped himself, and none
of the teachers could understand why he deserved this punishment. He roared again:
“I can’t understand those children, I never could. For years I toiled to measure every
step, to draw a precise map of Childland with longitudes and latitudes. And these children
come along and just pick up Pacifier Forest and plunk it down next to the Mountain of
Dreams. And then Bartha puts Sourpuss’ pants in the laundry, and my map gets full of folds
and riverbeds again, and all my work goes down the drain. Kids! It’s the middle of class, and
all of a sudden they have to make pee-pee, or they suddenly have to eat, or have to play with
a ball.
“And what will become of my Childland, which I keep tidying and they keep messing
up?” Evil Ear screamed. “Either I’m crazy, or the kids are, but someone here is definitely
crazy!”
“You’re crazy, Evil Ear,” a thin voice replied from the mountains, “you’re crazy.”
He looked at the high mountains surrounding the Annoying School for Children, and at
the valleys with rivers running through them, and it seemed to him that any moment these
mountains would get up and come after him, because otherwise why were they mocking him
like that? The sun peeped through the clouds, just for a second, laughed at him and
disappeared again.

We went down the Mountain of Dreams, scattering feather clouds as we went, rubbing
our eyes because of the blue shadow which lay on the mountain, and promising each other
that we would come back one day. In one short moment, just as soon as we went round the
next bend, Pacifier Forest would appear before our eyes in all its glory, glistening in a
rainbow of pacifier colors. Bartha was already combing the treetops in her imagination,
looking for her elephant pacifier among all the many pacifiers. Some of us wanted to get
there right away and others, like Martha, preferred to save the wonderful adventures for last.
“Let’s fly there,” Gymnastica suggested. Everyone was quiet, we didn’t move.
“I don’t know how to fly,” Martha mumbled.
“I don’t either”
“Me neither” – all the children joined in.

[הערהJC1]: “Up and Away”?
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“I know you can fly, I know it,” Gymnastica said with great confidence. “All children
know how to fly when they’re born, but their parents ruin it for them. They buy their children
shoes, teach them how to walk without looking up at the clouds so they don’t bump into
anything, and then they tell them not to be space cadets and to stop dreaming so much. And
they build ceilings and roofs in all the houses, so the children forget what the sky looks like.
And at night, the children can’t see the moon and stars before they fall asleep. I would forget
how to fly that way too. Anyone would. If you take a bird and hide the sky from it, and put
shoes on it – just see if it can fly then. It just takes all the fun out of flying. And then, when
you start walking, your parents shout out ‘Bravo! Bravo!’ and clap their hands, and forget
that you were born to fly. I just want to remind you of what you already know.”
We sat in a semi-circle on the ground and Gymnastica declared: “The first lesson in
flying happens at that moment when you’re swinging on the high swing, soaring high up, and
suddenly you feel like you’re floating in air and your stomach drops. If you get over that fear
and keep on sitting on the swing and flying, you get to the second step in learning to fly,
which is getting used to that hole in your tummy. You just have to loosen your grasp on the
swing ropes, but not yet children, only when I say you can, because sometimes children think
they already know how to fly and then they fall off the swings like a little bird falling out of
its nest. You can’t show off when you’re flying. When you’re flying, you just have to pretend
it’s nothing, as if you’re just walking or swimming.”
“In the second flying lesson,” Gymnastica called out, “you have to round your back, so
the wind can keep you up. You can catch the wind or fly on its wing or sit on it – it’s just like
catching a wave in the sea. You can see the wind coming, you run ahead of it, then it comes
and grabs you and you sit on top of it. When it comes you have to straighten up and then it
lifts you off the earth, and all you have to do is lie on it and let it take you as far as it can. In
the end, when it’s over, the wave breaks, gets stuck in a wall or a mountain, and you find
yourselves lying on the ground. If a big, scary gust of wind comes along, you can put your
head down, and then it passes over you. But you must know how to catch it at the right
moment, when it breaks. Sit on its back, just at the breaking point, not too early and not too
late, that way it carries you.
“Flying is like swimming in the air – that’s all. Like diving. That’s why it’s hard to fly
the crawl or the backstroke – you can only fly breaststroke. Actually, Peter Pan flew
backstroke as well, if you recall, but that was because he was a very experienced flier.
“Are you remembering how to fly, children? There are moments which are very scary,
especially before you take off, or when you’re already in the sky and suddenly…you think
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you’ve forgotten how to fly and you’re going to fall, and you move your arms and legs
quickly, fearfully, until you calm down because you realize that you can fly. That happens
even to birds, after they’ve been flying for many years. All of a sudden, they can’t understand
this amazing thing and they get butterflies in their stomach. It’s simple: you don’t have to
come up for air, like when you’re swimming, because you’re always in the air and you can
breathe freely.”
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Taken Hostage

“Let’s say hello to all the children in the Annoying School for Children,” Martha jumped
up and took the words out of our mouths. “And then, we’ll head to Pacifier Forest.”
Peepeena was still afraid to fly, and Gymnastica put her on her back and we took off.
Peepeena scattered glitter over our heads and we surrounded the Mountain of Dreams like a
circle of glittering stars. From there, we flew through the feather clouds and found ourselves
floating above Grownupville. Bartha found a pacifier in her pocket. She put it in her mouth,
then spat it out and immediately dived down to get it. Sleepyhead closed his eyes as he flew,
let the wind carry him, and dreamed that he was flying. Gymnastica suggested that we play
sky-tag, which is just the same as regular tag, except you can’t hide on the earth, only
between the clouds. Suchamess loved to play tricks. She didn’t fly very fast, but you could
never catch her. Three or four of us would surround her and she’d move her tummy around
like a belly dancer and wiggle her behind and laugh at everyone and you couldn’t touch her.
Gymnastica flew very quickly and she was also hard to catch, but Suchamess was the queen
of tricks.
I flew quickly and I was good at sky-tag, one of the best, but I didn’t know how to play
tricks and I could only fly straight. Only Bumpinto said that this game wasn’t any good
because in sky-tag no one gets injured. And Dirtyface agreed with him and said this whole
game was no fun because you don’t even get dirty in the sky. Sourpuss flew with his nose up
in the air, but Gymnastica said that when you were in the sky that was allowed. Gimmegifts
had a ball, and he suggested we play sky-catch. The first rule was that the ball mustn’t touch
the ground. The second rule was that whoever touches the ground has to put on shoes.
Sourpuss kept cheating – everyone saw him touch the ground, but he swore by Evil Ear’s ear
that he hadn’t. Suddenly we noticed that Candylike was missing. Eventually, we found him
chasing a cotton-candy cloud.
“In Childland,” Martha laughed out loud to the wind, “grownups get tired after a minute,
but children play all day long.”
Our heads were touching the clouds, as we played in the sky like birds. Down below us,
little children in suits and ties stood and argued about what kind of birds we were, even
though they hadn’t seen any birds for years. Ever since Evil Ear took the bird nests out of the
treetops and threw the eggs away as the birds chirped painfully, no birds came to
Grownupville. Instead of applauding the birds, the grownup children ran to look up what kind
of birds we were in the bird encyclopedias. Only one child, with a wrinkled suit and baggy
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pants, mumbled: “They’re child birds.” Sweet memories from faraway worlds began to fill
the heads of the children. The kind of memories which come in dreams, and which Evil Ear’s
morning light chases away until the next night.

A few more strokes and one long stretch, and we were over the Annoying School for
Children. We waved hello to all the children sitting in their classrooms, through the windows.
They went cross eyed trying to look at us, but were afraid to wave back. Martha stood in the
air, staying up by moving only her legs, and held up a big sign that she had written the
anthem on:
“We are children, we are heroes
Grownups – don’t you dare come near us!
In a land that’s dark and gray,
Children come to save the day!”
Bartha couldn’t resist shouting out as loud as she could: “Run away! Run away, children!
Come with us!”
Evil Ear climbed quickly up to the roof, looked at us from below, wagged his finger and
shouted: “Just you wait! Just you wait until I catch you!”
The Night Children burst into laughter above him. Dirtyface spat into his evil ear,
Peepeena shouted out that it was pee-pee, and the poor children sitting in the classrooms
started clapping their hands, and at last they were smiling. Evil Ear ran through the
classrooms shutting up the children: “Whoever claps their hands will be punished – they’ll
have to write out a hundred times ‘no laughing at Evil Ear’!”
Then Chatterbox yelled: “Evil Ear, Evil Ear, we’ll role your ear up with fruit inside, and
eat you like a fruit rollup!”
Evil Ear turned red with anger: “The day will come when you’ll fall into my hands, and
then I’ll get my revenge!”
The Night Children put their hands over their ears, as if they were as big as elephant ears,
and called out: “What a cute ear you have, but be careful – there’s a breeze coming and your
ear is like a sail – you’ll fly away.”
Evil Ear and all the teachers ran and jumped up, trying to catch us, because we were
flying very low, right near their fingers.
“Don’t go too low,” Gymnastica warned us. “Spread your arms and legs out to the sides,
arch your backs over Evil Ear’s stretched up fingers, and lift your heads up high.”
“Be careful children,” Martha shouted, “don’t get too close!”
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But children find it very difficult to listen to warnings when they’re flying. Because
that’s the way it is when you fly – you don’t think about sad things. Then Evil Ear and the
teachers pulled out guns and started to shoot heavy lead bullets at us. That really hurt and we
started falling down.
“Don’t think about the pain! Don’t think!” Martha shouted. “Even if a bullet hits you,
think about springtime, think about the Fun & Games School, think about what we’ll do to
Evil Ear when we catch him.”
But it was no use, the pain was too strong. One by one, we all fell down. Some fell
straight into Evil Ear’s arms on the school roof, and he held us like babies and laughed out
loud:
“My sweethearts, now we’ll get even with you.”
And some fell into the schoolyard, where the teachers were waiting, and they tied us all
up with ropes.
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The Journey to the Land of Dead Children

“To the Land of Dead Children!” Evil Ear ordered, and we all marched in a line, tied
with ropes, towards the Land of Dead Children.
The Land of Dead Children was where Evil Ear buried the children he hadn’t managed to
turn into grownups, and the animals he had killed. There were children there who had died of
what Evil Ear called “childhood diseases.” For example, a child who died of curiosity,
because he peeped out of his stroller and fell out because Evil Ear wasn’t watching him. Or a
child who died from missing his dog, which Evil Ear had killed. And children who burst from
eating too much, because you weren’t allowed to leave any food on your plate. Or children
whom Evil Ear had ordered to sit quietly without moving, until they died of boredom. Some
children died of heat, because Evil Ear was afraid they’d get a cold and he dressed them up
like bears. And some children, Evil Ear had simply strangled with love. He held them very
tight until they couldn’t breath. The marks left by this death were usually a twisted face and
one hand outstretched, trying to make Evil Ear let go. Some studious children had been killed
when books fell on them in the library. One little boy was frightened to death when Evil Ear
had scared him. Some particularly good children, who always did what Evil Ear told them,
had become grownups too quickly and grew old and died. Evil Ear mourned them at the
funeral, with crocodile tears: “If only all children were like them, so sweet, so cute.”
He talked about how they would keep themselves busy all day without being heard, until
they died. Evil Ear especially loved sleeping children. He always said sleeping children were
the sweetest. There were some children whom Evil Ear just let go on sleeping. He drew the
blinds and closed the door and never let any light in again. And of course, there were the
children whom Evil Ear had tied to a pole on the roof of the Annoying School for Children
until they froze to death.
Evil Ear called all these accidents, and others, “childhood diseases.” He would bury
these children in the Land of Dead Children, and he said that it wasn’t terrible because they
wouldn’t have become grownups anyway.
“Apart from the good children, who did become grownups,” he would proudly remind
us. “They were true heroes. When they realized they had no strength to remain grownups,
they chose to die rather than go back to childhood.”
“When a child is happy, he can’t die,” Martha had always explained to me. Now she was
sad, and walked with her head hung. “A child must always remember who he is, and hold on
tight and never let go, that way he won’t die.”
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I tried to do what Martha had taught me, to think happy thoughts. I pictured Evil Ear
walking in front of me in his underwear.
“Stop it, Ofer, stop it immediately! I command you to stop!”
Evil Ear had spent years practicing reading children’s looks, by the pictures they drew
with their eyes in the air. Now, he quickly put on a suit and a bowtie, so we wouldn’t see him
naked. I tried the other trick Martha had taught me: remembering who I was. I walked along
mumbling: “I’m Ofer, I’m Ofer, I’m Ofer…”
“What did you say, Ofer?!” Evil Ear screamed from behind me. He always listened to
children who were talking to themselves, and interrupted their conversations.
“Put the big hat on little Ofer’s head,” Evil Ear ordered, “so he can’t see the sky and
can’t paint rude pictures in the air. And put the heavy shoes on his feet, so it will be hard for
him to walk and he won’t have time to talk to himself.”
Evil Ear took a pacifier out of his pocket and hung it from the top of a long stick. He
ordered Bartha to walk first, holding the stick, so that all the children would see what
happened to children who sucked pacifiers. Martha marched behind her, also holding a long
stick, with a sign hanging from it which had her anthem written on it, with what Evil Ear
called ‘a slight change’:
“We are grownups, we are heroes
Children – don’t you dare come near us!
In a land that’s dark and gray,
Grownups come to save the day!”
I marched Behind Martha, with heavy shoes and a big hat. And last, were the ten Night
Children. Evil Ear put lots of books on their backs. He said that anyone who couldn’t get
books into their head, had to carry them on their back.
“You have time to decide, before we reach the Land of Dead Children,” Evil Ear
rejoiced. “Either you agree to grow up, or else I’ll leave you in the Land of Dead Children.”
“That’s the way the story of Childland ends,” I mumbled to myself. “Evil Ear will kill us
or turn us all into grownups, which is almost the same thing. He’ll take over all of Childland
and this will be the last chapter of the story of Childland.”
All the children were deadly quiet. I knew what they would choose. Bartha said goodbye
to her elephant pacifier and promised never to forget it. Martha suddenly remembered Nelia,
our dog who we’d left by the gate, and told her she was sorry. The Night Children smiled, a
proud look on their faces.
“Die or become grownups?” Evil Ear roared.
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“Die!” the Night Children answered together.
“It’s better to be a dead child than a live grownup!”
“But after we die, Evil Ear, we promise you,” Sourpuss said, “that we’ll come to you
every night in your dreams and drive you crazy. Every time you look at the sky and see the
sun, you’ll remember us. We’ll eat your heart out, slowly, taking little bites, until you run to
the Land of Dead Children, open up the graves, let all the children out, bury yourself and
shout: ‘Enough! Enough! I’m sorry!’”
These words sent a chill up Evil Ear’s spine and he was so afraid that he had to make
pee-pee and he asked the procession to stop.
“Our spirits will keep on wandering through the mountains of Childland,” Dirtyface spat
at him while he made pee-pee behind a tree, “and they’ll drive you insane.”
Evil Ear shuddered again. “Then I’ll just tie you to a hilltop in the Land of Dead
Children,” he said. “That seems enough to me. And I’ll come every morning to measure your
suffering. If it’s enough, and you’ve turned into grownups, I’ll set you free. Otherwise, you’ll
always remain children, but tied up. Which do you choose?”
The children could detect a softer note in his voice.

There was a long way to go, and we were tired.
“Come on, children!” Evil Ear shouted from behind, pushing the last ones, “Come on!
Walk like grownups, not like babies!”
A sad sun was setting on the horizon over the roof of the Fun & Games School. We
walked in Grownupville, among the tidy gray houses, past white painted fences alongside
flowers which were growing in rows and refused to open up to the sun, and beneath trees
which bowed their heads. Evil Ear wouldn’t let Peepeena stop to make pee-pee. He wouldn’t
let Martha take a rock out of her shoe.
“How long do we still have?” I asked.
“We’ll walk until you grow up, or until you faint. Whichever comes first,” Evil Ear
screeched.
We kept walking quietly, our heads hung low. The grownup children looked at us from
their windows, perhaps gloating, perhaps sad because their last hope was lost.
“Night Children,” Evil Ear giggled to himself, “you who love the night adventures,
ohhh…you make me laugh, we’ll see if you love the night so much in the Land of Dead
Children. I’ll pay you back for everything you did to me on the Mountain of Dreams.”
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“To die…that’s the biggest adventure, Evil Ear!” a voice came from the mountains, “and
you’re going to tell us what it’s like.”
“Who was that?!” Evil Ear turned pale. His teeth chattered, his few hairs stood on end
and his eyes raced around like a captured animal. “Who was that?!”
“Stop, children!” he ordered, still looking at the mountains to try and find out where the
voice was coming from. He took a small camera out of his pocket.
“Smile! I order you to smile! We’ll send a picture to your parents. They’ll be happy to
see how their children are smiling in my school. There, good…smile nicely, children.”
The children didn’t smile. Evil Ear started making faces and saying “Say cheese!”
The children, who had never seen Evil Ear being silly before, really did start laughing.
Everyone except Bartha, who stared at him without blinking even once.

Night fell, we were tired, and the road was not moving. In Grownupville, all the houses,
trees and plants looked the same, and you couldn’t tell whether you were getting any closer
when you walked.
“It would be better to be dead than to keep on walking endlessly on this hike,” I muttered
to myself.
“Tell me, Evil Ear,” Bartha’s soft voice came through the darkness, “what happens when
children become grownups, the first time they go out to buy clothes – do they go naked?”
Evil Ear became confused for a moment, the voice in the dark was familiar and it grated
on the depths of his soul, like the voice of a child to a mother. But this, of all things, made
him harden.
“No!” he screamed. “What nonsense. They wear the clothes they already have.”
“But they’re big, so the clothes don’t fit them,” Bartha went on asking, “so the first time
they must be naked.”
“Ahhh…I understand your question!” Evil Ear screamed. “You see? I understand
children! When a baby is born – you know that yucky thing – they dress him the first day,
and from then on they keep changing his clothes.”
“No,” Bartha got angry, “you don’t understand. When he grows up, the first time, how
does he go and buy clothes? I know a baby is born naked!”
“Stop, stop! I can’t take these children anymore, they don’t understand anything. I don’t
understand their childish questions. Only torture and suffering will get the nonsense out of
your heads. That’s what will make you grownups. I’ll tie you to the hilltop in the cemetery,
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opposite the graves. There, at night, the child in you will die of fear, and all that will be left
will be the grownup.”
The moaning of the children and the animals from the Land of Dead Children began to
reach us in the dark, stroking the mountains and flowing with the rivers, filling all of
Childland with a night-time music of longing, which chilled our skin.
“Haha…” Evil Ear laughed, “do you hear what I hear? All the children who were sent to
me with discipline problems, the children who didn’t want to grow up. They’re all howling
like wolfs, now they’re sorry for everything. And all the animals I killed, because animals are
childish. The way dogs wag their tails, the way a cats play with balls of string, the way birds
fly in the sky as if there were no rules. I made up my mind to put an end to it!”
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The Land of Dead Children

When the torture march was over, we met with a no less difficult experience. Evil Ear
and the teachers who had accompanied us tied us with ropes to a thick tree on a hilltop in the
cemetery. First they tied our hands behind our backs, and then they tied us all together around
the tree with ropes.
“It’s a children tree!” Evil Ear giggled, and took a few steps back to take a picture of us.
“When you grow up, we’ll come and pick you,” he sang joyfully.
“Teachers! Stop up their mouths with these rags, otherwise they’ll call out to the Dead
for help.”
Then Evil Ear and the teachers held hands and started dancing merrily around us,
singing:
“Grownups – that’s our name,
Hating children is our game.
If any children come our way,
We’ll make them miserable all day!”
“Bye bye, my sweethearts,” Evil Ear waved goodbye to us from a distance, and
disappeared with the teachers into the darkness of the cemetery.
It was quiet. It seemed as though even the Dead Children had stopped moaning. The
wind rustled our hair every once in a while, and the cold crept into our flesh.
“It’s all experiences,” mumbled Gimmegifts, who hadn’t spoken for a while, through his
mouth full of rags.
“I don’t want any more experiences,” Peepeena whined through her stopped up mouth, “I
swear, I don’t want any more experiences.”
A new day was beginning to break over Childland, and the dawn bled its colors into the
sky over the Fun & Games School.
“In Childland, the sun rises and sets in the same place, in the Fun & Games School,” I
noted.
“In the Land of Dead Children, children stay children for ever,” Martha mumbled
through the cloth blocking her mouth.
Rows and rows of tombstones were spread around the hill. Each one bore the name of
the child and the childhood disease he or she had died of. “Oren died of boredom.” “Sharon
died of longing for childhood.” “Shachar died of fear.” “Ma’ayan died of curiosity.” “Uri
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choked on love.” “Dana grew up, got old and died.” “Eden fell asleep and didn’t get up for
morning inspection.” And there were many others.
Once my eyes get used to the dark, I began to notice that the tombstones were smiling
with their stone faces. Each tombstone had the face of the child who was buried beneath it,
even though Evil Ear had made sure they all looked exactly the same. And in fact, the faces
were very childish and showed no signs of aging. Different flowers grew around each
tombstone: flowers which the buried child had loved. The flowers crowned the smiling head
of stone, like a wreath.

The hazy ball of sun over the Fun & Games School was getting clearer. Calming and
peaceful voices of children and animals, like the song of a magic flute, rose from the
tombstones and curled around the air. We had never heard such music before.
“This is the true Childland,” murmured Sourpuss, who had managed to get the rags out
of his mouth. “When I get my hands free, I’ll draw the Land of Dead Children right in the
middle of Childland.”
“Children for ever. For us, you’ll always be children, even when we’re old,” Bartha
whispered into the dark.
We all tried to undo the knots in the ropes tying our hands and feet, but we could not.
Evil Ear had tied knots that got tighter and tighter when you tried to undo them, like a lasso.
“Nelia! Nelia! Save us!” Martha shouted out through the darkness. She had managed to
get the rags out of her mouth, and she turned her voice towards the gateway to Childland and
called out again: “Nelia! Nelia! Come quickly!”
Martha’s voice calling Nelia for help rolled over all of Childland, pricked up the ears of
the grownup children like a forgotten tune, and drove Evil Ear mad – he was trying to fall
asleep without having scary dreams.
“Nelia! Nelia!” Martha’s voice was heard again, “Save us! We’re in the Land of Dead
Children, tied up and afraid.”
All was quiet. The wind carried her voice and scattered it between the mountains and the
riverbeds of Childland. And suddenly, a gust of wind cut through the dark like a knife, a
breeze of air swooshed like a bullet rushing toward its target, moving over the hills, making
its way through the riverbeds, and skipping from one mountain to the next. Then quiet again.
Then someone was standing on the hilltop sniffing with their wet nose pushed out over
Childland and listening to the wind. Then it moved onwards and onwards, following the
smell. It was our Nelia – we knew when we heard her panting as she got closer to us. That
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familiar, beloved panting and the tongue hanging out, she was galloping like an explosion of
energy which never tires. Suddenly she stopped, stood on one of the mountains, and the white
butterfly which always lay on her breast shone. It was our Nelia, whom we’d left at the
gateway to Childland, and now the thin teddy bear guard had let her in. If he didn’t let her in,
who would he let in? Nelia, our puppy, was more childish than any of us. Another jump,
another leap, and she sliced through the ropes with her sharp teeth.
“Nelia! No time for games now,” I told her when she tried to jump on us happily, “there
are many children and animals here who need help.”
“But how?” the Night Children asked.
Martha said sadly that she thought we should help them say goodbye. Let them say the
last goodbye, not us. Perhaps they still wanted to say something they hadn’t had time to say,
and then they could close the gate to the Land of Dead Children. That was the only time I had
seen Nelia sad, in all of the story of Childland.
“Goodbye children, goodbye sweet animals,” we called out, and Nelia barked goodbye
too. Then we waited. According to Martha’s orders, we weren’t allowed to get faraway until
the children and the animals said goodbye to us. We waited in the dark, and our patience was
running out, but then we began to hear, “Goodbye, goodbye,” and animal whimpers coming
from the graves. They were soft, gentle voices, less crying, less painful and less scared. We
turned back and left the cemetery without another word. Next to the gate, Martha stopped.
“Raise your hands up!” she ordered.
We all raised our hands towards the sun rising over the Fun & Games School.
“Now take a vow,” she ordered.
We all swore:
“We, the last children in Childland, vow to remain children for ever and ever. And even
when we’re grownups, in our hearts we’ll always be children.”
“Wait a minute! I have an idea that we forgot,” I stopped everyone outside the Land of
Dead Children. “We need to make an Evil Ear scarecrow and tie it to the tree on the hill,
instead of ourselves.”
We made a life-size straw doll of Evil Ear. Suchamess drew the face, Gymnastica put on
arms and legs, Bartha filled the head with stones, Sourpuss was in charge of his ear,
Chatterbox was in charge of his missing teeth, Bumpinto put on a red nose, and a glorious
Evil Ear stood before us. We tied him to the tree on the hilltop. We left him there with a
terrified look on his face, watching the Fun & Games School and shouting “Help!”
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That night, Evil Ear tossed and turned and couldn’t sleep. He ordered the teachers to
harness the flying children to his wind chariot, got on and whipped the children gleefully.
“Off we go! To the Land of Dead Children! We must go and see Martha, Bartha, Ofer
and the Night Children, to find out how their suffering is progressing. Come on! I won’t get
any sleep until I see them suffering.”
The wind chariot circled over the Land of Dead Children a few times, and came down
from the sky towards the tree the children were tied to. Moments later, as the sun rose on that
fateful morning, a chilling scream froze the blood of the grownup children, and brought
smiles to the lips of the Dead Children. Evil Ear could not believe his eyes. He stood in front
of the scarecrow.
“I’m Evil Ear!” he yelled, and slapped it. Then he immediately slapped himself, to see
who really hurt and who was the real Evil Ear. When he slapped the scarecrow, it hurt his
hand, and when he slapped himself, it hurt his cheek. That was a clear sign to him that he was
lying, otherwise it wouldn’t have hurt. He always used to say to a child who got hurt, “you’ve
received the punishment you deserve from God.” He attacked the scarecrow angrily and tried
to pull it apart, but then he stopped and shouted: “Hold me back!” Because he knew he’d
have to do the same thing to himself, to find out who was telling the truth. Evil Ear decided to
run away and keep the whole thing a secret. He want back to his chariot and made the flying
children swear not to tell anything.
“Go back at once!” he screamed as loud has he could, and was afraid to look back in case
he saw himself tied up and got confused.
“You’re not the real Evil Ear, you’re the fake Evil Ear!” a call echoed from the Fun &
Games School, chasing the chariot and making us smile. For many days after Evil Ear
returned to the Annoying School for Children, he would catch innocent children in the school
hallways and ask them: “Aren’t I the real Evil Ear?”
The children were so amazed that they didn’t answer, and this made Evil Ear even more
confused.
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Pacifier Forest

On the way to Pacifier Forest, we heard Evil Ear shouting: “Hold me! Hold me!”
Sourpuss imitated him: “Hold me! Hold me!” with his mouth dribbling and his hands
stretched up. Bumpinto jumped behind him and held him in his arms.
Bartha marched ahead towards Pacifier Forest, showing no interest in the boys’ games.
The Forest appeared before us, full of the glistening colors of pacifiers, which covered the
trees with glimmering sunlight, making them almost transparent.
“It’s Pacifier Forest,” Bartha exclaimed, and we all crowded around her so as not to miss
a word.
“Every child knows of this place. This is where pacifiers grow in bunches on the trees.
Look! Pacifiers of all colors and sizes: silicon and rubber pacifiers, flat teats and round teats,
with flowers, teddy bears and moons, with handles and without, singing pacifiers, pacifiers
which take your temperature, pacifiers tied to a chain so they can’t get lost, pacifiers with
cold teats and some with warm teats, rough pacifiers and smooth pacifiers. Rivers of spit flow
through the forest, watering all the pacifier trees. Any child can touch, feel, smell and—–
most importantly—suck the flavor of this pacifier Garden of Eden. And when spring comes,
new pacifiers blossom on the trees in many colors and scents. And children pick them ripe off
the trees, and some of them fall and cover the land.”
We looked at Bartha walking slowly, being careful not to step on any pacifiers, like a
child moving through an enchanted garden. Her eyes were blurry and we could tell that she
was seeing things we couldn’t see. She rolled her tongue back up against the roof of her
mouth and sucked it joyfully.
We copied her, and walked through a world of calm and tranquility. Even Evil Ear
seemed distant and harmless. We kept walking behind Bartha, taking care not to step on any
of the pacifier bushes which intertwined over the path. Bartha walked through the forest like
a good mother walking among her children, respectfully and happily. Every so often she
stroked a pacifier, touched another, and spread her charm over all of Pacifier Forest. When
Bartha felt a pacifier, we stopped behind her and tried to do the same thing exactly. She had a
way of stroking that only an experienced mother has, that magical touch which makes the
pacifier smile, that gratitude which only a pacifier can understand, after many years spent
with a child. The touch was slow and soft, it seemed as if she were stopping on each pore,
each little bump and raise, recognizing it and giving it thanks.

[הערהJC2]: the whole concept of the
forest is very confusing, because
previously (see p. ??) it talks about how
the forest grew out of Pacifier Cemetery,
which Evil Ear and the children built. But
how has all that time gone by? And how
come “every child knows of it” if they
only just made it?
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Bartha was the pacifier teacher. She sat in her pacifier house, which was a very soft
house where you couldn’t get hurt bumping into the walls, because it was entirely made of
pacifiers. Every detail in it – the furniture, the walls, the tiles, the rugs and the lamps – was
made of pacifiers. Even the pictures on the walls were a rich, colorful pacifier mosaic.
Bartha came to the first lesson with the elephant pacifier in her mouth. She had identified
it immediately in the forest, among all the many pacifiers, like a mother who recognizes her
child’s cries from a great mixture of voices.
Bartha began the first pacifier lesson:
“Every child has their favorite pacifier, which can never be replaced. And if, God forbid,
the pacifier gets lost, the child will cry over it night and day and will not calm down, because
he loved it more than anything in the world.”
“Sucking on a pacifier,” she continued, “is the gateway to Childland. Your eyes stare
into space, your tongue rolls up to the roof of your mouth, and you float and sail in a land
where everything moves slowly, and a magical fairytale shadow hovers above everything. Go
on, try it.”
All the children put the pacifiers they had chosen into their mouths, as Bartha instructed.
Then our smiles widened, and our gazes took off into the distance. A little more smiling,
some deep sucking, which gradually dies down, and you’re off. Some of us floated, some
pondered, some rolled their tongues up and stroked the roofs of their mouths, and some felt
the soft touch of the wind.
“All children know this feeling, don’t they?” Bartha asked, and we all remembered what
we had forgotten during our long stay in the Annoying School for Children.
“Now, suddenly, Evil Ear comes and yanks the pacifier out of the child’s mouth.” Bartha
went around and, to our amazement, pulled the pacifiers out of our mouths.
“As soon as the pacifier is taken out, the child’s thoughts completely change. A magical
world is closed off to him. He’ll remember it, but he won’t enter it. Now, please put your
pacifiers into your mouths again and look at the sky. What shade of blue do you see?”
“Soft,” Dirtyface called.
“Think about your friends at kindergarten or school. You will notice that with the
pacifier, they aren’t the same thoughts.”
“They’re less angry,” Sourpuss jumped up and said.
“Look at the air surrounding you. You will notice that it’s a floating shade of pink with
glitter. That’s how it is with pacifiers,” little Bartha went on explaining, standing on her

[הערהJC3]: But doesn’t Evil Ear have
her pacifier?
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pacifier stage. “And if your kindergarten teacher yells at you, the yells sound softer and more
pleasant if you have a pacifier.”
“I don’t really care if someone yells at me, as long as I have a pacifier in my mouth,”
Candylike replied.
“Bumpinto,” Bartha asked, “what’s more calming when children get hurt – a pacifier or
Evil Ear?”
“A pacifier, a pacifier,” Bumpinto answered immediately, without any confusion.
Then we all remembered how when children got hurt, they always preferred the pacifier
over any of Evil Ear’s speeches about how if you cry you don’t get better and how pacifiers
don’t make it any less painful. The children always claimed that a pacifier does make it less
painful, and that drove Evil Ear crazy.
“Gymnastica,” Bartha asked (it was starting to feel like a pop-quiz), “imagine a child
running…Now put a pacifier in his mouth. What do you see?”
“He runs differently, that’s obvious,” Gymnastica answered assuredly, “he floats more,
he’s lighter. He isn’t sweating and suffering, he enjoys the running.”
“You should know, children, that pacifiers also bring good memories. They open the
good memory box, even in difficult moments. For example, a boy comes home after a day of
fighting, he gets home bruised and scratched, tired and hurting, and who awaits him on his
bed? Who smiles at him welcomingly? Who has waited there without moving even an inch
without his permission? Why it’s his favorite pacifier, which waited for him, and will always
continue to wait.” And that was how Bartha finished the first lesson.

“The grownups call it a plug,” Bartha began her second pacifier lesson, standing on the
pacifier stage and waving her elephant pacifier. “For them, it’s just a funny piece of plastic or
rubber. But for us children, who haven’t forgotten the taste of a pacifier, it’s the real gateway
to Childland.”
We sat in Bartha’s lessons, enchanted. She taught us how to enjoy the cold touch of a
teat on our checks, under our chins and on our necks. She showed us how to put a pacifier on
our eyelids and in our ears, and it was all done with great attention to every little detail.
For example: a pacifier which has touched your cheek and warmed up, must be allowed
to cool down so that you can put it somewhere again and feel its freshness.
“That is why every child must have a few pacifiers, and he must treat them all equally,
the same way parents should treat their children.”
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“Every pacifier has its special smell,” she continued. “The smell of rubber or even of
silicon. Each pacifier has its unique touch and its particular level of roughness, which is so
familiar to your touch, from long ago. And don’t forget the pacifiers with the ring which you
can lift up to your nose and tickle your nose with.”
The second lesson was almost over. Bartha reminded us of Pacifier Cemetery, where the
pacifiers that were buried in the ground grew and turned into this wonderful Pacifier Forest
which we were in.
“That is the saddest place on earth,” she said. “That is where, with many tears, they bury
pacifiers which have gotten old, worn out, torn, and cannot be fixed.”
And she told us about how the children never forget those pacifiers and all they had done
for them. Then Bartha told all the children about how her elephant pacifier had hid in her bed
so Evil Ear wouldn’t see it. When the elephant pacifier realized Bartha wasn’t coming back to
her bed, he walked all night on his own to Pacifier Forest, because he knew Bartha would
look for him there. Bartha emphasized how rare this case was, because usually pacifiers like
to stay where you put them and not move until the child who owns them comes to get them.
And she told us how happy she was to find her elephant pacifier alive.
In preparation for the third lesson, Bartha sewed each one of us a little pocket in our
pants. They were so small that only we could fit our hands in – not Evil Ear.
“That’s so he won’t be able to steal your pacifiers,” she explained. “That’s how I kept
my elephant pacifier the whole time we were in the Annoying School for Children.”
“And one time,” Martha remembered, “Evil Ear caught you with a pacifier, and you told
him that it wasn’t for real, that you were just practicing for class because you’re a pacifier
teacher for the little children.”

“Rules for respecting pacifiers,” Bartha began the third lesson. By this time, some
grownup children from Grownupville had started coming to Bartha’s lessons. They snuck in
and sat enchanted, without saying a word. Bartha went on as if nothing had happened. She
treated the grownup children completely naturally, as if they hadn’t missed any lessons, and
as if they had always known what a pacifier was and how to use it.
“Never step on a pacifier. Never forget a pacifier anywhere. Cover the pacifier under a
blanket at night, so it doesn’t get cold. Do not treat one pacifier unfairly. A pacifier likes to
be sucked, that gives it respect and makes it feel important, so don’t ever neglect a pacifier.
When a child sucks a pacifier, it means that the child and the pacifier are kissing. A pacifier
can be happy or sad, angry or friendly, it all depends on how you treat it, and it always repays
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you. When a pacifier gets hurt, it’s as if the child got hurt. The child shares his pacifier’s
pain. Touch your pacifiers gently, because otherwise you’ll hurt them. If a pacifier is sick,
you must take it to a pacifier doctor. If, God forbid, a pacifier dies, you must bury it, but
never forget it, and always mention it, on every occasion.”
Before the grownup children went back to Grownupville, Bartha gave each of them a
pacifier as a gift. Then, when they went back home, hiding their pacifiers in their pockets and
feeling them with their fingers like Bartha had taught them, the whole black and white picture
of Grownupville began to be filled with color. The sounds of children playing replaced the
silence and echoed back into their ears, and the scent of spring and blossoms filled the senses.

I think we were in Pacifier Forest for a long time, and we forgot why we had escaped
from the Annoying School for Children. We liked to fall asleep on the carpets of pacifiers, in
the shade of the pacifier trees, at the foot of the gushing river of saliva, and listen to Bartha’s
fascinating lessons, with pacifiers in our mouths at all times. And then one day, in one of
Bartha’s pacifier lessons, Martha looked out the window towards the Fun & Games School
and was astonished. It was the first time she had noticed that the Fun & Games School was
entirely in the shape of one big pacifier, facing the sun.
“We must leave!” Martha reminded us, and we all nodded with our pacifiers, not too
enthusiastically. Martha painted a Childland flag – a dirty boy with a pacifier in his mouth –
which would accompany us on our journey from now on.
“A pacifier is a symbol of peace and hope. If Evil Ear had a pacifier, he wouldn’t be
picking fights the whole time.” That was how Bartha finished her final lesson in the pacifier
house, before we said farewell to Pacifier Forest.
On the way out of the forest, Bartha gave each of us a pacifier as a gift. We had to keep it
in the little pocket she had made us, for ever.
“The pacifier will make sure you always remain children,” she said. “You’ll need it.”
Nelia also got a pacifier, which we hung from her collar. It was a special pacifier, with a
note in it which said: “Nelia Grosbard, the Fun & Games School, Childland.”
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Barbie Town

We stood at a crossroads, and wondered why we hadn’t heard anything from Evil Ear the
whole time we were in Pacifier Forest.
“It’s because he probably has a pacifier under his pillow,” Peepeena giggled, “and he’s
ashamed of it.”
All was quiet.
“Maybe he’s disappeared from Childland,” Sleepyhead wondered.
We looked up to the sky…his air chariot would probably appear soon. And indeed,
stormy clouds were tightening up like a fist on the horizon, and an autumn wind began to
blow. Nelia bared her teeth at the wind and put her tail up, like a wolf preparing for battle.
“So what are we deciding – which way should we go?” Bartha was annoyed. “Evil Ear
thinks we always need to wait for him. Let’s just play our game, and if he doesn’t like it, he
can just do what he likes and that’s it.”
We knew Bartha was right, and we at least had to show him that we weren’t afraid of
him, and that we were going our own way. A dusty path lead to Candy Valley and Candylike
demanded that we take it. Chatterbox pointed in another direction and very much wanted us
all to cross the Desert of Boredom together. “There, I can have time to say everything I
haven’t said my whole life.”
But the other girls decided that they were tired of all the boys’ stories and adventures,
and that it wasn’t fair that everything was always about boys, and hero boys who rescue
people. What about the girls?! The girls wouldn’t give in and insisted on going to Barbie
Town.
“Do you realize that for years – and I mean years – they’ve been reading us stories about
boys?” Martha and Bartha complained to me. And what about girls? Don’t they matter?”
Bartha rolled her eyes up, wiggled her behind, stretched her mouth back and made one of
her lovely, indifferent faces.
“In “Cinderella” and in “Snow White” – who turns up at the end?!” Martha asked
angrily, “the prince! And Peter Pan is the most important!”
I reminded them of Alice in Wonderland, which I once read to them in our house on the
Carmel, and also of The Wizard of Oz.
They couldn’t say much about Alice. But Martha was angry about The Wizard of Oz,
because even though the heroine was Dorothy, the book was named after a boy, the Wizard
of Oz. And even the dog, Toto, was a boy.
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“One little girl is worth lots of big boys! And that’s the end of the argument,” Martha
declared.
The boys didn’t get excited, they just pointed back to the opening of “The Cave of
Terrible Pain.”
“But that’s Evil Ear’s torture cave,” Martha murmured. “It goes underground, back to the
Annoying School for Children.”
“So what?” I said, without blinking even once.
“That’s how boys are,” Martha got annoyed, “they’ll do anything to have an adventure,
to have something to tell the girls about.”
We were quiet. We know that it was a moment when boys should be quiet.
“Maybe you can come with us?” Martha tried a more gentle approach, “it’s more fun
with Barbies.”
Not even a muscle moved in our faces, but our eyes showed our contempt.
“But aren’t you afraid to go back to the Annoying School for Children?” Martha tried
one last time to charm us with her motherly concern.
“Trust us. Everything will be fine,” we all promised her.
“Everyone will go their way, and we’ll meet up when we finish playing.”
“And who will Nelia go with?” I asked.
“Nelia is a girl, she’ll come with us,” the girls said.
Nelia was very attached to Bartha, who always removed her ticks, and to Martha, who
always rode her, and she barked happily.

Martha, Bartha and the five Night Girls, walked down a gray road towards Barbie Town.
At the entrance to the town, a big pink gate opened up for them. Hawaii Barbie was standing
on a stage, and she welcomed them with a curtsey.
“Big girls can’t come in!” she announced. “You can only come in if you’re willing to be
little, like us. Big girls always look down on us and never look at us on eye level. It’s enough,
we’re sick of it! And all those big girls, who play with us and take us apart as if they don’t
care. They pull off an arm or a leg, screw our heads around, and then throw us onto a pile of
dismantled Barbies.”
Hawaii Barbie was flexible, and she demonstrated the ways big girls torture Barbies. She
turned her elbow the wrong way, and turned her head backwards. It was very scary.
“Any girl who wants to come into Barbie Town,” Hawaii Barbie emphasized, “must see
the world through our eyes.”
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“Girls,” she addressed us directly, “do you see the Barbie houses in front of you?”
“Yes,” we nodded shyly.
“Oh, really?” she smiled. “All you can see is the roofs, not what’s inside. When have you
ever seen how much dirt there is underneath our dining room tables? When have you felt
what we feel? How do you know if a dress is to tight for us, or if the hairstyle you gave us
hurts? And what about the way those big girls pick us up without any preparation or caution?
Bang! Just grab us and pick us up!
“A good girl,” Hawaii Barbie stressed, “should feel like a Barbie in her heart. She should
know what hurts her and what bugs her, one second before the Barbie starts crying. But if we
are the same size, us Barbies will also be able to feel you. Do you agree?” Hawaii Barbie
finished her touching speech.
We looked at each other without saying anything. Hawaii Barbie knew how to read
silences, she was very sensitive. She gave us a little Barbie flower and asked us to smell it.
We sniffed it, each of us in turn, and presto! We couldn’t believe it: we were standing in
front of Hawaii Barbie, and we were so small that even Martha barely reached her height.
“What about Nelia?” Bartha shouted.
Nelia put her huge head close to us.
“Smell!” Bartha shouted to her.
Nelia sniffed at the flower and everything fell into place.

We walked through clean and tidy streets, among magical Barbie houses, with clear blue
skies above us. We peeped through the windows and saw Gymnast Barbie and Mermaid
Barbie talking with each other. In another house, Ken was reading a newspaper, and
Pocahontas Barbie was making dinner. Martha and Bartha remembered that they also used to
have Barbies like these, and Martha had given hers to Bartha. At this time of the evening,
most of the Barbies were bathing their children and sitting at the table for dinner. The sky
began to turn dark pink with the sunset, and the first few stars lit up the sky like glitter.
“Let’s knock on one of the doors,” Martha suggested, “it will be night time soon.”
We knocked on Sea Pearl Barbie’s door. She opened the door for us with a smile. She
was wearing a bright blue bikini with a diamond on the bottom part and another one on the
top part. Her long blonde hair reached almost to the floor. She wore a coral necklace and a
starfish belt. She welcomed us happily and took us into the living room.
“Sit down,” she said politely, “as soon as I’m finished bathing the girls, I’ll make you
something to drink.”
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“Can we help you?” Martha asked shyly.
“Sure,” Sea Pearl Barbie answered.
We helped her wash her three daughters’ hair – their names were Adi, Shelly and Lior. It
wasn’t easy. Little Shelly Barbie kept screeching: “A towel! A towel!” and complained that
she was getting water in her eyes. Adi Barbie, who was a little older, asked Bartha to look
and see if there were bubbles when she dove and blew air, and she kept splashing at Lior
Barbie. Lior Barbie, who was the smallest, kept crying. When we touched her forehead after
the bath, we noticed that she was a little warm, and were worried she was ill. We helped Sea
Pearl Barbie comb the girls’ hair nicely and put on their new clothes. She told us that her
older daughters, Pocahontas Barbie and Mermaid Barbie, who didn’t live at home anymore,
would come for dinner soon.
We went into the kitchen with her and helped her make a delicious dinner. Adi Barbie
wanted to set the table on her own, and she did it like a real grownup. We all sat around the
table and told the Barbies all of our adventures. They listen quietly and politely.
“Oh, really… That can’t be…Oh, you poor girls…Is Evil Ear really so evil? We didn’t
know… Then stay and live with us here, and we’ll build a kennel in the yard for Nelia. Our
lawn is very green.”
Those were some of the Barbies’ responses. After dinner, we helped them clean up and
put the dishes in the dishwasher, and the house was sparkling clean again.
A few evenings later, Sea Pearl Barbie showed us her beautiful jewelry: necklaces made
of shells, rings, golden conches, and bracelets decorated with pearls. She told each of us to
choose a piece of jewelry as a souvenir. Every evening, Martha told Adi, Shelley and Lior an
episode from the story of Childland. The little Barbies were in so much suspense that they
couldn’t fall asleep.
“If you take care of Barbies,” they said, “they never die. But if you don’t they can die in
a second. When a girl forgets about a Barbie, she gets so sad that she dies and disappears.”
One evening Lior Barbie asked: “What about the boys?”
Martha didn’t know what to answer, because the story continued only as far as Barbie
Town. There was a sense of worry in the air.
Every morning we helped the girls get washed and dressed and combed, and made them
delicious sandwiches. We asked each of the girls what they liked in their sandwiches, and
made sure to wrap them nicely with a napkin and a sandwich bag. Shelley Barbie and Lior
Barbie went to kindergarten and big Adi Barbie went to school. We folded the clothes which
the Barbies had thrown on the floor when they were getting dressed quickly. And we still had
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lots of work tidying up the mess they had made, from all the games they had played the night
before and hadn’t put away. Suchamess was hardly recognizable: she moved between the
rooms with an ocean of mess in front of her, and a glistening trail of order and cleanliness
behind her.
The little Barbies were mostly interested in Nelia, and the girls spent long afternoons
with them, riding Nelia and trying, unsuccessfully, to train her to behave like a horse.
There was no doubt that after our long journeys and the adventures with the wild boys,
we missed a sense of quiet which we found in Barbie Town, and we felt wonderful. All the
Barbies were great hostesses. We got to know them all, one by one, and became regular
guests in their homes. Faded memories of the boys came back sometimes, but they were more
and more distant, and we were no longer interested in the useless wars against Evil Ear. Only
once, by accident, a cold breeze with a few drops of rain reached Barbie Town, and Nelia,
who was in the yard, bared her teeth at the wind.
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Back to the Annoying School for Children

One morning, Martha found a little note on the floor. We all crowded around as she
opened it slowly, to see what it said. The house we lived in was especially neat and tidy, and
it wasn’t every day that you found a note thrown on the floor.
“Nelia Grosbard, the Fun & Games School, Childland,” Martha read the note to us. We
became silent. It was one of those silences that happen, not because there’s nothing to say,
but because there’s too much to say, but nobody knows how.
Sea Pearl Barbie, who had just walked into the room, turned pale. Barbies can always
sense the quiet before the storm.
“I know you have to leave,” she said sorrowfully.
We were silent.
“I want to give each of you a gift before we part. No, no – not a Barbie,” she laughed,
“Barbies are like children – you can’t give a child as a present. My gift is that Hawaii Barbie
will let you smell the flower, which will turn you back into big girls. But you’ll always
remember that when you talk with someone smaller than you, you need to bend down a little.
Then you’ll see what they can see, and you won’t say: ‘Look at that beautiful view,’ when the
view they see is completely different.”

We set off on our way toward the Cave of Terrible Pain, with a dreadful lack of desire,
but knowing that we must find out what became of the boys. All of Childland was spread out
before us, blooming and blossoming in its eternal spring. There were sounds of water
splashing on the rocky slopes, the earth was decorated with thousands of colorful flowers like
a birthday bouquet, and a light breeze carried you off to the mountain peaks, and then
onwards, flying with the eagles, looking down on Childland.
“In Childland, how long does this beauty go on?” Bartha asked the Night Girls.
“Childland really is awfully beautiful,” Dirtyface said.
“It can’t go on for much longer,” Chatterbox mumbled.
“This silence is very tense.”
“I also think it can’t go on forever,” Suchamess said.
“In Childland, someone always has to ruin the fun,” little Peepeena said, and added that
in Childland you only remember the beauty after it’s over. Then we noticed that Martha had
tears in her eyes.
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“What about the boys. Who knows what happened to them in the Cave of Terrible
Pain?” she whispered.
Before we could even imagine what had happened to the boys there, we heard a joyous
shout coming from the clouds: “Wait up girls! I’m coming down to you from the sky. Wait
there and don’t run away, because headmaster Evil Ear is coming to take you to the School
for Annoying Children!”
And indeed, the air chariot, after circling over us once or twice, suddenly dove straight
down towards us, cruelly crushing some flowers as it landed. One by one, blindly obedient,
we got into the air chariot. Evil Ear and the teachers who accompanied him ordered us to hold
on tight so we wouldn’t fall out. Within a moment, spring changed to autumn. Gloominess,
coldness and silence descended on us. The sun was about to fall off the roof of the Fun &
Games School into the darkness. We could see the Fun & Games School from the air, its
array of colors becoming blacker and blacker, and none of us believed the sun would ever
shine again.
It was raining heavily on the Annoying School for Children, and lightening and thunder
were tearing through the dark.
“This is where the story of Childland ends,” Bartha thought to herself. “The boys
disappeared in the Cave of Terrible Pain, the girls went back to the Annoying School for
Children, and Evil Ear kept on smiling his eternal smile.”
Bartha held on to Nelia’s collar, who was flying behind us the whole way to the
Annoying School for Children, wagging her tail, as if she did not understand the catastrophe
that had occurred.
And Evil Ear sat happily in the front of the chariot, whipping the flying children,
enjoying the cool wind rustling his single hairs in all directions, his black cape spread out
behind him. He didn’t even to look back and see Nelia, whom he never would have allowed
to come with us. With the blink of an eye, we found ourselves flying over the walls of the
Annoying School for Children, through the window and into Evil Ear’s room.

The next day, on the stage at morning inspection, Evil Ear began to tell all the children in
the school that he had brought them mothers. The children couldn’t contain themselves and
they cheered happily. If there was one thing they still missed after all this time in the
Annoying School for Children, it was a nice comforting mother.
“Quiet, you stupid fools!” Evil Ear shouted. “First I deserve a mother, and then you’ll get
yours. I’m taking all the mothers for myself, and only children who behave well will get one
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for five minutes a day. What do you think, that mothers grow on trees?! Do you think you can
bug them and disobey them and they’ll still do everything for you? No way! First of all you
must act like model grownups, then we’ll talk about a mother.”
“We’ll do anything for a mother, we’ll do anything for a mother!” the children begged.
“I wish I’d never told you!” Evil Ear screamed, and the children bowed their heads. “If
you continue this way, you’ll never have a mother again!”

Evil Ear sat with his pants rolled up and his feet in a bucket. Gymnastica was in charge
of his feet, and she was rubbing his toes. Martha was combing him like a Barbie. Peepeena
told him that she was decorating his shirt, and she stuck smiley face stickers on its back.
Bartha put a pacifier in his pocket when he wasn’t looking. Evil Ear was drunk from
happiness. When was the last time he had given himself over to the mercies of a doting
mother like this? And this time, not one, but seven doting mothers!
Chatterbox gave him a manicure and a pedicure. Dirtyface gave him a special hairstyle
on the hairs of his chest, and when she didn’t like it, she decided to shave them off.
Suchamess combed the hairs on his arms. She asked him if he wanted a “funky fish”
hairstyle, or an “Aloha” hairstyle. Evil Ear didn’t know what the difference was but he was
ashamed to admit it. He chose a “funky fish” style, because “Aloha” sounded to him like a
scary name.
Gymnastica put blush on Evil Ear’s cheeks and eye shadow on his eyelids. Finally, when
Martha plucked his eyebrows, he shyly asked if that was really necessary. Martha told him
that she was a professional eyebrow-plucker, which seemed to be a good enough reason for
Evil Ear. But when she wanted to put red lipstick on him, he suddenly shouted: “No! No!
That, I will not tolerate! Bring me a mirror and let’s see what you’ve done to me. If it’s not
pretty, I’m taking you to the Cave of Terrible Pain.”
That was the first time since they had returned to the Annoying School for Children that
the girls remembered the boys, and fear started to creep into their hearts.
Evil Ear looked into the mirror and was amazed. “Do you think I can go out in front of
my students looking like this?!” he screamed.
But the girls stroked him and calmed him and convinced him that it was pretty and that
he should leave it that way.

Evil Ear turned up for the next morning inspection in his new look. A smile, which was
erased years ago, had come back to shine on his face, and grownups became children within
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seconds. The sky over the Annoying School for Children became bright that day, birds came
back to chirp and flowers started blooming within the school walls. Evil Ear had allowed
Nelia to come into the school, after Bartha had begged him, but he had tied her to a post by
the wall. Now she stopped making a sad face and began barking to be let free.
Evil Ear walked around the school, drunk with victory like those children whose mothers
give them everything, so they think they deserve everything. There was only one thing in all
of the Annoying School for Children that scared Evil Ear to death, and that was Nelia. Evil
Ear would make horrible faces at her when he passed her by, and when he threw her a bone
he would call out: “Only on condition you eat the bone, and not me!”
Nelia would promise, and you could tell by her eyes and her smile that she really meant
it. But after she finished the bone, she would stare at Evil Ear’s ear with her greedy wolf eyes
again.
“You’re tied up, you’re tied up, na-na-na-naaa-na!” Evil Ear would sing to her and stick
his tongue out.
“Evil Ear,” Martha explained to him, “if you want to be Nelia’s friend you have to bend
down and talk to her on eye level. Nelia doesn’t like people who are stuck up and she can’t
stand showoffs. And you can’t run away because then she’ll chase you. Try acting like
another dog – lie down on your back next to her and move your arms and legs like a
submissive dog who wants to play with her.”
Evil Ear crawled up to Nelia. When she started to sniff him, he lay on his back and
smiled at her. Nelia thought he really was a dog and she sniffed him everywhere and licked
him, and then lifted up her leg and peed on him, to mark him as her territory. That, Evil Ear
could not stand.
“Don’t be afraid of her,” Martha explained again, when he came to her angry and crying,
and – above all – wet.
“She’s a good dog, she doesn’t do anything. Dogs can tell if you like them,” Martha
yelled at him one night when she was already sick of him. “You must like her, Evil Ear,
otherwise you’re finished! Wag your tail, put your neck out for her, do something that will
make her trust you.”
“But I don’t have a tail, or a neck,” Evil Ear whined again.
“Then hide your teeth. Maybe dogs are scared of mouths with missing teeth.”
The children would see Evil Ear walking on all four, wagging a tail he’d attached to
himself, smiling at her, but hiding his teeth with his hand, and even holding out his hand to
her.
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“Get the fear out of your eyes!” a shout came through the Annoying School for Children
one dark night. “Nelia can see you’re afraid of her, and it makes her want to attack.”
“But I can’t, I really can’t get the fear out of my eyes,” a whimper came back.
“You can’t, Evil Ear, or you won’t?!” a voice called over the mountains of Childland.
Then black eyes opened wide on the rooftop of the Annoying School for Children, eyes that
were scared to death, scanning the darkness, trying to discover where the voice was coming
from.
But the truth is that neither Nelia nor the girls could prevent Evil Ear from torturing the
children, and it was hard for them to see it. He made them think only neat thoughts, and to
come and confess to him whenever they had a childish or stupid or embarrassing thought.
“If you’re happy, that’s bad! And if you’re sad, that’s good!” Evil Ear declared one
morning, trying to help the students figure out when they needed to come to him to confess.
“You can think any thought, as long as you’re not enjoying it,” he tried to rephrase his
command.
“Evil Ear, what grade should we get on our tests?” one little boy asked, shaking.
“The grade is not important, as long as its at least an A,” Evil Ear explained.
“And apart from that, don’t forget to do your homework, and always walk in straight
lines instead of wandering around.”
Everything the girls told him about how you shouldn’t behave that way and that it wasn’t
nice, fell on deaf ears. Evil Ear went on giving pop-quizzes, catching poor children in the
hallways and attacking them with the scary question: “What are you thinking about now,
child?!” But even so, it seemed as if perhaps he was saying it with a little bit more of a smile.
Once in a while, especially during the small hours of the night, calls for help came from
the direction of the Cave of Terrible Pain, which passed beneath the school, but none of the
girls took them seriously. Apart from Nelia, of course, whose keen senses told her exactly
what was going on there.
During the dark hours, before the sun rose, Nelia smelled Evil Ear creeping out of his
room toward the cave. Then she would go wild and try to break free from the rope that was
tying her to the school wall. Stray shouting voices flew between the walls and got mixed up
with the girls’ dreams. During the day, things went on as usual.
“Evil Ear, if you don’t stop teasing, we’ll tell all the children,” Martha threatened him.
“If you don’t let Nelia go, we’ll call the headmaster,” Bartha spat at him.
The threats usually helped, but only for a short while. Evil Ear obviously didn’t even
know what a mother was, and he needed along time to get used to this thing called mother.
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After a while, it became impossible to ignore Nelia’s barking at night. The girls would
wake up and listen to the cries of pain coming from below. Once they even asked Evil Ear
what they were. He replied that the children who hadn’t grown up yet liked to have shouting
matches in the middle of the night, and that you had to be forgiving with them. At first, like
always, the girls believed him. But distant memories of boys, of Barbie Town, of Evil Ear’s
wind chariot and of how they had promised to meet when they finished playing, began to
float to the surface, and doubts crept into their hearts.
One night, the girls decided to find out what was going on down there, in the school
basement.
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The Cave of Terrible Pain

At the same time, us boys were walking quietly through the dark, looking in every
direction, waiting for our eyes to get used to the dark. I walked first, followed by Gimmegifts,
then Sleepyhead leaning on Bumpinto so he wouldn’t fall asleep.
“He’s always first – who does he think he is?” Sourpuss complained from the back. I
didn’t answer. Friends or no friends, I wasn’t about to give up an adventure like this.
“Remember that we know how to fly, if anything happens,” Gimmegifts whispered in the
dark.
“And that we have pacifiers in our pockets, in case of pain,” Candylike reminded us.
“And also that we understand dreams,” Sleepyhead mumbled.
I thought I could see skeletons scattered around the cave. “Do you see?” I whispered to
Gimmegifts, who was walking behind me. “Skeletons.”
“Skeletons of children,” he corrected me, “you can see them clearly.”
“Yes, I also saw children’s skeletons,” Bumpinto joined in.
“That’s what Evil Ear did to the children who didn’t want to grow up,” I murmured,
quivering.
I went on in the dark, holding out my hands so I wouldn’t bump into a skeleton.
“Help!” a cry came from the dark, and suddenly a light came on.
In front of us was Evil Ear, in all his glory. He was wearing a colorful cape and colorful
feathers on his head, and he was rejoicing from head to toe.
“Welcome to my torture cave! This is where children become grownups. The children
who couldn’t be convinced with force, come here so I can use even more force.”
We followed him as he gave us a guided tour.
“Here is the stretching device. This is where I make children taller if they don’t want to
grow up. And this is the feeding device. Here, I fatten up children who leave food on their
plates, like you fatten up a turkey. The boys become grownups with pot-bellies, and the girls
become women with fat legs.”
“Here,” Evil Ear pointed to a row of belts, “is where I tie up the children’s heads and the
machine feeds them with extremely nourishing food. After a few hours I untie them, and I
behold big fat grownups, usually with rosy cheeks. And here is the skincare device. You
know that grownups have warts here and there. They no longer have the soft, delicate skin of
children. Grownups’ skin is faded and dull, like an old wallet. Here I have all kinds of warts
and growths: a cheek wart, that’s not bad, or an ear wart, or one for the nose. Those are my
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favorite spots, and they turn children into grownups just like that. And over there in the
corner, you can see the hunchbacked child who just got out of the machine. I attached a hump
to his back. You surely know that when you grow up and get old, your spine gets crooked and
sometimes you get humps. But that’s just the beginning. And here is the teeth-pulling
machine, which pulls out teeth and makes them crooked, messy and yellow. First of all,
children who come here with their baby teeth immediately have them replaced with
permanent teeth. I pull teeth out and put them back in again one by one, like planting
seedlings. Those were probably the screams you heard.”
Evil Ear pointed to a group of small children cowering in the corner with their hands
covering their mouths: “Those children have been treated, and now they’re ashamed to smile
with their new teeth. You see, I killed two birds with one stone: they’ve grown old and
they’re not smiling. Oh… I almost forgot my baldness machine, and the hair-whitening area.
Plucking out hairs is easy. The plucking machine is over there, it gives the boys a bald spot in
the middle of their head, but leaves a thin line of hair around it. The girls have their hair
whitened. I’ll tell you a secret, sweet children, if there’s anything children are afraid of, it’s
becoming grownups. I make it easier for them. From here, they go back into their classrooms
as real grownups. That’s it: the end of childhood, with no growing pains. No long years of
waiting for the light to shine at the end of the dark tunnel, and for the children to come out of
it as grownups.
“And here, we have a reversal device,” Evil Ear continued the guided tour, proudly.
“This machine implants hair. Don’t forget that grownups may lose hair from their head, but
they grow hairs in other undesirable places, such as their nose and ears and – on women –
their cheeks, legs, and many other places. So, I implant hairs on the child – just a few, but
really long and black ones, in the appropriate places, and there you have a grownup. And how
could I forget—but this really is our last stop, because it’s enough for one night—the device
for ear-stretching, nose-enlarging and skin-drooping. You put in your ear – here, why don’t
you try, Ofer?”
“No! No!” I yelled.
“OK, you’re right,” Evil Ear said, “soon we’ll do it to all of you, in an organized way.
But this device stretches your ear so that you won’t laugh at my evil ear anymore. All of us,
children, will have evil ears. And here is where your nose gets puffed up like a balloon. And
in the last device, that one, your skin gets stretched out as much as you like. For example, you
can get a double chin, bags under your eyes, or just hanging folds of skin on your arms. And
the final one, so I don’t forget, is the skin folding and wrinkling device. Here, you put this
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mask on your face, and when you take it off, your forehead and cheeks, and the skin all over
your face looks like dry cracked earth, full of crevices and crannies.”
Sleepyhead had already fallen asleep, Bumpinto was desperate, Sourpuss was almost in
tears, and I was silent with fear. Evil Ear put us in one of the devices and explained that it
performed all of these actions at once.
“Remember that we are children, and we made an oath!” I called out to them before they
disappeared from me, one by one, each into their own machine.
“Remember you have pacifiers!” Sleepyhead called out.
“Remember that you can fly,” I heard Gimmegifts whisper, but I didn’t know what good
all of that would be.

“You, Ofer and the Night Children,” Evil Ear’s loud voice echoed through the cave, “you
escaped from my school, you tickled my ear, you refused to put on the hats I left you, and
you didn’t put on the shoes I ordered you to wear. You teased me on the Mountain of
Dreams, and you made another Evil Ear in the Land of Dead Children. In Pacifier Forest, you
forgot about me, and the list goes on and on. Justice day has arrived, beloved boys! I have
forgiven the girls for everything, because they are mothers. But you – I will repay you for
everything, manifold. What’s the big deal? Sleeping Beauty and Snow White also awoke
from their beauty sleeps as grownups. It’s not so bad, is it?!”
Evil Ear laughed his rolling laugh, which shook the cave walls and make blocks of stone
crumble away from them.
“You’ll thank me in the end.”

“Ofer! Ofer! Can you hear me?” I whispered to myself. “Don’t mind the pain! Think
about happy things! Now you’re flying over Childland with Martha and Bartha.”
But the pain grounded me and I couldn’t fly. I bit my lip. Bumpinto taught me the rule
that says that the sum of two pains together would always be less painful than one pain alone.
“It’s not possible,” Evil Ear roared, “for two to be less than one, in the School for
Annoying Children!”
“Here, try it Evil Ear,” I explained with a victorious smile, “let me teach you. Give me
your hand for a moment.”
He held out his hand and I pinched it hard.
“When you hurt someone else, it hurts you less. Do you know that rule, Evil Ear?”
“No,” he was surprised.
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“Evil Ear, weren’t you ever a child? Don’t you remember that when you had to have a
blood test, if you pinched your daddy it hurt you less?”
He was silent. I suddenly understood why Evil Ear kept hurting all the children. But it
was too late, I was losing consciousness.
“You’ve discovered the secret!” Evil Ear screamed, “but when you’re grownup, you’ll
forget it. You’ve found out my secret, Ofer, that’s why you must never be allowed to be a
child again!”

I must have fallen asleep, and I had nightmares. Maybe I tried to remember who I was,
so as not to fall into the nightmare. That’s what the Night Children always taught me – you
hold on tight to who you are. I tried to talk with the monster standing next to me wearing
colorful bright clothes, but it only laughed and I couldn’t talk to it. I think I even said I was
sorry, and promised to be a good student, but it didn’t really help. I felt my body gradually
changing… I felt old people pains all over my body. It wasn’t the same body, not the same
suppleness, not the same spring, and not the same feeling. That was when I understood the
difference, and realized that you have to keep holding onto that energy for the rest of your
life.
Suddenly I heard barking. I opened my eyes. Nelia was standing in front of me, wagging
her tail, and all the girls were smiling, looking a little worried: “Ofer, what happened to you?
You were crying and shouting from within this machine.”
“But I…I…I’m old,” I mumbled, stroking my face. It was smooth.
“Don’t worry, we got here on time and stopped everyone’s machines. Evil Ear saw us
and ran away.”
“What are they talking about?” the boys asked.
“We’ll explain it all later, but now we have to get out of here.”
“Oh no, look! Sourpuss, you have a little bald spot on the front of your head,” Peepeena
pointed at him. “Let me see, let me see!”
“We don’t have time now, we have to escape,” Martha called out again and pulled
Peepeena along.
“Mummy! Mummy! Come back!” Evil Ear’s horrifying shout was heard over the rooftop
of the Annoying School for Children, where he stood looking at the horizon with disbelief.
“Where are they going?! My mothers!”
The sky was darkening with clouds again, and rain started to come down on the school.
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“They’re going in the direction of Candy Valley!” he shouted, and his voice rang through
all of Childland, shaking the tree tops in the rain, and birds flew away from it as if from an
earthquake. Evil Ear stood like that for many long hours, in the heavy rain, staring at the
group of children as they got smaller and smaller and finally disappeared.
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Candy Valley

The next morning, the children stood at attention in straight rows, and listened to Evil
Ear who was standing on the stage. Teachers passed through the rows of children to see who
wasn’t standing at attention, who was daring to breathe, whose feet weren’t together, and
who was leaning on one foot more than the other.
“Here, not far from our school,” Evil Ear began, and waved his arm towards the rising
sun, “is Candy Valley. Who hasn’t heard of it? Has any child not dreamed of living in it? It is
a valley where every kind of candy grows. Some of it grows straight up from the ground,
intertwining over the earth like tomatoes – those are the pretzels, the popcorn, the corn chips
and the potato chips. And in another place in the valley, you can see the soft marshmallow
ocean and its colorful waves, all the way to the far horizon. And when the sun used to send
warm popcorn rays and melt the marshmallow sea, children sailed faraway on it. Over the
marshmallow sea are the towering ice-cream mountains, in all different colors. Children used
to ski there, and sled and fall down, and play around in the ice-cream, and they’d get up and
shout to the sky: “I’m happy!”
Fields of chocolate, square by square, like a plowed field, are spread out over the valley.
Along the chocolate fields, surprise eggs grow on the bushes: they look like chicken eggs, but
when you open them up you find another candy inside, and then another one, and each one is
always sweeter and tastier than the one before. And rivers run through the valley – the grapejuice river, which is purple and sweet, and overflows to nourish the whole valley. And the
Coca-Cola river and the orange-juice rivers also twist like snakes through the fields of
lollypops which grow straight out of the earth. And of course, we won’t forget the sweetwater river, which the children need after all that candy. In short, a sea of colors blown
around by the wind like waves. The stretches of cake serve as beds, especially the soft
cheesecake and the chocolate cake. And when the children used to get up in the morning,
they would sit in the shade of the toffee-trees, reach up and pluck off a handful. There’s even
a volcano there, but instead of spitting out boiling lava, it spits out colorful candy, which
scatters all over the valley.”
As Evil Ear described Candy Valley, his voice became more and more excited, his
mouth frothed and drooled. His tongue was moving around and licking his lips as if looking
for something…
“Candy! Candy! More candy!” he roared. “Wonderful Candy Valley, watered with
sugar-rain all year round – when I was a child I dreamed of it too. But now, enough!
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Tomorrow, at dawn, we’ll go out to destroy Candy Valley. No more candy! No more germs!
No more cavities! The first step in destroying childhood is to destroy Candy Valley. That
valley drives children crazy, leaves them with sticky hands, gets their clothes dirty and makes
their parents loose sleep.”
“No more candy!” he bellowed, and the children did not move an inch.
“Tomorrow, at dawn,” Evil Ear went on, his voice calming down a little, “we’ll infiltrate
Candy Valley. We’ll be divided into a few single files. Each of you will carry a big sack of
salt and you’ll scatter it all over the candy, and that will bring an end to sweet dreams. Salty
candy, hah! You make me laugh!”
Evil Ear stood on the stage cracking up with laughter.
“Salt! Salt! Children, do you know what salt does? Has anyone ever put salt on one of
your wounds? Oh, it’s very unpleasant. If you don’t win this battle, we’ll pour the salt on
you, and you won’t be sweet children any more. Have you heard of the Sea of Salt? It’s the
Dead Sea. You must have heard of it, because you’re smart students. Nothing grows there in
that salty earth. No fishes can live in that salty water. We’ll pour salt into the river of grape
juice, we’ll scatter salt over the cakes, on the chocolate and the ice cream, there’ll be salt
everywhere.”
His eyes spat out sparks of hatred as he ordered the children to repeat after him: “Bitter is
yummy and sweet is yucky, Bitter is yummy and sweet is icky.”
And all the children shouted: “Bitter is yummy and sweet is yucky, bitter is yummy and
sweet is icky.” And the teachers went around the rows of children, giving out cubes of bitter
chocolate.

[הערהJC4]: the previous paragraph is
in past tense, as if it doesn’t exist
anymore. So does it?
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The Preparations for the Battle

At the same time, Candylike was leading us to Candy Valley. We knew we would have a
difficult battle there, against Evil Ear and his army of teachers and grownup children. But we
didn’t want to start the game yet.
“It’s not a game!” Evil Ear roared. He was following us from the school roof. “It’s for
real, it’s life or death!”
“He’s really a child,” Bartha laughed.
“Life or death, life or death,” she called to him, and wagged her fingers with a
disapproving face.
We told the girls about our experiences in the Cave of Terrible Pain, thanking them for
saving us at the last minute, and wondered what would have happened if they hadn’t got there
with Nelia on time. Just to be sure, we checked to see if we were still children, but there was
nothing to worry about: we were all dirty and full of cuts and bruises, mostly on our knees
and elbows. Peepeena’s shoe laces were untied, and Sourpuss stopped every few feet to pick
up a stone and throw it at the sun. When he bent over to pick up the stones, we saw a little
bald spot glimmering in the sunlight. But we were relieved to see that he was cursing when
his stones missed the sun.
“We have to do something!” Martha cried out suddenly.
“We have to do something! Evil Ear is getting ready for battle, and we’re being lazy.”
“Won’t I ever eat candy again?” Candy sobbed and made us all afraid.
“The children in the Annoying School for Children are probably dreaming about candy
they’ll never see again” Sleepyhead mumbled.
“I can hear them sighing: ‘we don’t want bitter chocolate, we want sweet chocolate. We
don’t want salt, we want sugar, sugar.’”
“The children will be forced to destroy Candy Valley with their own hands,” I said
angrily.
“Evil Ear always said,” Martha added, “that it’s important for children to do things
themselves, so they don’t have anyone to blame afterwards. He likes children to blame
themselves. He says it makes them become grownups quicker.”
We could tell immediately that Candy Valley was heaven on earth. A pleasant breeze
rustled the toffee trees, the air was clear and sweet, and the sky was scattered with stars. We
descended into the valley quickly, crossing the fields of pretzels and corn chips, which made
crackly crunchy sounds under our feet.
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“Once, happy children used to live here,” Chatterbox told us. “Look over there – their
beds are in the cake area.”
We saw swimsuits scattered on the beach at Marshmallow Ocean. Beneath the cotton
candy trees we found candy wrappers.
“Evil Ear kidnapped them,” the Night Children told us. “He called them over and said he
wanted to tell them a secret. And then he laughed: ‘just kidding!’”
Martha wouldn’t let us eat any candy, “so our hands will be free for the battle,” she
declared.
She promised that after the victory we would have a candy feast to celebrate.
“You’re talking like a grownup,” Bartha said angrily. “Sticky sweet hands are our best
weapon in the war against grownups,” she explained.
Martha accepted Bartha’s opinion, submissively. “That’s how it is in Childland,” she
said, “eight is already a grownup age.”
Candylike scattered chips and pretzels along the roads leading into the valley. “This way
we’ll know when they’re attacking,” he explained. “Look how much noise the chips and the
pretzels make when you step on them.”
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The Battle

At dawn, Evil Ear’s army infiltrated the valley. The teachers and the grownup children
were divided into groups, and their movement was as noisy as a herd of elephants galloping
down the slopes. They each carried a backpack full of salt. Gray clouds came into the valley
with them, covering the sun. The wind stood still and the multitude of colors in the valley
began to fade and turn gray over the heads of Evil Ear, the teachers and the grownup
children.
“Stop!” Evil Ear shouted to his army. He was holding the flag of the grownup camp.
Opposite him, Martha stood on an ice cream hill, raising the children’s camp flag.
“Surrender!” Evil Ear shouted.
“We will never surrender!” Martha declared, and Bartha made faces at him.
“Come on, charge!” Evil Ear called. “Scatter the salt!”
Martha quickly opened the dam in the river of grape juice, and a stream of purple liquid
flooded the army of intruders.
“Don’t give in! Don’t break down! Even if you taste sweetness!” Evil Ear shouted.
Bartha went by and put large colorful pieces of candy in the mouths of all the teachers
and the grownup children.
“Scatter the salt!” Evil Ear screamed, and pushed the grownup children from behind.
Opposite him, Martha roared: “Ofer, go on! Fire the ice-cream cannonball! Bartha! Push
the candy into their mouths!”
Every time Evil Ear’s army advanced, the sky got gloomier, the wind stopped blowing,
the colors got grayer, and a heavy silence covered everything. And when Martha’s camp was
ahead, the sun shone pleasantly through the layer of clouds and the rays of light danced
among the planes of candy, lighting up everything in all the colors of the rainbow. Then, the
wind began to play between the treetops of the cotton candy trees and the cookie flowers. A
sweet rain began to fall, and the sun painted a huge rainbow in the sky, in all the colors of
toffee.
Bartha put a huge piece of candy in Evil Ear’s mouth. His hand tried to pull it out, but his
mouth sucked on it with all its might.
“Get it out!” he shouted angrily. The teachers came to his aid and pulled at the candy, but
Evil Ear wouldn’t let go.
“Come on, charge!” Evil Ear came to his senses, and waved the flag of the grownup
camp. But the grownup children ran and jumped into Marshmallow Ocean.
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“It’s such fun!” they shouted, lying on the colorful waves. Children and teachers began
to disappear among the toffee orchards, running along the squares of chocolate, and
scattering in every direction.
“They’re becoming children again!” Martha yelled. “Come on, keep fighting!”
The children ran to the cotton-candy trees and started climbing them. Others took off
their clothes and jumped into the Coca-Cola river and the grape-juice river. They played
hide-and-seek among the tall ears of candy growing in the fields. They slid down the ice
cream hills, dug holes in them and built castles.
Bartha smeared her chocolaty hands over the teachers, and that was what really broke
Evil Ear down. He sat down on one of the cakes, sinking in down to his waist, and cried. He
cried from the bottom of his heart, as he hadn’t cried for years. That’s how he used to cry
when he was a child, if he got dirty and his mother got angry at him.
“Never mind,” Bartha stroked him, “we can wash your clothes,” she tried to soothe him.
Suddenly, Evil Ear straightened up and shouted: “Come on, charge! We can wash the
clothes! Don’t be afraid of a little dirt!”
He looked around with his red angry face at the children, who instead of scattering the
salt, were fighting over who could pick more candy and fill their pockets first.
“What kind of behavior is this?” Evil Ear roared, and snatched the candy from the
children. Martha stood on top of the ice cream hill and calmly commanded the battle.
“Go on, Bartha! Get them dirty! Go on, Ofer! Fire more ice cream scoops on the army.
We must stop them before they pour the salt. We must give them back the taste of childhood,
before it’s too late. We’re winning! Come on! They’re turning into children!”
When the battle was over, the heavens opened up and sweet rain poured down and
watered the entire valley. All the children lay on their backs, happy and tired, opening their
mouths and swallowing the sweet rain, which soaked their whole bodies, washing their faces
and refreshing them. The pleasant sun blinded Evil Ear, who hadn’t seen the sun for many
years, and the rain filled him with sweet sugar. The wind messed up his hair, cooled his ears,
and filled his nose with snot.
“I’ll get sick,” he sobbed.
Evil Ear sat on the ground, among the many cellophane wrappers he had scattered
around after eating a huge portion of candy, licking his fingers and asking for more. And
Bartha gave him more and more and more of everything. Then Martha climbed to the top of
the ice cream hill and planted the flag of the children’s camp on the peak of the mountain.
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The Desert of Boredom

“Last night, I was defeated in the great battle in Candy Valley,” Evil Ear began the
morning inspection in a quiet voice. The children stood at attention, sticky and dirty, trying to
hide one last piece of candy under their tongues, wiping their hands on their pants, and
pretending they were just listening to an interesting story which had nothing to do with them.
“I admit it – I lost,” Evil Ear declared gravely. “Grownups must know how to lose with
dignity. But I haven’t lost the last war yet, and we’ll see who has the last laugh. I am calm,
because I know that sooner or later I’ll beat you, you’ll become grownups and you’ll join me.
I was a child once too, and I’m telling you that you must stop this business! Listen to me, I
have experience. I know what it’s like to be a child and what it’s like to be a grownup, and
which is better. But children are never willing to learn from the experience of grownups.
Therefore, I have ordered that all the chairs and desks in the classrooms be replaced with
grownup chairs and desks, and that the blackboard be placed higher up, and that you be
dressed in grownup clothes. No more childhood! That’s the only way you’ll grow up. No
more low toilet seats, no more sinks for midgets. The School for Annoying Children will be,
from now on, the School for Cute Grownups.”
Evil Ear finished his morning speech, perhaps for the first time, in a quiet voice. He went
up on the roof and surveyed the view patiently.
“Teachers!” he called, “the children are entering the Desert of Boredom. No one say a
word. We’ll kill them with boredom.”

Sourpuss walked first, with a map, and we followed him silently. With the memories of
the Candy Valley battle still fresh in our minds, we held our heads up high, expecting more
drops of sweet rain.
“Now the sadness must come,” Chatterbox said, and fell silent.
“It’s obvious – after Candy Valley and such great joy, there must be sadness,” Candylike
pondered out loud.
“Children’s fun always comes to an end,” Martha was angry. “Why can’t vacations and
breaks and games go on? And why does someone always have to suddenly call you for dinner
and ruin everything for you, always at the best moment of the game.”
“With you children, things can’t end well,” Evil Ear would always gloat when he saw a
child running in the hallway and falling down. “With you children, games always end in
tears.”
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“One day…One day when I’m grownup,” I thought to myself, “I can finally be a true
child.” I looked around. Big spaces and distant mountains surrounded me with their silence.
“Have you heard of the Desert of Boredom?” Sourpuss asked us, peeking at the map and
shading his bald spot with his hand. “It’s a desert where only after you’ve been in it for a long
time, you realize you’re bored.”
“Maybe Evil Ear doesn’t want to play with us anymore, and that really would be boring,”
Sleepyhead yawned.
There was a silence that strained our ears. No shouts were heard from the rooftop of the
Annoying School for Children. Only now did we realize that we had been in the Desert of
Boredom for a long time. Around us stretched gray skies and yellow sand, all the way to the
horizon, only two single colors.
“Every sentence repeats itself,” Chatterbox said.
“Every sentence repeats itself,” the desert replied.
“I can’t think of any games,” Gimmegifts said.
“I can’t think of any games,” the desert answered.
“It’s like the boredom in the Annoying School for Children, where the classes never
end,” the Night Children complained.
“It’s like lying in bed without moving, at nap time,” I remembered.
We looked around. No toys, no children, only sand and sand and sand, and not even a
single happy thought. We walked on with heavy steps. Bartha cried that she couldn’t walk in
the sand, that it was bugging her and getting into her shoes, and then her feet got heavy and
sad thoughts stuck to them like shadows.
“I’ve reached a hundred,” Peepeena mumbled, “I know we’ll never get out of here.”
“Why don’t we each suggest a game,” I proposed. Silence. We kept walking with dust in
our eyes and sand in our mouths.
“Who’s going to start?” Martha asked.
“Who’s going to start?” her voice echoed back.
“I’m not!” Sleepyhead said.
“Let’s draw pictures,” Bumpinto mumbled.
“Let’s play Barbies,” Peepeena whispered.
But they were only words, no one really meant them.
“Let’s fight,” Sourpuss shouted suddenly.
“With who?” answered Evil Ear, who couldn’t resist it.
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“Then what do you want to do – go back to the Annoying School for Children?” Martha
said angrily. “That’s exactly what Evil Ear wants.”
We kept on walking quietly. The desert sun beat down on our heads and blinded us.
Sourpuss’ bald spot was turning red, and Peepeena tied some toilet paper around his head.
Our throats were dry and our lips were parched. We listened to our heartbeats, to our
footsteps, to our breaths, and to the desperation creeping into our hearts.
“That’s the way children are,” Evil Ear always said, “when they’re hungry, all they think
about is food, when they’re tired, all they think about is sleeping, and when they’re in pain,
all they think about is the pain, and when they’re bored, they just don’t think of anything.
That’s how I like children. They’re cute when they’re suffering, not when they’re happy.
Then they can think of whatever they like, as if everything is allowed.”
I couldn’t be bothered to answer him, because I wasn’t thinking of anything.
From far away, we imagined we could hear the good headmaster’s voice. It was a soft
voice, which barely reached us: “Go on children…think about other things.” But we didn’t
know what.
We all looked at Nelia. She was dragging behind us with her tongue hanging out,
panting, not pricking her ears up to the wind, not sniffing the air, not looking for anything. It
was clear that all she wanted was to lie in the shade and do nothing.
“That’s grownup’s disease, Nelia! To lie there without doing anything,” Bartha told her
off. “That’s how grownups lie down in the afternoon, on their backs, with their heavy bodies,
resting without even closing their eyes. You’re getting old, Nelia! Get up quickly and do
something before it’s too late!”
Sourpuss stopped on one of the sand dunes and spread out the map. “We have to cross
the Desert of Boredom in order to reach the Fun & Games School,” he said quietly. “We
could have been there ages ago if we hadn’t made all the detours we took in Childland. But
who walks in a straight line, except grownups?”
We walked on quietly, as children always do, with their sad thoughts, the whole day, the
whole of life. I counted my steps as I walked. “One…two…three…” like Evil Ear had taught
us to count the days, the months, the years, every day…all of childhood…until we became
grownups. I realized it was helping, Evil Ear was right. Then I understood why grownups are
always busy figuring out the time: watches, calendars, journals, and those kinds of things.
They forgot to play and were waiting for their suffering to pass.
Another few steps and Bartha would whine: “Go home, go home.” I could tell by her
eyes which rolled up and missed faraway places. And then, either we would go back home
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without saving Childland, or we’d die in the desert like Evil Ear wanted. He would put a big
fancy tombstone on our grave, which would say: “This is what happens to children who want
only play, and nothing for real.” And children from all over Grownupville would come to our
grave, lay flowers, shed a tear and say, “Evil Ear was right.” But secretly, they’d want to be
with us beneath the tombstone.
“It’s better to be a dead child than a live grownup!” I suddenly shouted.
Bartha smiled with her sandy mouth, it was her first smile in a long time. But then
silence fell on us again, and I knew that someone would break down soon and want to go
home. Yes, it was me, but I didn’t say anything, so they wouldn’t accuse me of being a
grownup up and always ruining the game for the children, at the best moment.

In the evening, we arrived in a valley full of dried and droopy trees. The branches were
covered with white bandages, with holes in certain spots.
“Those are the lost trees,” the Night Children told us. “Once they blossomed in many
different colors, until Evil Ear killed them. He took away their right to live. He was angry at
the trees for growing wherever they wished. Sprouting out branches wherever they felt like it,
without asking him. He said he liked the trees’ legs to be planted deep in the earth, and for
the tree not to be able to move. He also wanted the branches to grow exactly the way he
liked, according to a precise plan. That’s why he wrapped bandages around the branches, and
left holes in certain places.”
“Poor trees,” Bartha murmured, and went over to stroke them.
Martha was the first one who, without hesitating, walked up to one of the trees and
started taking off its bandages. Within a minute, little branches started shooting up in every
direction and tiny green leaves began appearing.
“You see,” Bartha cried out, “trees, like children, hide their happiness inside, and now
everything is blooming. And they’re not really dead, they were just pretending, because they
were hiding from Evil Ear.”
We spread out along the lines of trees and progressed quickly, stripping off the bandages
as we went. In front of us was a huge valley full of dead and broken tree trunks, gray as if
they had been burned, and behind us there was now a green path of freshness. Slowly, the
branches awoke from their slumber. Young supple branches began to shoot out. Here and
there, some colorful flowers budded, filling the air with a magical scent.
Sourpuss discovered that Evil Ear had made tidy paths from stone, for the lines of ants in
the desert.
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“Look,” he called to us, kicking angrily and dismantling Evil Ear’s stones. “He wants the
ants to walk only on the paths he lays out for them.”
“Look at the sky!” Suchamess cried out. We looked up and saw traffic signs hanging
from balloons in the sky.
“Evil Ear wants the birds to fly according to traffic regulations,” Martha said, “so there
won’t be any accidents.”
“He watches them from the school roof,” the Night Children told us. “If he sees a bird
flying against the rules, he traps it with his wind chariot, ties its wings down and it can’t fly
anymore, only walk on the ground.”
Now we understood why it was quiet. We looked up and saw birds flying without
making any sounds, on the balloon paths Evil Ear had made, stopping at the intersections and
continuing without so much as a chirp. The Night Children began throwing stones at the
balloons, amusing themselves by seeing who could hit the target, trying to burst the balloons.
Martha’s eyes were sparkling with anger: that always happened to her when she was crying
and angry at the same time. She hissed through her teeth: “We have to find the tied up birds
and untie their wings.”
The weather was getting cooler, an autumn wind was blowing, and gray clouds hid the
cruel sun. The Desert of Boredom now seemed rich in color, with light shades of green on the
leaves, the pinkish orange of the sunset, a bluish light, and even the butterfly on Nelia’s chest
changed colors in the sunset.
Animal clouds told us stories from Childland, without us even asking. In one of the
clouds, I found Evil Ear standing on the roof of the Annoying School for Children, angrily
ordering the sun not to give in to the clouds, to go back and burn everything. And right away,
ten little clouds came up to this terrible big cloud. Amazing: it was the ten Night Children!
Sourpuss marched first, his hand waving a black hammer; then Candylike, licking three
colorful scoops of ice cream; Gymnastica, walking on her hands with her feet waving in the
air; Dirtyface, holding a trashcan from which everything was falling out; Sleepyhead
marching with his eyes closed, holding a book called “My Book of Dreams”; Bumpinto,
hugging his box of cuts, which was open and the cuts kept falling out and opening up;
Gimmegifts, whose hands were full of colorful wrapping paper and bows; Suchamess was
making funny faces and her cloud kept changing shapes; Chatterbox was screaming: “left,
left, left, right, left,” and her mouth was constantly open; and finally Peepeena, whose cloud
started dripping when it passed over us.
We marched like that, one after the other, bringing presents for Evil Ear.
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“Where’s Ofer?!” Bartha got angry, she was always worrying about me, before worrying
about herself.
“Can’t you see?” Martha reassured her, and pointed towards the Fun & Games School,
“over there are three more clouds. Look closely… there! We’re there too!”
And indeed, I recognized Martha in the middle, coming closer, holding out her hands to
Bartha and me.
“But why the gifts?” I was angry, “why are we sucking up to Evil Ear again, after
everything he did to us.”
“No, you don’t understand,” Sourpuss got annoyed, “I’m going to give Evil Ear this
hammer…but I’ll give him one on his head with it!”
And when we looked up we could clearly see Sourpuss swinging his hammer above him,
and Evil Ear with fear in his eyes, bending down and protecting his head with his hands.
Nelia woke up and ran ahead of us, sniffing the air and pulling us after her. She stopped
on one of the hills, looking down, like a commander reviewing the battlefield. We crowded
around her. Before us was a valley full of birds, hopping on the ground. They all had their
wings tied and their faces were sad, silent. It was an amazing scene: thousands of birds, tied
with white bandages, their wings tight against their bodies, quietly hopping on their thin legs.
“It’s as if a kind doctor bandaged their broken wings,” Peepeena mumbled.
“Look! They’re building nests on the ground,” Bumpinto was alarmed.
“It’s the Valley of Tied Birds,” Sourpuss read off the map.
As soon as the birds saw us, they became frightened and tried to run away, but all they
could do was jump up and down a little. Martha held her hand out to them with some seeds
she had gathered, and waited patiently. They were obviously very afraid of people. Martha
didn’t give up, and after a long time the birds began to gradually come closer. Then she
managed to carefully undo the bandages from one of the birds, with her nimble fingers, and
the bird took off into the sky, screeching joyfully. Suddenly, thousands of birds surrounded
us, still afraid to chirp, but with hope in their eyes. Our work continued until dawn. When the
sun rose, the huge flock of birds waved goodbye to us from the sky. They glided above us,
made a few circles to thank us, and showed us their amazing flying tricks.
“We can fly too, what are you showing off for?!” Gymnastica shouted at them.
The birds landed on the green branches, danced on them, and broke the silence of the
desert with their happy, loud chirping. And one bird made bird-do on Sourpuss’ bald spot.
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I think we spent a long time in the Desert of Boredom, which was blossoming day by
day. In fact, I know that for sure, because happy thoughts replaced the sad ones, and the time
that had crawled when we were sad and in pain, was now flying at dizzying speeds with each
new day of adventures.
The sun raced through the sky, smiling, and fell straight into the arms of the good
headmaster in the Fun & Games School, like a child in his mother’s arms. And early in the
morning, before we’d had time to lift our heads from the pillow, it was already peeping out at
us from an unexpected place, calling us to come and play with it. The moon accompanied us
like a loyal dog, telling us dreams, sometimes with the innocent face of a child, and
sometimes stretching a smile over its face like a clown. The wind whistled through the
branches, sometimes dancing in a circle, carrying leaves upwards, and sometimes running
like a gang of children down the slope, until it spread across the grass which was beginning to
cover the hills.
We discovered that Evil Ear had built dams in the riverbeds, to control the direction of
the water flow. We dismantled the dams and the Desert of Boredom now filled with the
sounds of splashing water, running freely down the slopes.
Every morning, Bartha walked barefoot with Nelia through the green spaces, in which
the occasional sand dune still showed up. She had a flute made from bamboo, which
Gimmegifts had given her. She played tunes which touched the hearts of the grownup
children and reminded them of gentle lullabies. The tunes also plucked the strings in Evil
Ear’s heart, and completely confused him.
“She’s awfully beautiful!” Evil Ear called from the school roof, but he stopped up his
mouth immediately. After all, he had sworn that he wasn’t taking part in the children’s stupid
games anymore.
The Night Children drew pictures which told the story of Childland, and those pictures
are in this book. They drew with sticks and stones on the hills, and their pictures described
the battle in Candy Valley, the train to the Annoying School for Children, the Mountain of
Dreams, Barbie town, the Cave of Terrible Pain, and everything else. They continued to tell
the story of Childland, and sculpted their own images in the mountain rocks. They sculpted
Bartha on a little hill, and me on a bigger hill, and Martha a mountain, and Evil Ear on a little
stone. They turned the Desert of Boredom into a colorful land of sculptures and paintings.

One day, Bartha got lost. We looked for her all over the desert, until we found her
playing her flute for the birds, on top of a cliff which overlooked the view. Then Bartha
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taught us the game of forbidden thoughts, which was a game parents never let their children
play, and it is the most enjoyable game of all.
“You just follow your thoughts wherever the wind blows them,” Bartha explained to us,
“and you get to places you don’t know how to get back from.”
In this game, the Desert of Boredom looked like a big amusement park to Bartha. Evil
Ear was trying to sneak into the park, and the Night Children were pretending not to notice.
But they stopped the Ferris wheel just as Evil Ear was on top, and he almost died of fear. Or
they would purposely arrange for him to get stuck in the haunted house in a maze. He might
fall out of the roller coaster straight onto Sourpuss’ head. And maybe he’d meet the Dead
Children there, all those children he hadn’t taken care of, and he’d be very scared to see them
playing on the rides without being afraid.
Suddenly Bartha looked around and didn’t know where she was. Then she cupped her
hands around her mouth and called: “Evil Ear, do you want to hear a forbidden thought? How
much is one Evil Ear plus one Evil Ear?”
“Two Evil Ears,” he shouted.
“No, Evil Ear. It’s one Evil Ear, with two big ears like yours!”
Then Evil Ear exploded with anger and the sparks he let off seemed like Forth of July
fireworks to the Night Children.
In the evenings, we sat around the fire. Martha told us stories about Haifa, the mountains
and the sea, and what we were like when we were little. Back then, I was the daddy, and
Martha and Bartha were the girls, and it was actually quite nice. The Night Children asked
Martha to tell stories about them too. Martha said she didn’t know them when they were
little. They got angry and said she was answering like Evil Ear.
“You did know us, you didn’t know us – just make something up,” Peepeena told her off.
Martha apologized and told them incredible stories about themselves, which they never
knew about.

The last remaining trace of Evil Ear’s Desert of Boredom, were the great clocks which
stared at you from above, which Evil Ear had scattered over the hills. Every time Bartha was
tired and felt like she wanted to sleep, she asked Gymnastica to climb up on the clock and
move the hands forward to nighttime. When Sourpuss was hungry, he would change the
clock again.
“Each of us will have their own clock, but we’ll leave one for Evil Ear too,” Martha
suggested. “He deserves to have his own time too.”
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Bartha drew children playing, eating and sleeping on the clocks. First we wanted to play,
so we moved the hands to the playing children. Then we were hungry, so we moved the
hands to the eating children. And we did the same with sleeping.
“Then how will you meet, without time and place?!” Evil Ear’s laughter was heard
rolling through the sky of Childland one night.
“We’ll meet when we all want the same thing!” Martha shouted at him.
She was the only one who was prepared to explain to him about children. “It’s obvious,
Evil Ear. Bend down, and you’ll understand, that when two children want the same game,
then they meet and play.”
In the cool desert nights, when the sky was filled with thousands of stars, and we lay on
our backs refusing to break the rules and fall asleep, we would have shouting conversations
with Evil Ear, our words darting through the sky like shooting stars.
“Evil Ear, how do you know you exist?” Bartha shouted.
“What do you mean, how?” Evil Ear got angry. “If Evil Ear doesn’t exist, then who
does?!”
“But how do you know that it’s not a dream, this whole business of Childland? And that
you really are the headmaster of the Annoying School for Children? For example, today,
when I walked through the Desert of Boredom, I thought that it wasn’t possible that we
children keep beating you, and that it must be a dream.”
“Childland is not a dream, it’s real, and it’s mine!” Evil Ear shouted.
“But maybe someone’s trying to wake you from a dream, and you don’t want to wake
up? Wake up, Evil Ear! Wake up! You’re just a kid who was sent home from school and
decided that one day he would be the headmaster.”
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Back to the Land of Dead Children

“Bartha’s idea is brilliant!” Gymnastica shouted one night, “we need to build it
immediately.”
None of the children could understand how they hadn’t thought of it before. Here, in the
Desert of Boredom, a giant amusement park would be built, with every kind of ride in the
world.
“No,” Bumpinto corrected, “with every kind of ride a child can imagine.”
For example, Bumpinto thought of a ride which children fall out of, and then he could
run and bandage their wounds. But the children told him that he’d gone a little mad, and that
his idea sounded more like a ride Evil Ear would plan, than one of the Night Children.
“No, you don’t understand what I meant,” Bumpinto tried to correct things. “The kind of
wound that doesn’t hurt, but you get attention because of it. Don’t you know that kind of
wound?”
“That’s not a wound,” Bartha explained to him, “that’s just pretending. But that’s alright
– in Childland you’re allowed to say that your tummy hurts, or your head aches, or that you
bruised your leg, so that it really does hurt and everything works out alright.”
We built a huge amusement park. It had a Ferris wheel with boxes of candy hanging
from above. When a child reached the highest, scariest spot, they could reach up even higher
and take some candy. In the ghost train, for example, you would go inside a witch’s mouth,
and after traveling through her black stomach, you’d come out in one piece on the other end.
But you could also choose to stay inside with the witches and become a witch and scare all
the other children who came in. There were rifles and arrows, and whoever hit Evil Ear the
most would get a prize. Whoever got a ball to go into Evil Ear’s ear, got a huge teddy bear
which was very expensive.

“Here we are, designing and building a huge amusement park, and what about the Dead
Children?” Martha said one day. “They’re down there, locked under the tombstones, waiting
for us to call them to come and play.”
As soon as she said that, we all clapped our hands together and put them up to our faces
and said “Oh dear!” like old people. “Really, how could we forget about them?”
So Martha took a big backpack and put it on her back, and announced that she was
setting off to the Land of Dead Children to get them. We all joined her. When we arrived at
the gate to the Land of Dead Children, they were waiting for us. They said they’d been
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waiting for ages and didn’t know when we were coming back. We took them with us. They
were pale and thin, and it was hard for them to walk. We helped them walk and took very
good care of them, so they wouldn’t get hurt on the way.
“On the rides, we really need to take extra care of them,” Martha warned us all. “Look
how pale and thin they are, look how cold they are and how miserable they are. You know,
when you get a bump on a leg that fell asleep, it hurts even more. These children have
suffered plenty, they mustn’t get hurt anymore. God forbid they should fall off the Ferris
wheel, or die of fear in the ghost train. These are children whose parents didn’t take care of
them, and neither did Evil Ear, and we have to take the best care of them in the world.
Everything is more painful for dead children, and we have to protect them.”
We took the Dead Children on the ghost train and the roller coaster. They sat in the
middle, and the Night Children, Martha, Bartha and I sat on either side, so they wouldn’t be
afraid.
“The Dead Children must always be in the middle,” Martha explained. “They mustn’t be
on the side. Last time they were on the side they just fell and died because no one was
watching out for them.”
They were cold and we gave them sweaters. Their pale hair waved in the wind, but we
could see that they were smiling just a little, despite everything. And that little was worth a
lot.
“Now we have to take them back to the Land of Dead Children,” Martha said. She was
the only one who could have said something like that. We all went back with them to the
Land of Dead Children. We stayed there and didn’t say a word, until they had gone through
the gate and waved goodbye to us, closed the gate and told us that it was alright, we could
leave now.
“When will you come again?” they asked.
“We promise to come,” Bartha called.
But we knew and they knew that in Childland there are no clocks and no time, and that
children have to wait a long long time until someone comes to get them.
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Grownupville

“Here we are, having fun underneath the starry sky, playing with the Dead Children,
shouting forbidden thoughts at Evil Ear, laughing at him for being a child, making his blood
boil, and taking out steam from his nose and ears, and turning it into clouds, but over there in
the Fun & Games School, the good headmaster is locked up,” Martha whispered to us one
night, after we got tired of shouting to Evil Ear.
“And the good headmaster,” she added, “is probably sitting up against a wall in a dark
basement, with his hands tied behind his back. Evil Ear is standing in front of him holding a
sandwich, and not even giving him a bite. And he’s telling him that he and all his childish
children will rot away there, in that basement,.”
“Yey! New adventures!” Bumpinto cried out.
“Yey!” Gymnastica, Suchamess and the rest of the Night Children started jumping up
and waving their hands in the sky. Then they danced the “crazy dance,” which is a kind of
dance where everyone does the craziest movements they can do. When Sleepyhead woke up,
he won first place in the dance, as he always did.
Martha, Bartha and I quietly looked around at the wonderful nighttime view, which we
knew we would soon leave. The sky was clear with thousands of stars, we could hear the
sounds of water splashing down the slopes, and the moon rose over the hills, turning us into
tall, thin shadows.
“I’d be willing to stay here forever,” Bartha murmured. “But we must help the good
headmaster. When I get back to my house on the Carmel, I’ll do anything except have
adventures. I’ll sit quietly with Nelia on the balcony that overlooks the sea, and I’ll remember
all our adventures. Then, I’ll say to Martha: ‘Martha, I’ll do anything except have more
adventures.’”

“We must cross Grownupville,” Sourpuss said, pointing at the map. “Without crossing
Grownupville, we won’t be able to reach the Fun & Games School. There’s no way around.”
“Let’s go!” Martha called, “One step forward, two steps back—oh…sorry, I got
confused! Two steps forward, one step back.”
And so we moved through the darkness of the night following Sourpuss, watching the
stars, hoping to see a shooting star and have time to make a wish.
“I wish Evil Ear would die,” Peepeena said when she saw a shooting star.
At dawn, the sun rose over Grownupville.
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Grownupville was surrounded by a high wall, above which were many guarded towers
and prickly barbed wire fences.
“That’s the wall Evil Ear built,” the Night Children told us. “Evil Ear made teachers
stand along the top as guards, so that children couldn’t get in.”
“Wow…it’s so scary,” Bartha shook as we got closer to the high gate.
The Night Children were silent. They were used to being afraid, and wouldn’t stop the
game even if it was scary. At the gate in the wall around Grownupville, sat a tall thin teddy
bear. We recognized him. It was the same teddy bear who had let us into Childland. He had
one ear bigger than the other, he was wearing his red mittens, and he had golden buttons on
his fur and a gray hat. Now we noticed that he had a childish smile, with a little edge of evil
that he tried to hide. Nelia bared her teeth at the teddy bear, and threatened to eat him alive.
“Hold her! Hold her!” the teddy bear begged, his hair standing on end.
“Want a cookie? Want a cookie?” the teddy bear tried to be nice to her, but Nelia acted
as if she’d never seen a cookie before and didn’t care about them.
“Nelia, why don’t you like the teddy bear?!” Bartha got angry at her and pulled her
collar. “Even before you knew him, at the entrance to Childland, you already hated him. He’s
actually nice.”
Bartha’s reprimanding didn’t change Nelia’s mind one bit. She went on looking at the
teddy bear like a stick someone had taken out of her mouth, and she wasn’t about to give up.
“Let us in,” we said to the teddy bear. “We want to come in.”
The teddy bear pointed with his thin hand to a sign with a picture of a little boy, covered
with a red X. We stood gaping, not knowing what to do.
“Come back when you grow up! This is not a place for children,” he called to us and
waved us away with his arm.
“But we must get in,” we begged, and tears stood in Martha’s eyes.
“Why must you?” the teddy bear asked, mockingly.
“Because we have to reach the Fun & Games School,” Martha replied.
“What for?” the teddy bear said, surprised.
“We have to rescue the good headmaster and reopen the Fun & Games School.”
“Oh…that’s why,” the teddy bear pondered, making a dismissive gesture with his hand.
“We promise to be grownup,” Martha begged.
“Children’s promises are worth nothing! Their word is no word at all,” the teddy bear
declared with his mouth frothing. “Children only make promises to themselves, and
sometimes they don’t even keep those ones.”
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“Even though we’re children, we have willpower,” Martha tried to soften the teddy
bear’s heart. “We can make serious decisions and be grownup. We promise!”
“I’m willing to give you a test,” the teddy bear replied, as if he was doing us a favor. “If
you fail, you can’t come in. Show me your hands and feet.”
We showed him our hands and feet. I tried to stretch my sleeves down, so he wouldn’t
see the cuts. The teddy bear went by and inspected us carefully.
“You’re very childish children,” he said disdainfully. “I haven’t seen this kind of child
for a long time. Ooh…yuck…look how many cuts and bruises you have, even ones with puss,
and dirt and flies. Put your noses up. Oh dear…so much yellow and green snot. Enough!
Enough! I can’t take it anymore.”
We hung our heads down and said nothing.
“Alright, I’m willing to give you another test, but this one really is the last one,” the
teddy bear softened unexpectedly. “Show me how you walk.”
Martha marched straight ahead, with her nose up, but Bartha’s feet got twisted as usual,
and she fell down. The Night Children didn’t walk at all, but rather wandered around, like
they always wandered all over Childland.
The teddy bear lifted the heavy key that was hanging from his neck and locked the
squeaky gate twice.
“Just so you know, you’re not real! You’re just part of a story!” Bartha shouted at him.
“And just so you know,” the teddy bear shouted to her, “you’ll never get to the Fun &
Games School, because you’re just a silly little girl!”
Nelia looked at the teddy bear with murder in her eyes, and Bartha held her collar hard
and pulled her back.

“There’s no choice,” Martha said, “we must become grownups to save the good
headmaster and open the Fun & Games School.”
“So what does that mean, that we’ll never be children again?” Bartha gaped.
There was silence. None of us moved.
“There’s no choice,” Martha pronounced again. “The teddy bear will find out if we’re
not really grownups. We have to dress up as grownups, but for real.”
“I won’t do it,” Bartha was insulted, “I want to stay a child.”
“If this is what we have to sacrifice, then we’ll sacrifice it!” Martha declared
ceremoniously. “For the sake of Childland, I’m willing to sacrifice myself and be a
grownup.”
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“Maybe we could be grownups and then go back to being children?” I wondered.
“Yes, that already happened to us, at the Annoying School for Children,” the Night
Children remembered.
But we all knew that if you become a real grownup, you never go back to being a child.
And anyway, we knew that the teddy bear would inspect us so closely, that we wouldn’t be
able to hide any trace of childhood. And he’d only let us in if we were grownups for real.
“I don’t feel like being a grownup again,” Bartha wept desperately. “Haven’t we been
through enough in this Childland?!”
“We have to be grownups all the way!” the Night Children called. “We have to
completely forget childhood, and then remember it again. What an adventure!”
“But it may be the final adventure,” I warned. “You know that grownups don’t have
adventures.”
“You’re talking just like a grownup, Ofer. Play is always for real! And every game is
always the final one, and there will never be another one like it! Are you considering giving
up a game like this?!” the Night Children said angrily.
“But…even so…remember that you’re children,” Martha begged, like a mother warning
her children before they went on a trip. “And you have a note in your pocket and an anthem
and Nelia has a note tied around her neck. And don’t forget everything we’ve learned in
Childland.”
“This time, we’ll let Evil Ear turn us into grownups and he’ll find that we can defeat him
even when we’re lying on the ground and he’s sitting on top of us, even with our pinkie
finger,” the Night Children declared.
They danced their final “childhood dance.” It was a funny kind of dance, which they
danced when they were excited. They all made the strangest faces and movements they could.
For example, Sourpuss smiled like a clown, Chatterbox danced with her mouth closed,
Bumpinto danced without falling down, Suchamess danced neatly, Gymnastica danced
without moving, and Sleepyhead danced a very alert and rapid dance, which he didn’t allow
himself to do even in the “crazy dance.”

The rigorous training began. From morning to night, we practiced walking along a
straight line which Martha drew across the earth, with our noses up, without going right or
left, not even an inch. We practiced walking an entire day without falling down even once.
We practiced saying “thank you,” “please” and “sorry,” even when someone stepped on our
toes. We practiced smiling with a mouthful of yellow teeth, just at the moment when we were
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most angry, and saying insulting things as if they were nice. Sourpuss punched us in the nose
and ordered us not to cry.
Martha gave us all identity cards which she had written out, and made us recite our
identities. She herself was a rock star. Bartha was an actress. Sourpuss became a teacher.
Sleepyhead was now a policeman. Bumpinto was a doctor. Candylike opened a candy store,
and Gimmegifts was a beggar. Suchamess was a housekeeper, and Dirtyface was a street
sweeper. Gymnastica was a gym teacher, Chatterbox was a congresswoman, and little
Peepeena looked after babies. Only my identity card said that I kept changing professions,
and that even though I was a grownup, I still hadn’t decided what to be when I grew up.
“A grownup is a child who forgot he’s a child,” Martha reminded us. “A kind of child
who had such a good game of dressing up that he forgot who he really is.”
“We really must forget who we are, for this game to be real,” the Night Children said
when we went back and stood in front of the gate to Grownupville.
The thin teddy bear looked at us and said “Wow…how you’ve grown, children. That’s
really nice. I like you this way.”
He examined us closely. Then he gave us tests which were really easy and simple, and
we couldn’t understand what kind of funny tests they were. Walking in a straight line,
looking straight ahead, who couldn’t do that? He checked to see if there were any cuts or
bruises on our legs. Who knows if we ever had any.
“Just in case,” the teddy bear explained. “You know how grownups like everything to be
secure and organized. Now I’ll scatter a kind of sleeping drug over you, and when you wake
up, you’ll no longer remember anything from childhood. You’ll be real grownups.”

*
Every morning, I’d go to work. I looked left and right before crossing the road. I looked
at the houses I passed with no real interest, and knew that soon I could have a cup of coffee
and read the paper in the office. That’s how every morning would start.
Martha was a famous rock star in Grownupville, and she sung educational songs which
Evil Ear wrote. Songs like: “Twinkle, twinkle, little star.” Bartha was a famous actress. She
usually played the roll of the most grownup grownup, and Evil Ear directed her. The Night
Children were respectable people, thanks to Martha’s strict training course, and Evil Ear
commended them.
I liked to take walks in the evening, through the streets of Grownupville. Clean, tidy
streets, closed trash cans, evenly mowed lawns, trees standing like soldiers on inspection, rain
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which came down according to the weatherman’s orders, and a sun which obeyed the great
laws of the world. In Grownupville, you always knew what would happen tomorrow and the
next day. A town with no surprise parties, no happy occasions, but also no disasters. I
realized that Evil Ear had been right when he had once said that to be organized, is to have
fun. He also said “You’ll thank me one day,” and I really did thank him for not giving up on
turning us into grownups.
Once a week I would go to the bank, check my savings and know that I was an organized
man. Bartha had a marriage proposal from a very grownup, stable and serious man. It was the
first time in a long time that she laughed. Martha also had many proposals which excited her.
But they both replied that they needed to think about it seriously. When I applied for jobs and
filled out forms, they asked me for my place of birth. I always wrote “Grownupville.”
In the evening hours, when I walked with Nelia through the city streets, she had a muzzle
on her mouth and she walked nicely by my side with a leash, without barking, without
wagging her tail, and she went to the bathroom only in the public dog bathrooms on the street
corners. I would follow her with a plastic bag and a shovel, just in case she misbehaved and
soiled the clean sidewalk, because some respectable person might step on it.
During those walks, I had the strange feeling of being a tourist in a foreign city. A tourist
who had stayed on to live in one of the towns he’d reached, because he had lost his tracks and
forgot where he came from. When I passed by the walls of Grownupville, I often wondered
what was behind them. Perhaps…a locked up garden which you weren’t allowed into. But
curiosity is a childish quality, and I overcame it right away.
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The Childhood Voyage

In the center of Grownupville, Evil Ear built “The Great Museum for the Study of
Childhood.” Grownupville residents could visit the museum, sample the tastes of childhood
the way it used to be, and be happy that they were lucky enough to live in Grownupville,
rather than in a scary world of childhood, full of witches and monsters.
One Saturday morning, the teddy bear took us on a tour of the museum. In the entrance,
there was a huge marble slab, which said: “I am your Evil Ear, which have made thee a
grownup. Though shalt have no other Evil Ears before me.”
We walked around on our tiptoes in the grand hall with the huge ceiling, decorated with
pictures of Evil Ear. In one picture, he was teaching children in a classroom. In another, he
was talking to them from the morning inspection stage. In another, he was reprimanding them
with a long, accusing finger. There was also a beautiful, colorful stained glass window, in
which Evil Ear was giving out awards to the grownup children.
We bought our tickets and set off on our childhood voyage, guided by the teddy bear.
“Only true grownups are allowed to take this journey,” the teddy bear explained to us.
“Otherwise it’s dangerous, because you might turn into children.”
Before we left, the teddy bear instructed us to leave our voices in a box near the entrance,
and go on the voyage with no voices.
“Children,” he said, “have no voice. They cannot vote in the elections, which means they
have no voice. And in order to feel what it’s really like to be a child, to feel the true
loneliness of a child, as he goes through life without telling anyone his secret, you have to be
voiceless. Whoever can go through the childhood voyage without becoming a grownup, will
remain a child for ever!” the teddy bear declared. “Those are the rules of the game.”
We walked down a narrow path that had no end. Each of us was carrying a heavy
backpack.
“I can’t imagine walking such a long way with no voice,” I thought to myself, and I
didn’t even know what Martha, Bartha and the Night Children were thinking because I
couldn’t talk to them. Sometimes, someone would make a gesture or a movement, but it
wasn’t the real thing they wanted to say.
“You can’t hear children’s voices, because they’re children,” the teddy bear laughed.
“When they grow up you can hear their voices better, but by then they’ve already forgotten
what they wanted to say.”

[הערהJC5]: Check bible for phrasing
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The tall trees on the sides of the path hid the sun. I couldn’t see the view and I didn’t
know where we were going. All I could see was one or two steps ahead, no more. Maybe also
because of the heavy backpack, I didn’t have the strength to lift my head. I kept looking
down and seeing little stones. Sometimes we would stop, and I’d hear…only silence. Then
I’d ask myself “Who am I?!” But most of the time, we made a lot of noise. My feet hurt from
walking, my shoulders hurt from the backpack, and I had no strength to walk anymore.
“How long do we still have to go?” I grumbled to the teddy bear.
He looked at me from above and spat out: “You walk until you forget.”
I decided to remember every detail, every single event on the way, and not to forget. To
record it in my brain and hold on to it tightly, and not forget.
“That way I can pass through all of childhood and remain a child,” I recited to myself.
“The only way I can be a grownup who understands children, is to hold on tight and not
forget.”
I gave myself close targets, like the next tree, or the first hill we got to, and I swore to get
there without forgetting a thing.
From behind, I heard a fain humming, that was getting louder. I looked back and saw the
Night Children walking with their mouths closed, smiling mischievously, humming our
anthem.
“Who was that?!” the teddy bear looked back, furious.
There was silence.
“You walk until you faint!” the teddy bear declared. “As long as you don’t grow up,
you’ll suffer. I’ll teach you a lesson about laughing at a teddy bear who’s trying to help you
grow up.”

Strong winds were blowing, and our moods swung up and down, like waves on a stormy
sea. There were days when the sun shone, and then I would remember everything: the rules
for flying, the blooming Desert of Boredom, our tricks on the Mountain of Dreams, Evil
Ear’s secret, our good old days in the sandbox, and more and more. And there were freezing,
gloomy days, when I remembered the Land of Dead Children, the Annoying School for
Children, the good headmaster locked up in the Fun & Games School, the children who lived
in Grownupville, and all sorts of things. But every day was different from the last one, and
there were no identical days.
The teddy bear offered us the heavy shoes again, so we’d be steady in the stormy winds,
and the wide-brimmed hats, so we wouldn’t take off into the sky. We refused again.
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Then I stopped walking and stopped breathing and swore to remember and not to forget
this moment at which I stopped walking and stopped breathing and swore to remember and
not to forget.

“Only one day has gone by,” the teddy bear suddenly announced. “You still have years
of childhood. You have no chance. You should give up now – why would you want to suffer,
only to give up later? Why would you want to tolerate the blisters on your feet, your parents’
anger, the teachers’ punishments, even the mockery of your friends, who have become
grownups while you remain the last children?”
“You think you’re so clever, that you know better than anyone, don’t you?” the teddy
bear chuckled. “And most of all, you believe that you’re so special. That’s your secret, hah!
I’ve caught you! When you grow up, you’ll see that you’re all the same and you’re not so
special.”
But I swore that I’d show the teddy bear, when I grew up.
There were times when Bartha’s laces came undone, or one of the Night Children got a
stone in their shoe. Then we’d sit on the side of the road and ask the others to wait.
“Come on!” the teddy bear roared. “Whoever can’t keep up will be left behind on their
own. We have no time to waste.”
Sometimes the teddy bear would say that if we grew up quickly, we’d get our voices
back. But we weren’t tempted because we knew that as soon as we got our voices back, we’d
forget what we wanted to say. Once in a while, the Night Children made animal voices at the
teddy bear who was marching in front. He spun around to catch the criminals. But the Night
Children knew how to make sounds with their mouths closed. Then the teddy bear would
smile nicely at the children, ask them to come close to him, and say:
“That’s right children, you’re not afraid of anything.”

“You’ve moved up to the next grade!” the teddy bear declared one day.
“Take a more grownup mask and put it on over the last mask I gave you. You don’t
replace masks,” he explained, “you add them.”
I looked at everyone and they really did seem grownup. I got very scared. Someone had
to play a trick or do something naughty, to bring back the spirit of childhood. Once it was
Bartha, who stuck a pacifier in her mouth. Once Peepeena, who stole up behind the teddy
bear when he was making pee-pee and heard him mutter to himself: “This is such fun!” And
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another time it was Nelia, who refused to walk in a straight line and preferred to wander back
and forth between the trees.
Martha went up to the teddy bear and asked him seriously: “Tell me, do teddy bears have
teddy bears?”
The teddy bear made a desperate attempt to remain serious and not crack up laughing,
but strange sounds escaped from the sides of his mouth.
Nelia was the only one who really could speak without words, and none of the masks fit
her. She always remained the same mischievous, childish Nelia. Suddenly she ran towards
the teddy bear and bit his behind, for no apparent reason. The teddy bear started dashing
towards the finish line and we followed him. At first, because we wanted to stop him and
apologize for Nelia’s trick. But then, because we wanted to catch him and get even. But he
disappeared with the blink of an eye…and we found ourselves running through the streets of
Grownupville, towards the main gate. The grownups stared at us wondrously – a gang of
children and a dog, running like crazy in a quiet, orderly town. But we had already passed
through the gate and we found ourselves somewhere outside, panting and gasping in the
mountains of Childland.
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The Fun & Games School

We looked up towards the Fun & Games School which stood on the top of the hill,
surrounded by a wall. The morning sun was lighting it up and bouncing off it in a thousand
slivers of light.
“Look! Evil Ear painted it gray…”
But even so, a sea of color enveloped the school and lit up the hill with colorful light. We
stood enchanted at the sight of the light flowing, streaming, dripping on the school in all the
colors like many different flavors of ice cream dripping and melting in the sun.
“Let’s go!” Martha called.
Suddenly, rain clouds covered the sky and laid a heavy shadow over the Fun & Games
School. Then we heard a familiar laugh from the clouds. We looked up and saw the teddy
bear in the wind chariot, pulling off the remainders of his costume from his body, and
revealing…Evil Ear with his enormous ear, his short neck and his missing teeth! And he
shouted to us:
“Wait, children! Wait! Don’t run away, because Evil Ear is coming to get even with you,
once and for all!”
He waved a huge sword at us as the wind chariot landed at the gate of the Fun & Games
School. Martha held her hands up to stop us and tried to protect us with her body.
“Don’t you dare touch them!” she spat at him.
“It’s either them or you!” Evil Ear giggled, “and this time it’s really final.”
Thunder and lightning tore through the darkness and heavy rain began to fall, as Evil Ear
called:
“I’ll take you with me to the School for Annoying Children, and I promise that you’ll
never escape from there again.”
“But how will I know that you didn’t harm the children?” Martha shouted.
“I promise!” Evil Ear declared and raised his hand. “I even swear.”
Martha hesitated for a moment, and was about to step forward, but we held on to her
shirt from behind and prevented her from moving.
“It’s either you or them! I have no time to wait,” Evil Ear said and waved his sword
around.
Suddenly Nelia stood in front of Evil Ear. We weren’t sure how she’d got here, because
we hadn’t seen her move. Then we saw her gulping, and she sat on the ground, licking her
lips, with a slight bulge in her stomach…and Evil Ear was gone!
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We stood there, stunned, not understanding how he had evaporated, or vaporized or just
disappeared with his huge sword, without giving us time to say goodbye, or even just enjoy
the look of terror in his eyes, or the final moments when he knew he was about to be
devoured by an animal. He must have frozen on the spot like a stuffed animal. If only we’d
just had time to shout at him: “Surrender!” or “If you don’t show us your teddy bear, you’re
dead!” Nothing. We were glad for a moment, but then we were a little mad at Nelia, who
hadn’t let us take part in her final game, even though we always let her play our games.

The morning sun shone through the clouds and a beautiful rainbow decorated the sky.
Nelia marched first and we followed her through the rainbow to the Fun & Games School.
Then Martha began to sing:
“We are children, we are heroes
Grownups – don’t you dare come near us!
In a land that’s dark and gray,
Children come to save the day!”
On the walls around the Fun & Games School, the teachers whom Evil Ear had put there
as guards started dancing and singing with us:
“We are children, we are heroes
Grownups – don’t you dare come near us!
In a land that’s dark and gray,
Children come to save the day!”
The looks on their faces softened and their dancing became terribly childish. They made
funny movements, lifting up their knees in the air, and they weren’t afraid to fall off the high
wall. They danced the “crazy dance” as if they’d always known it.
We held hands and danced around Nelia and sang to her:
“Nelia, Nelia – always cheerful,
Never mad and never fearful.
If Evil Ear gets within her sight,
She’ll tear his head off with one bite!”
Then Martha stopped the celebration. She reminded us that the good headmaster was tied
up here in some dark cellar, and we had to set him free right away. After searching for a short
while, we found the good headmaster and set him free. He had a child’s smile, even though
he was a little grownup, and we started playing with him immediately.
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“In our school,” said the good headmaster, “no one says: ‘Children, shake hands and
introduce yourselves.’ In our school, you just start playing.”
When the children in Grownupville and in the Annoying School for Children saw that
Evil Ear wasn’t coming back, they slowly began to smile, and then they allowed themselves
to shout: “Evil Ear, where are you?!” And then even: “We don’t want to study, we want to go
wild!” They jumped on the chairs and the desks in the classrooms and finally broke out from
within the walls of the school and of Grownupville and ran, all of them, through the paths and
the mountains of Childland, straight to the Fun & Games School.
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Life at the Fun & Games School

We had to bring some fun into the Fun & Games School. Ever since it stopped being a
fun and happy school, and turned into Evil Ear’s prison, the noise of children at break and the
hum of their laughter in class were no longer heard between the school walls. Cobwebs filled
the rooms and mice played tag in the hallways.
The first change which Bartha introduced in the school was colored boards, instead of
blackboards. The second was to make the breaks very very long, and the lessons very very
tiny. Bartha made the smallest circle she possibly could with her tiny fingers, to illustrate
how small the lessons would be.
Chatterbox suggested that the teachers should speak very little and the students should
talk a lot. Gimmegifts demanded that the teachers should have to prepare good classes as
their homework, and Sourpuss decided that at the end of the year, the students would give
grades to the teachers.
But none of the children wanted to play teachers, because they had to be quiet the whole
lesson, and do homework, and get bad grades – that was too much. So we had “teacher
shifts.”
Suchamess declared that the walls belonged to the students, and they could use them like
paper. She gave out spray paints in all different colors so that the children could draw
whatever they wanted on the walls. Gymnastica suggested that the entry to the classroom
would be through a slide coming down from the ceiling, like in “Snakes and Ladders,” where
you have to change to different slides along the way, until you get to your place. The good
headmaster built a roller coaster and a ghost train in the playground. Martha thought that
Geography class should be taught on a roller coaster, and History on a ghost train, and that
we should get a grade for naughtiness.
Bartha brought some clean sand, which the children sifted in the sandbox, and she
scattered it around the school. She explained that the floor must be sandy in the Fun & Games
School, and none of the children disagreed.
Then the good headmaster declared that life would be the school, rather than the school
being life. But none of the children understood exactly what he meant. He also said that
playing was the best way to learn. He taught us the alphabet game: Let’s say someone throws
a C at you – you can Curl up inside it and go to sleep. Or take an L – you could Lean against
its corner. Or an S – you would Slither like a Snake. And if you got a W – there would be two
of you. And someone who gets a G – “well, Gee, I don’t know what would happen to him,”
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the good headmaster admitted. So we started going wild with the letters and throwing them at
each other. And the good headmaster called out “Great! Great! Keep on going. Now throw
words at each other!” Chatterbox was the first one who actually threw entire stories.
Sitting in class was also one of the games we played, but not necessarily our favorite
one. In the Annoying School for Children, there were “desperation calendars”, where the
children marked off the days as they crawled by. But in the Fun & Games School, the
children had “hope calendars,” because the further away the end of the day or the end of the
year seemed, the more fun it was. Children would ask the teacher if there was a long time
left, and the teacher would answer: “Loads and loads of time, don’t worry, there’s lots of time
left.”
Sometimes we missed the Annoying School for Children, and Evil Ear and his friends
the teachers, and we got angry at Nelia who had ruined the game. Nelia had an Evil Ear doll
which she held in her mouth the whole time, and she wouldn’t let anyone else play her game.
Everyone had to have different parts in the game, but we all wanted to play Evil Ear. Usually,
Sourpuss won and the game would start. And we enjoyed playing so much that we didn’t
want to stop. We were afraid that we’d forget that it was just a game and that Evil Ear didn’t
really exist anymore.

One morning, Gymnastica woke up and cried: “This is not how I remember Childland,”
and she pointed at the high wall surrounding the school. “The Fun & Games School was open
to all four directions of the wind, and it had no fences and walls.”
Then the good headmaster quickly lowered the walls, so children would have fun
jumping over them and shouting “Yey, I did it!”
One day Martha froze in the middle of a game and asked: “Where are the Dead
Children?! How could we forget them? How could we not invite them? Oh no!”
The sky was covered with clouds and the sun hid with shame. We all went to get them,
like we had done in the Desert of Boredom. They always liked it when we all came together
to invite them. We stood and called out to them from the gate to the Land of Dead Children,
and waited for a long time while they got ready. The Dead Children always took a long time
to do anything, like tying their laces with their long, thin, white fingers. And they were
always uncomfortable in their shoes and their pants. But we waited without rushing them. We
took them with us. They walked in the middle and we surrounded them. They didn’t want to
sit in separate classrooms, so we mixed them up among us. They said they’d never had such
nice classes, and they even laughed a bit.
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The Night Children and the grownup children, who hadn’t seen their parents for years,
invited them to the Fun & Games School. Their parents came and said they were sorry for
sending their children to the Annoying School for Children, and promised from now on to let
them always be children.
Then Martha opened a class for parents and grownup children and called it: “Learning
from Children.” At the beginning of the first lesson, she wrote on the board:
“In the Fun & Games School, a child who grows up does not become a grownup, just
like a cat that grows up doesn’t become a dog. When a child grows up, he can be even more
of a child, it just depends on his desire.”
In the second lesson Martha taught them how to bend down and see the world through
children’s eyes. In the third lesson they learned how to fly. In the forth lesson, they learned
how to fight terrible pain (one way was to collect your tears in a glass and drink them). In the
fifth lesson they learned the language of dreams, and how to talk to monsters. In this lesson,
you had to fall asleep. The sixth lesson was entirely devoted to playing tricks on grownups,
and the seventh lesson was about how not to become serious and how to always keep a
childish smile. In the eighth lesson, Martha was afraid that she was beginning to bore the
children. So she skipped ahead and taught them how to stay children for ever. The Dead
Children were very active in this lesson, and some of them were even the teachers. Martha
told them they should stay until the end of the course, because she was going to teach the
most important thing: that each child has his secret, which he mustn’t tell anyone. And how
they, the parents and the grownup children, had forgotten their secrets, because of the many
years of torture during their childhood. That torture made them hide their secret so deep
inside, that even they had forgotten it.
When they heard this, the parents and the grownup children burst into tears, and
remembered their secrets which they had forgotten for so many years. At that wonderful
moment when they remembered their secrets, a magical thing happened: the skin on their
faces smoothed out and light shone from it, their smiles became wide and wonderful again,
and a spark of mischief danced in their eyes again.
“You see!” Martha exclaimed, “one picture is worth a thousand words. They’re back to
being children again!”
There were some grownups who Martha peeled like an onion. She took off one layer,
and another, and finally she was left with a little boy, who was hiding inside and asking not to
be seen because he was afraid. The child covered his head with his hand, and Martha told him
that it was alright to come out, that he was in Childland now and he had nothing to fear, and
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that he didn’t need to put on so many masks. It wasn’t easy to convince this child, who had
been hiding behind so many masks, to expose his face to the sun and smile.
The grownups recalled how they had sworn, when they were children, to remember
every single childhood moment, and how they had forgotten and betrayed their oath, the oath
of eternal childhood. But now, after they had rediscovered themselves and their childhood,
and after Martha had taught them how to withstand torture, even for twenty years, without
revealing their secret, they would never abandon it again.

At the entrance to the Fun & Games School, Bartha built a big dressing room, where any
child could choose who they wanted to be today: a studious student, or a joker; shy or
impertinent; crazy or serious; a teacher or a student, and so forth. Then, when a teacher got
angry at a student and shouted at him with a threatening face: “This time I really mean it!”
the student could choose to either burst out laughing or be serious, to just ignore it or to be
insulted, or even to say thank you and smile.
For example, once little Peepeena broke a glass. The teacher shouted that she was always
breaking things and she had to pay the price. Peepeena replied that every child had to break at
least one thing every day, otherwise he wasn’t a child. She quickly added this rule to the
school rulebook. And then all the children had to break at least one thing every day,
otherwise they would be considered grownups and would become teachers.
In tests, the students could choose which grade they wanted to get, even the best possible
grade. Only Chatterbox couldn’t choose, because she always got an F. To get an A on a test
was an embarrassment, and the students would purposely make mistakes. To get an A- was
better than an A, because it meant that you knew the material as well someone who got an A,
but also that you were human, because anyone can make mistakes. Evil Ear used to tell the
children: “The grade doesn’t matter.” But then he would add: “As long as it’s at least an A.”
In class, when the teacher asked a question and a student gave a wrong answer, the
teacher had to ask the question which the child had answered, because it couldn’t be that
child had answered a question which hadn’t been asked. And often, the teachers failed.
Sometimes a teacher would explode and shout that he had to order the children to do
something, because how long could a teacher tolerate this mess? Then the children would
order him to order them to do something that they would have done anyway, so they could
obey his orders, and then everyone was happy. For example, one of the teachers ordered
Bartha to suck her pacifier. And another teacher ordered Sleepyhead to sleep.
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In the Fun & Games School, it was important to be either the best or the worst or the
middlest student. The last was also good. The main thing was to be the most something. And
in fact, every student was the most something. Gimmegifts was the most Gimmegifts. And
Suchamess was the most Suchamess, and the same with everyone else.
Evil Ear used to like embarrassing the only student in class who didn’t know something.
Each of the students always thought they were the only ones who didn’t understand. Then
Evil Ear would go up to a student and say to him quietly, in his ear, that he knew he was the
only one who didn’t understand. The student would turn pale and blush, or blush and turn
pale. Martha declared that the only student in the class who didn’t understand deserved a
prize, because he was unique, and there must be something else that he does understand,
which nobody else does. And then all the other students had to learn the thing that this special
student understood.
Once Dirtyface, who felt she was the only one who didn’t understand, got up and raised
her hand and shouted: “I’m the only one who doesn’t understand! I deserve a prize!”
All the Night Children jumped up and shouted: “We also don’t understand anything, we
swear! We were just afraid to say so.”
But the rule was that whoever admitted it first was the only one who got a prize.

Sometimes a teacher wrote a note in a student’s notebook, and his parents had to sign
that they had seen it. The notes said things like “Chatterbox was talking in class,” or
“Sleepyhead fell asleep in class,” or “Dirtyface came to school with dirty notebooks again.”
The comments were traded and swapped between the children. For example, one red
comment was worth two blue ones. And one blue one was worth two pencil comments,
because those could be erased. Sleepyhead framed his red comment and hung it proudly over
his bed. When there were lots of comments, the children made a card game out of them.
“Candylike was eating candy in class again” was a strong card. “Bartha sat with her pacifier
all lesson,” was even stronger. And their were sets: “Bartha sat through the whole class with
her red pacifier,” “Bartha sat through the whole class with her purple pacifier,” and “Bartha
sat through the whole class with her pink pacifier” were a set. But when Peepeena drew her
joker: “Peepeena couldn’t keep it in again,” she beat everyone. When the parents saw the
comment they had to tell the child off for getting it. Those were the rules. The parents had to
say: “You should be ashamed of yourself” or “next time you’ll be punished,” or “you’re
being grounded for a week.” But then the game went on because the child had to try and
sneak out of the house without getting caught.
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In the spring, the children would make up new games, which was a tradition in
Childland, so that they could play interesting games all summer, and especially during fall
and winter.

Every evening we would sit in a circle. The Night Children, Martha, Bartha and I would
be in the center, surrounded by other admiring children, and we’d tell them how we saved
them and Childland, and how Nelia gobbled up Evil Ear, and other such stories, which the
children already knew by heart but they went on listening politely and admiringly. Once,
Martha told them about how we ran away from the Annoying School for Children.
“It was Bartha’s idea,” Martha stressed, “to play the truth as if it was only a game. We
said we were going to rescue the good headmaster, and we really did.”
Then Martha suggested playing the escape game, but no one felt like it because we had
already played that game so often. Then Bartha suggested playing that we missed home. It
was just an idea for a game, but we all became quiet. We knew that Bartha was playing truth
again.
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Back Home

It was quiet. No one spoke. A cool Childland breeze floated above us and tangled our
hair. Bartha sat in the middle. Martha and I and the Night Children surrounded her, as if she
was an old mother who was dying. All the other children, who used to be grownups, sat
around us. And it was still quiet.
“Come with us,” Martha suggested to the Night Children, trying to make things seem
better.
“Yes, come with us, and we’ll talk ask our parents to arrange a place for you to stay in
our house, right Dad?”
A shiver ran through me: “Am I a dad?!”
Yes, it was true. But why now of all times, when I so wanted to be a child a little longer?
“And you’ll go to the Carmel School in the morning, with Martha and Bartha,” I tried to
encourage them. “It isn’t like the Fun & Games School, in fact maybe it’s more like the
Annoying School for Children, but you’ll probably have new adventures there.”
Bartha said nothing. She knew how to say goodbye. Once she even said: “So I’ll be sad,
so what?” Now, she let the Night Children say it.
And they got up, one by one, and gave emotional farewell speeches. Each of the Night
Children tried to give bigger compliments and praises than the previous one, and to say how
wonderful it was with us. By the time Chatterbox’s turn came, there weren’t enough grand
words for her to use. But we were already getting bored with it. The Night Children said they
couldn’t move to another country, they had to stay in Childland and welcome the new
children who arrived. The Dead Children stood on the side and didn’t give any farewell
speeches. They just stood there with their sad eyes, like they always did. Then I understood
that the Dead Children were always saying goodbye.
“We’ll come visit,” Martha promised. “Once a year, in summer vacation, we’ll come and
visit you.”
“But it’s always summer vacation here, have you forgotten already?” Gimmegifts replied
sadly.
“Then we’ll come every year in the spring,” Martha quickly corrected herself.
“But since we came to the Fun & Games School, it’s always spring,” the Night Children
answered in a chorus.
“Then we’ll come whenever we want to play the same game.”
“Yey! Yey!” the Night Children jumped up happily.
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Then we hugged and kissed. Sleepyhead asked who would shut the gate to Childland,
because Evil Ear was dead and from now on there were no tests to get into Childland, you
just walked through the gate. Bartha suggested that the Dead Children should close the gate.
And they would be the last ones to wave goodbye as Martha, Bartha and I disappeared up the
Carmel Mountain on our way home.
We had one last look at the grownup children we’d saved, and the Night Children, who
had once met us in the sandbox. We promised to come back when we wanted to play the
same game. But the Night Children had already started playing a new game with the grownup
children, a game which we, for some reason, didn’t really know.
We picked up our backpacks and walked to the gateway to Childland. I think we said
goodbye like you say goodbye to a beloved game, which you know you’ll play again
whenever you feel like it. Even Martha, who was more emotional than all of us, gave up her
last attempts to resist the separation, and waved goodbye to the Dead Children.
The Night Children weren’t paying attention to us anymore, they always skipped the last
goodbye, and they were involved in their game. We walked home quietly. Nelia went first,
carrying her Evil Ear doll proudly in her mouth, the pacifier which Bartha had given her in
Pacifier Forest hung from her neck. There was a note in it, which said: “Nelia Grosbard, the
Fun & Games School, Childland.” Nelia was the only one who left Childland with two
souvenirs. All we had was a note in our pocket, and many memories.
“That was great fun, wasn’t it?!” Martha tried to sweeten the taste of separation.
“Yeah, it was really fun,” I replied.
Only Bartha said nothing. She didn’t have to tell anyone whether it was fun or wasn’t
fun, and to give grades to the game.
At the top of Mount Carmel, as we got closer to home, we didn’t say: “Bartha, remember
how you poured sand over the floor of the Fun & Games School?” or “Martha, remember the
classes you taught in the Fun & Games School?” We just walked quietly, without speaking.

*

I think that ever since, we never talked much about Childland. Bartha and Martha went
back to school and I went back to work in my office. Once, on a Saturday, I sat with them
and we tried to write down the story of Childland. We remembered the thin teddy bear, who
stood at the gateway to Childland, and Bartha said that she had known immediately from the
way Nelia had been angry at him, that he was an evil teddy bear. She said that later, when she
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saw Evil Ear for the first time, on the school to the Annoying School for Children, she
immediately recognized that it was the teddy bear, by his big ear, and some other signs. And
Martha joined in and said that yes, it was clear to her all along that the teddy bear at the
gateway to Childland, and later at the gate to Grownupville, was Evil Ear.
“Well, I only realized it at the end,” I admitted, “when we saw him come down from his
wind chariot and take off his teddy bear costume.”
“You mean the entire childhood voyage in Grownupville, you thought that the teddy bear
was a good teddy bear?!” Martha laughed at me.
But after being in Childhood, I was used to there being many things that Martha and
Bartha understood better and quicker than I did.
The days went by. Sometimes, in the office, I would put my hand in my pocket, feel
around with my fingers, trying to feel the little note, and then I’d remember that my clothes
had been washed ages ago. One evening I heard Martha asking Bartha if she remembered the
anthem, and they tried to remember it together.

Nelia is old, she lies next to us now quietly in the living room, listening to every word.
She’s long ago dismantled the pacifier Bartha gave her. The note that was in it, which said:
“Nelia Grosbard, Fun & Games School, Childland,” was kept by Bartha in some drawer, but
she couldn’t remember where. Nelia kept holding the Evil Ear doll in her mouth for a long
time after we came home. We would throw it and she’d run and bring it back to us, proudly.
It was clear that Nelia was trying to bite the doll as hard as she could, but also to keep it
whole: two things which didn’t go together very well. Now, by the fire, with her sad gaze,
she remembers how she said goodbye to the Night Children by licking and wagging her tale,
and how Dirtyface was the only one who would give her a kiss, after she had swallowed Evil
Ear. And Nelia smiles to herself forgivingly, for having been a little insulted.

There were times when I would still suggest to Martha and Bartha that we sit down and
write the story, so it wouldn’t be forgotten, but they weren’t so crazy about the idea.
“You write it Dad, you write it,” they said. “We’ll help you.”
So we built a model of Childland from play dough, and the photograph of it is on the
cover of this book. Even though Bartha once said that in Childland, there must only be
children’s drawings, no photographs.
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Sometimes Martha would go into her room and look at the Barbies, and they seemed
familiar to her from somewhere. Bartha found her elephant pacifier on her bed, and couldn’t
remember how it got there. And they woke up again to another annoying school morning. In
class, during the long hours of boredom, Martha would look at the teachers and the
headmaster, and they looked like Evil Ear and his teacher friends. Bartha played at forbidden
thoughts, and drew pictures in her books. But they were both no longer afraid to be the only
ones who didn’t understand.
I still tried to plan my dreams before going to sleep, and play games the Night Children
had taught me with the monsters. But then I discovered that monsters didn’t come to play
with grownups, only with children. I also tried to play forbidden thoughts, but for some
reason all my thoughts were allowed. Then I remembered how when I had been out walking
with Nelia in Grownupville, I had reached a wall and wandered what secret garden was
behind it.
“You’re not a child!” Bartha would say to me when she was angry. “You are a child!”
she would correct herself, after we’d made up.
Then, when she learned how to write in school, she asked me how to write: “I’m a
child.” I showed her and she put the note in her pocket. Another time, when I asked her why
she was scribbling on her leg with a pen, and told her it wouldn’t come off properly, she
looked at me and said angrily: “Daddy, don’t you know that I’m a child?”
Martha didn’t use this weapon against me that often. But once, when she wanted to show
me something and I forgot to bend down, she hissed at me that maybe the teddy bear had
erased my memory when we left Childland after all, even though Nelia had already eaten him
up, because I was really acting like a grownup who didn’t understand children. Then I
remembered that the teddy bear really had promised us, when we entered Childland, that he
would erase our memories when we left, and maybe that’s why I can talk about what
happened in Childland.
Every so often I would steal up behind Martha and Bartha when they were talking to
themselves, hoping to hear their secret. Because I had already forgotten mine. Once I heard:
“I vow to remain a child!” And another time: “I promise not to forget this moment!” And
once Martha even made a little mark on the wall, and swore that she’d remember it when she
was twenty.

In those days, I sat down to write the story of Childland. Martha insisted that it wasn’t
possible that Nelia had swallowed Evil Ear, and the fact was that no one had actually seen it
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happen with their own eyes. That was because she was sensitive, and also because she was
vegetarian. She even threatened me that if I didn’t change the ending of the story of
Childland, so that Evil Ear became a child in the end, then I had to take her out of the story.
But then she made up with me, because even she realized that a story about such an evil man
couldn’t have a good ending.
Bartha wanted the teddy bear to be a good teddy bear, and not be Evil Ear, and she
fought with me about it.
“Children want happy endings,” they said angrily.
But I insisted, the way grownups do, and claimed that that’s not the way it was, and I
wasn’t prepared to lie to the truth.

*

In the first few years, we still went back to visit Childland once in a while. We met the
Night Children, the grownup children and the Dead Children there. But usually, we arrived in
the middle of their game. The Dead Children were always sitting on a bench watching the
game. Once Bartha got insulted and shouted at the Night Children that she would never come
back again. They stopped for a moment, in the middle of the game. Then Bartha realized that
she had done a terrible thing by making children stop in the middle of a game, and she
immediately said: “alright, alright, never mind – go on.”

Then I became a grandfather. Martha and Bartha had children, and no one remembered
Nelia anymore. But we had another dog, who was also called Nelia. Martha became a child
psychologist. In the long hours while she played with the children, there was always a
glimmer of mischief in her eyes. Bartha was an actress. She had a fragment of a smile on her
wrinkled cheeks. It was left over from Childland, since she learned that grownups always
give in to children in the end.
One Saturday morning, we all climbed up the Carmel, and suddenly I suggested that we
go in to Childland for a moment, to see how things were going there, and who was still alive.
We found the gate, which was now surrounded with higher plants and was better hidden.
Surprisingly, a teddy bear stood at the entrance again. He seemed smaller to Martha and
Bartha than the one they remembered, but he seemed the same size to me. Nelia threatened
him with her sharp teeth, and the teddy bear shook with fear and screamed for us to hold her
back. He gave us tests: Martha and Bartha’s children got in easily. Martha and Bartha found
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the tests difficult. They cried and begged, and finally the teddy bear let them in. I found a cut
on my leg, because I had trouble walking and I fell down a lot, so the teddy bear let me in
happily.
We met the Night Children. They were already old, but there was still a wink in their
eyes, which their children, for some reason, never managed to get. Their children roamed
happily through the mountains of Childland, looking for adventures.

*

I died.
Martha and Bartha were old.
Each of them had a dog with a butterfly on its chest. That was hereditary.
One day, Martha said to Bartha that they should go back to visit Childland with their
children and grandchildren. Martha, who was the eldest, kept the family flame burning. They
climbed up the mountain again, this time with the help of a walking stick and a walker. At the
entrance stood a teddy bear, who looked really wimpy to them this time.
They asked him: “Kid, how old are you?”
The teddy bear was scared of these two old women, he took his hat off to them, bowed,
and opened the gate for everyone.
“Just hold the dog back,” he begged.
Martha and Bartha’s grandchildren held the dog. Martha and Bartha, their children and
grandchildren, took a trip around Childland. Martha and Bartha said it would probably be
their last trip to Childland, before they passed away.
They visited the Dead Children and saw that they hadn’t grown old at all. They didn’t
have any children of their own, but they had remained the same age. Martha and Bartha said
they would tell their children to come and visit the Dead Children after they died, because
someone had to take care of them.
They visited all the old places: the sandbox, the Annoying School for Children, the cave
where they had hidden from Evil Ear. They found other children hiding here. They asked
them why they were hiding, and the children were surprised that they didn’t know. They went
through Candy Valley and had some last tastes of candy. And Pacifier Forest, where Bartha
stroked the pacifiers and said goodbye to them. And the great Desert of Boredom, and
Grownupville – everything was the same, unchanged.
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*

Bartha and Martha died long ago, their children are already old, and their grandchildren
are a little younger. But Childland still remains.

